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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Looking deeper into emulsions and suspensions?

Emulsions and suspensions have been synthesized and studied since early human history,
for example for food preparation, medication, cosmetics, and an ample collection of tech-
nological applications. Especially in the last century a lot of scientific research has been
devoted to these liquids, thanks to newly developed methods that enabled measurements
at smaller length scales, which led to major technological advances and an increased
understanding of the physical properties of complex liquids in general. In this thesis an
attempt is made to understand recent observations that revealed remarkable underlying
structures in emulsions and suspensions at the length scale of a micrometer. Whereas
the droplets in emulsions, and particles in suspensions could be monitored directly by
means of microscopy, the smaller components, like salt ions and solvent molecules, could
not be mapped due to their smaller size. By means of theoretical analysis, however, the
distribution of salt ions around the observed droplets and particles can be predicted, to-
gether with the physical consequences, often leading to an explanation of the behaviour
at larger length scales. In this way we ’look deeper into emulsions and suspensions’,
deeper than directly observable, still connected to the observable. While experiments for
example already proved that

• oil and water can form an emulsion without additives [1],

• oil and water can form an emulsion spontaneously without surfactants [2],

the theoretical study presented here provides an understanding by uncovering possible
hidden mechanisms that are of ionic origin.

Van Leeuwenhoek (1632-1723), who reported the existence of bacteria, the red blood
cell, studied the structure of muscle fibers, and constructed greatly improved microscopes,
also acted as the executor of Jan Vermeer (see front cover). If one takes a deeper look
into the compositions of the latter, more indirect information can be received. In this
thesis, we study compositions of nature, exposed by the legacy of Van Leeuwenhoek.

1
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1.2 Colloid science

In this thesis, emulsions are studied that contain droplets with a typical size ranging
between several nanometer and several micrometer, abbreviated meso-emulsions [3]. The
suspensions that will be discussed contain particles of a similar size, and will be called
colloidal suspensions. The macroscopic properties of these liquids are incredibly diverse,
depending on the properties of the colloidal particles in the suspension. They can often
be manipulated by applying external fields, like gravitational or centrifugal forces, shear,
electric or magnetic fields. These liquids can appear ’milky’, or ’opalescent’ (like an
opal), or show a specific color, due to their characteristic optical properties, thanks to
the fact that the radius of the droplets or particles is of the order of the wave length
of visible light. Some colloidal suspensions are shear-thickening, becoming more viscous
when stirred, some are shear-thinning, becoming less viscous when stirred. The adjective
’colloidal’ derives from the Greek ’kolla’, meaning ’glue’, and the origin of the word points
to another typical aspect of some colloidal suspensions (although a majority of colloidal
suspensions cannot be used as a glue). The study of these systems is sometimes referred
to as ’colloid science’, as a part of ’soft condensed matter’ (a notion introduced by Nobel
Prize laureate Pierre-Gilles de Gennes). Colloid science provides a huge playground for
physics: Thermal motion of the colloidal particles can be studied by statistical methods,
while the interactions of the particles can be tuned in the laboratory up to an incredible
degree, by synthesizing specifically shaped particles, adding charge or polymer chains at
the surface, by adding polymers to the solution, tuning the salt concentration or the type
of salt etcetera. Colloidal suspensions are ideal model systems to test theories of many-
body systems in, and out of equilibrium, because experiments can provide information on
the physical details both at the particle level and at the macroscopic level. The ’softness’
of soft condensed matter mainly refers to the interactions between the particles, that
are typically of the order of 1 kBT , which is about 1/40 eV, comparable to the kinetic
energy of the particles. The ease at which colloidal suspensions can be manipulated and
observed, together with their diverse behaviour, makes them highly popular in industry
and science. Colloid science could contribute to an increased understanding of nature,
especially in biological systems, that receive an increasing attention in the past few years.
Vital events happen at the colloidal length scale concerning the properties of proteins,
viruses, DNA, cell membranes and many more ingredients of organisms. The study of
colloidal systems could very well lead to new fundamental theories as well as to major
technological advances in a wide range of industrial applications.

1.3 Stability of emulsions

By definition, emulsions consist of two immiscible liquids, where droplets of one liquid
are finely dispersed in the continuous phase of the other liquid. Usually, one stabilizes
the droplets by additives, in order to have an emulsion that is stable on an apprecia-
ble timescale. Small colloidal particles like clay or ground mustard seed can adsorb
strongly to the interface between oil and water, and form some kind of coating that pre-
vents coalescence of droplets. Emulsions that are stabilized by this mechanism are also
called Pickering-emulsions, thanks to the work of Ramsden and Pickering [47]. Other
well-known stabilizing additives are surfactants (derived from ’surface-active’) that often
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consist of a long apolar chain that favours the oil phase, and a charged head group that
favours the water phase. Their presence lowers the interfacial tension between water and
oil, and thermodynamically drives the system into a micro-emulsion, where the droplets
typically have a radius of several nanometers. Whereas Pickering-emulsions are in gen-
eral only kinetically stable, meaning that the system is only metastable, micro-emulsions
are thermodynamically stable, meaning that the system is in thermodynamic equilib-
rium. In this thesis, two emulsions will be identified that differ fundamentally from the
above mentioned, well-known emulsions. The first will turn out to be kinetically stable
in the absence of additives, the second will turn out to form spontaneously, when the
ingredients are brought together, in the absence of surfactants.

Also colloidal suspensions need to be stabilized to prevent aggregation and clustering
of particles by Van der Waals-forces. By changing the surface properties of the col-
loidal particles, adding e.g. charge or polymer chains, the particles are protected against
flocculation.

1.4 Surprisingly strong electrostatic forces

Out of the innumerable diversity of complex liquids that can be identified on earth, the
focus of this thesis will be on rather pure emulsions, in the hope to derive general insights
from systems that are as simple as possible. The first part of the thesis will be concerned
with the distribution of salt and colloidal particles in diluted emulsions of oil and water.
In general, salt dissociates better in water than in oil thanks to the dielectric properties
of water, that allow charges to be separated at an energy cost of ∼ 1 kBT compared to
several tens of kBT in oil, reflected by the Coulomb potential between two monovalent
ions

V (r) =
e2

4πεr
, (1.1)

where e is the elementary charge, and r is the separation between the particles. The
dielectric constant ε is larger in water than in oil, generally up to factors of ten. Many
materials are therefore able to release charged surface groups when submersed in water,
and gain a surface charge, whereas in many apolar oils, the release of charged groups is
simply too costly in energy. Only in somewhat more polar oils, like cyclohexylbromide
(CHB), it was found that surface groups and salt ions can dissociate to a measurable de-
gree, leading to surprisingly strong electrostatic forces over long distances [57]. Coulomb
forces in electrolyte solutions extend over a typical length scale given by the Debye length
κ−1 =

√
4πεkBT/ρe2, which is of nanometer scale in water, and typically several microm-

eter in e.g. CHB, related to the salt concentration ρ in the solvent. A sketch is shown
in figure 1.1, where the colloidal particles are highly charged, and strongly screened by
ions in water, while less charged and weakly screened in oil.

Calculations on the typical width of the ionic cloud of net charge near a planar
wall, often called the double layer, date back to Gouy and Chapman [31]. By similar
calculations it will be predicted here that salt ions distribute unequally between water
and oil, when these are brought into contact. The fractionation is expected to be ion-
specific, such that different ions partition unequally, leading to a net charge in water,
and a compensating net charge in oil due to an excess of either positive or negative ions.
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(a) Plus and minus ions (red and blue)
near the surface of a colloidal particle
(green). The positive charge of the col-
loidal particle is screened by the sur-
rounding ions, typically over the length
scale of the Debye length κ−1, which is
small in water and large in oil.

(b) Colloidal particles (green) in water and oil. The
particles have a high charge in water, due to easy dis-
sociation, but the charge is screened over a small length
scale (blue). The particles have a low charge in oil, but
the charge is also weakly screened.

Figure 1.1: Dissociation and screening of colloidal particles in water and oil.

Consequently, water droplets in somewhat polar oils like CHB are expected to acquire a
net charge, so they interact via Coulomb forces, hindering coalescence. This could be of
great influence on the stability of the emulsion.

Another interesting aspect of emulsions is the sharp transition in electric permittivity
near the interface, such that nearby charged objects induce a surface charge due to
polarization, drawing charged objects in oil towards the interface, and pushing charged
objects in water away from the interface. Recently we also calculated that the double
layer structure around charged hydrophobic colloidal particles is deformed near the oil-
water interface, leading to strong attraction towards and adsorption to the interface.
Electrostatic forces also play a dominant role in diluted suspensions of colloidal particles
that sediment in the Earth’s gravitational field. In equilibrium the particles can be lifted
by macroscopic electric fields generated by the salt ions, to much higher altitudes than
one could expect on the basis of the barometric height distribution. Of course, this will be
explained in detail (see chapter 5). As a last example, that will be discussed elaborately
in chapter 8, electrostatic forces are expected to be responsible for the thermodynamic
stability of a remarkable type of Pickering-emulsion. In these systems the emulsification is
expected to be driven by strong adsorption at a responsive interface. This is calculated to
take place at a sufficiently low net surface charge, which can be provided by the presence
of charge stabilized colloidal particles, adsorbed to the interface.

Neither the dynamic properties of colloidal suspensions and emulsions in general, nor
a complete overview of possible physical properties will be discussed in this thesis, due to
the complexity and diversity of these systems. Still, I expect that the electrostatic effects,
that are elaborately discussed in this thesis, may play a dominant role in emulsions in
general, and may contribute to an understanding of systems, that are only seemingly
simple.



Chapter 2

General theory

Summary A general theoretical framework is presented in this chapter. The laws, methods

and symbols that are introduced will be used in later chapters to create an understanding of

several natural phenomena that were observed, or that are predicted to be observable. The

notions in this chapter can be helpful to discern an order and diversity in what might seem to

be a chaos at first sight. The derivation of the theories is by far not complete. For more details

the enthusiastic reader is referred to a rich history of literature. For the purpose of this thesis,

the chapter focuses mainly on ’density functional theory’ and the related ’Poisson-Boltzmann

theory’. In later chapters these theories will prove to be ideal to predict the structure and

thermodynamic properties of inhomogeneous electrolyte solutions, colloidal suspensions, and

emulsions of oil and water, in equilibrium, including an analysis of the possible solutions and

responsible conditions.

5
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2.1 Density functional theory

An effective theory to study inhomogeneous fluids, by the name DFT or density functional
theory, was originally constructed to study electrons in metals. In this thesis DFT is
applied to study ions and charged particles in solution. A derivation and some definitions
are given below [4, 12].

2.1.1 Intrinsic Helmholtz free energy functional

For a one-component system of particles a general Hamiltonian can be written as

HN = KN ({pi}) + VN ({ri}) + V ext
N ({ri}), (2.1)

with (pN , rN ) ≡ ΓN the phase space variables, N the number of particles, KN the total
kinetic energy, and external potential

V ext(r) =
N∑

i=1

vext(ri). (2.2)

The inter-particle potential VN can e.g. be pairwise additive,

VN =
N∑

i 6=j

v(ri, rj), (2.3)

but need not be specified for the present derivation. Introducing the classical trace

Tr ≡
∞∑

N=0

1
N !h3N

∫
dΓN , (2.4)

the average 〈A〉 of a phase space variable A(ΓN ) can be defined as

〈A(ΓN )〉 = Tr f0(ΓN )A(ΓN ), (2.5)

where f0(ΓN ) is the probability distribution

f0(ΓN ) =
1
Ξ

e−β(HN (ΓN )−µN), (2.6)

with the grand partition function Ξ

Ξ = Tr e−β(HN (ΓN )−µN), (2.7)

corresponding to the grand canonical ensemble. The grand potential Ω ≡ −kBT ln Ξ
and grand partition function Ξ can be written as functionals of the external potential
V ext(r), or equivalently the intrinsic chemical potential ψ(r) = µ − V ext(r), for a given
inter-particle potential VN and chemical potential µ. Writing the infinitesimal change
δψN as

δψN =
N∑

i=1

δψ(ri), (2.8)
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it can be derived that

Ω[ψ(r) + δψ(r)]− Ω[ψ(r)] = −kBT ln
Ξ[ψ + δψ]

Ξ[ψ]

= −kBT ln
Tr exp[−β(HN −Nµ− δψN )]

Tr exp[−β(HN −Nµ)]

≈ −kBT ln
Tr exp[−β(HN −Nµ)](1 + βδψN )

Ξ[ψ]
= −kBT ln〈1 + βδψN 〉 ≈ −〈δψN 〉
= −

∫
dr ρ(r)δψ(r), (2.9)

such that
δΩ[ψ]
δψ(r)

= −ρ(r), (2.10)

where the equilibrium one-particle density is denoted by ρ(r) = 〈ρ̂(r)〉 = 〈∑i δ(r− ri)〉.
Now, by a Legendre transformation equation

Ω[ψ] = F [ρ]−
∫

dr ρ(r)ψ(r) (2.11)

with F [ρ] the intrinsic Helmholtz free energy functional obeying the Euler-Lagrange
equation

δ

δρ(r)

[
F [ρ(r)]−

∫
drρ(r)ψ(r)

]∣∣∣
ρ(r)=ρeq(r)

=
δF [ρeq(r)]

δρeq(r)
+ V ext(r)− µ = 0. (2.12)

Hohenberg and Kohn [17] and Mermin [18] proved two important theorems:
Theorem 1: The intrinsic free energy functional F [ρ] is a unique functional of the one-
particle density ρ(r), i.e. for a given inter-particle potential energy VN , F [ρ] has the
same functional form, whatever the external potential V ext(r).

So, only one external potential V ext(r) can be associated with a given ρ(r).
Theorem 2: The auxiliary functional

ΩV ext [ρ̃] = F [ρ̃] +
∫

drρ̃(r)(V ext(r)− µ) (2.13)

reaches its minimum when the trial density ρ̃(r) coincides with the equilibrium density
ρeq(r),

δΩV ext [ρ̃(r)]
δρ̃(r)

∣∣∣∣∣
ρ̃(r)=ρeq(r)

= 0 (2.14)

and the minimum of ΩV ext coincides with the equilibrium grand potential Ω.

For the proof see Ref. [98]. This formalism and its concepts are also referred to as
density functional theory or ’DFT’.
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The exact intrinsic Helmholtz free energy functional of an ideal gas can be derived to
be

F [ρ] = kBT

∫
drρ(r)

(
ln ρ(r)Λ3 − 1

)
, (2.15)

hence by (2.13), the grand potential functional is

Ω[ρ] = kBT

∫
drρ(r)

(
ln

ρ(r)
ρb

− 1
)
, (2.16)

with µ = kBT ln ρbΛ3, and ρb the bulk density of particles. For other systems F [ρ] needs
to be approximated, in order to be able to apply DFT.

2.1.2 Approximative methods

The mean field approximation is an approximation scheme, often used for Coulom-
bic systems. For these systems the pair interaction ν(r, r′) is written as ν0(r, r′)+w(r, r′).
By viewing the long range-part w(r, r′) as a perturbation on the interaction ν0(r, r′) of
a reference system without long range interactions, the interaction

νλ(r, r′) = ν0(r, r′) + λw(r, r′), (2.17)

can be introduced, where λ ∈ (0, 1) tunes the perturbation. In this thesis we use w to
be a perturbation on the ideal gas, (ν0(r, r′) = 0). The free energy can be seen as a
functional of ν(r, r′), such that by the rules of functional derivation

2
δF

δνλ(r, r′)
= 〈ρ̂(r)ρ̂(r′)〉λ − ρ(r)δ(r− r′) (2.18)

≡ ρ
(2)
λ (r, r′), (2.19)

with ρ
(2)
λ (r, r′) the two-particle density. The free energy functional can thus be written,

after integration of equation (2.19),

F [ρ] = F0[ρ] +
1
2

∫ 1

0

dλdrdr′ ρ
(2)
λ (r, r′)w(r, r′), (2.20)

where F0[ρ] is the free energy functional of the reference system with ν = ν0. Substitution
of the two particle density by the total correlation function

h(2)(r, r′) =
ρ(2)(r, r′)
ρ(r)ρ(r′)

− 1 (2.21)

splits the free energy functional into three parts

F [ρ] = F0[ρ] +
1
2

∫ 1

0

dλ

∫
dr

∫
dr′ ρλ(r)w(r, r′)ρλ(r′)

+
1
2

∫ 1

0

dλ

∫
dr

∫
dr′ h

(2)
λ (r, r′)ρλ(r)w(r, r′)ρλ(r′), (2.22)

where the last part (2.22) is the correlation term of the free energy. A mean field approxi-
mation is made by neglecting this correlation term, and assuming ρλ(r) = ρ0(r). Strongly
correlated systems are therefore poorly described, by construction of the approximation.
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The local density approximation, also known as LDA, is based on the assumption
that macroscopic thermodynamics applies locally. The intrinsic Helmholtz free energy
may then be written as

F [ρ] =
∫

V

drρ(r)f(ρ(r)) (2.23)

where the free energy per particle f(ρ) satisfies

f(ρ) =
F (N, V, T )

N
, (2.24)

with ρ = N/V the homogeneous density. For spatial inhomogeneities on the length scales
of the order of the correlation length, an LDA cannot be expected to be accurate.

The weighted density approximation, will be applied several times in this thesis,
and introduces the weighted density ρ̄ to account for non-local corrections, by correlating
nearby densities

ρ̄(r) =
∫

V
dr′ ρ(r′)w(r, r′), (2.25)

where the volume V ⊂ Bd(r) is typically within a ball of radius d, of the order of the
correlation length, around r. The weighted density appears as an argument of f(ρ̄)
(equation (2.23)), where f is the excess free energy per particle, e.g. due to hard core
repulsions, or due to electrostatic interactions between charged spheres of finite radius
(both used in chapter 4). Although phenomenological in character, it corrects for example
for unphysical packing fractions in densely packed systems. The choice for the weight in
a system of hard spheres w(r) ∝ θ(r − 2a), where θ is the Heavyside step-function, and
a the radius of the sphere, was already introduced by Tarazona [23] in 1985, followed by
extensions known as fundamental measure theory (FMT) by Rosenfeld et al. [24]-[29].

2.2 Poisson-Boltzmann theory

2.2.1 General derivation

The mean field approximation is an approximation scheme often used for Coulombic
systems, as stated earlier. It will be worked out in detail here, and lead to an equation
known as the Poisson-Boltzmann equation. The method is often referred to as Poisson-
Boltzmann theory and will be used throughout this thesis. Systems of interest consist
of positively and negatively charged particles, near a charged surface, and include phys-
ical systems such as electrolyte solutions near a planar charged wall, near a charged
spherical surface, near dielectric interfaces, charged colloidal particles in solution (and
permutations of the former), dusty plasmas, and emulsions of water and oil.

The functional (2.22), derived in section 2.1.2, is now extended to a system of two
components, containing monovalent salt ions with densities ρ±(r), and an external, fixed
density q(r) (providing a charge density eq(r)), e.g. imposed by the boundaries of the
system,. The ideal gas is used as a reference system, and the long range pair interactions
wα,α′(r, r′), and wα,q(r, r′) = wq,α(r, r′), between ions of charge α = ±1, and ions of
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charge α′ = ±1, and between the ions of charge α and the external charge distribution
eq(r) respectively, are assumed to obey the Coulomb law

wα,α′(r, r′) = αα′
e2

4πε

1
|r− r′| ,

wα,q(r, r′) = α
e2

4πε

1
|r− r′| , (2.26)

such that the general form of the grand potential functional reads

βΩ[{ρα}] = βΩ[{ρα}]id +
1
2

∑

α,α′=±

∫

V

drdr′ ρα(r)wα,α′(r, r′)ρ′α(r′)

+
∑
α=±

∫

V

drdr′ ρα(r)wα,q(r, r′)q(r′)

=
∑
α=±

∫

V

dr ρα(r)
(

ln
ρα(r)

ρs
− 1

)
+

1
2

∫

V

dr Q(r)φ(r), (2.27)

with ρs the bulk density of ions, Q(r) = ρ+(r) − ρ−(r) + q(r) the total charge density.
The electrostatic potential φ obeys

φ(r) = λB

∫

V

dr′
Q(r′)
|r− r′| . (2.28)

with the Bjerrum length λB = βe2/(4πε). Note that the electrostatic potential is made
dimensionless, φ = βeψ. Within this convenient notation, the grand potential can easily
be extended for multiple components, or external charge distributions, by proper con-
structions of Q(r). Minimization of the functional (2.27) with respect to the ion densities
leads to the Boltzmann distributions

ρ±(r) = ρs exp(±φ(r)), (2.29)

which in combination with Poisson equation, that follows from (2.28),

∇2φ(r) = −4πλBQ(r), (2.30)

lead to the Poisson-Boltzmann equation

∇2φ(r) = κ2 sinhφ(r)− 4πλBq(r). (2.31)

The charge distribution q determines the boundary conditions, and is for example of the
form q(r) = σδ(|r| − a) for a charged spherical shell of radius a centered around the
origin, with surface charge density σ.

The equilibrium grand potential is found after evaluation of the functional (2.27) at
its minimum:

βΩ(T, V, ρs) = 2ρs

∫

V

dr
(

1
2
φ(r) sinh φ(r)− cosh φ(r)

)
+

1
2

∫

V

dr q(r)φ(r). (2.32)
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The excess free energy per area of interface γ = (Ω+pV )/A, also known as the interfacial
tension or surface tension is

βγ =
2ρs

A

∫

V

dr
(

1
2
φ(r) sinh φ(r)− cosh φ(r) + 1

)
+

1
2

∫

V

dr q(r)φ(r), (2.33)

by the ionic osmotic pressure p = 2ρskBT . The adjective interfacial usually refers to the
interface between two fluids, whereas the adjective surface usually refers to the interface
between a solid and a fluid. Variations of these definitions can be found in the literature.
In the next chapters two important geometries will be considered explicitly.

2.2.2 Planar geometry

One particular solution of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation in a planar geometry will
frequently be used throughout this thesis and is connected to the names of Gouy and
Chapman [31]. Cartesian coordinates are used, where translational symmetry is assumed
in the x, y-plane. A charged wall is assumed at z = 0, such that the Poisson-Boltmann
equation, from (2.31) with q(r) = σδ(z),

d2

dz2
φ(z) = κ2 sinhφ(z)− 4πλBσδ(z), (2.34)

and the Neumann boundary conditions read

lim
z↓0

φ′(z) = −4πλBσ, lim
z→∞

φ′(z) = 0, (2.35)

where σ is the dimensionless surface charge density. The general solution can be written
as

φ(z) = 4arctanh(C exp(−κz)) + φw, (2.36)

with φw ≡ 0 gauged to be zero at z →∞, for simplicity. An equivalent representation

φ(z) = 2 ln
1 + C exp(−κz)
1− C exp(−κz)

. (2.37)

The integration constant C is found from the boundary conditions (2.35)

C =
√ℵ2 + 1− 1

ℵ =
{

1
2ℵ ,ℵ ↓ 0;
1 ,ℵ → ∞,

(2.38)

with
ℵ = 2πλBκ−1σ. (2.39)

The grand potential per area A of interface can explicitly be calculated from equation
(2.32),

βΩ(T, V, µ)/A = 2ρs

∞∫

0

dz

(
1
2
φ(z) sinh φ(z)− cosh φ(z)

)
+

1
2

∞∫

0

dz δ(z)σφ(z), (2.40)
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which can be simplified by partial integrations and substitution of (2.34) and the inte-
gration constant C:

2ρs

∞∫

0

dz

(
1
2
φ(z) sinh φ(z)− cosh φ(z)

)

=
2ρs

κ2

(
−

∞∫

0

dz φ′(z)2 − κ2z cosh φ(z)
∣∣∣
∞

0

)

= −16ρs

κ

C2

1 + C2
− κ2z cosh φ(z)

∣∣∣
∞

0
, (2.41)

and recalling that by the boundary conditions

σ =
8ρs

κ

C

1 + C2
, (2.42)

so that the total grand potential per area A becomes simply:

βΩ(T, V, µ)/A =
1
2
σφ(0)− 2σC − 2ρsz cosh φ(z)

∣∣∣
∞

0
, (2.43)

where the last term is divergent because the volume of integration is infinite, since Ω ∝
−pV . The interfacial tension is however finite

βγ(T, V, µ)/A =
1
2
σφ(0)− 2σC, (2.44)

and positive, which can be quickly checked by

lim
C→0

γ(T, V, µ)/A = 0,
∂γ(T, V, µ)/A

∂C
= σ

2C2

1− C2
, (2.45)

and recalling that C varies between -1 (σ → −∞) and 1 (σ →∞). So far, the origin of the
interfacial charge has not been specified. By including adsorption terms, that take into
account the free energy change of an ion that binds at the interface, the surface charge
density σ becomes a function of the system parameters (binding free energy, interfacial
potential, ion concentration, number of binding sites). This extension will be discussed
briefly in section 2.3.1, and elaborately in chapter 8.

2.2.3 Spherical geometry

In the case of spherical symmetry the general Poisson-Boltzmann equation (2.31) reduces
to a 1-dimensional differential equation which cannot be solved analytically, but easily
numerically. The PB-equation reads

φ′′(r) +
2φ′(r)

r
= κ2 sinhφ(r)− 4πλBσδ(r − a), (2.46)

with the prime denoting the derivative with respect to r, and is to be solved under the
boundary conditions

lim
r↓a

φ′(r) = −4πλBσ, lim
r↑R

φ′(r) = 0, (2.47)
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where the charged sphere is considered in the center of a spherical volume of radius R. In
general, the electric field at the boundary r = R need not be zero, and can be specified
as a function of the spherical coordinates (r, θ, φ). For the systems of interest that will
be discussed in later chapters, it is assumed to be zero by symmetry arguments (when
the cell is assumed to be surrounded by other identical cells). The total grand potential

βΩ(T, V, ρs) = 2ρs

R∫

a

dr 4πr2

(
1
2
φ(r) sinh φ(r)− cosh φ(r)

)
+

1
2

R∫

a

dr 4πr2δ(r − a)σφ(r),

(2.48)
reduces by substitutions of equations (2.46) and (2.47) into

βΩ(T, V, ρs) =
Z2λB

2a
+

Zφ(a)
2

− 1
3λB

R∫

a

dr r2φ′(r)2 − r3κ2

3λB
cosh φ(r)

∣∣∣
R

a
, (2.49)

with the charge of the sphere Z = 4πa2σ. An explicit expression for the potential φ can
be found from an approximation of the nonlinear PB-equation that will be introduced in
the next section.

2.2.4 Linearization

A general scheme for analytically solving second order nonlinear differential equations
is unknown. An explicit solution, as for the 1-dimensional PB-equation in planar ge-
ometry in section 2.2.2, is not guaranteed, if not quite exceptional. A straightforward
approximation will be presented here, that simply approximates sinh φ ≈ φ, i.e. a high-
temperature or low-coupling limit. The solutions form the cornerstone of DLVO theory,
which describes the pair potential of charged mesoscopic particles in solution and has
been the common theory to describe these systems for more than 70 years. The linearized
PB-equation has the convenient form

∇2φ(r) = κ2φ(r) + 4πλBq(r), (2.50)

and can be derived from the grand potential functional (2.27), where the ion densities
are linearized around a mean value ρ±(r) = ρs +∆ρ±(r) with ∆ρ small compared to the
mean value. The grand potential (2.32) reduces to

βΩ(T, V, ρs) =
∫

dr
(
2ρsφ(r)2 − 2ρs +

1
2
q(r)φ(r)

)
. (2.51)

In planar geometry the general solution for φ, as described in section 2.2.2, is

φ(z) = 4πλBκ−1σe−κz, (2.52)

and in spherical geometry, as described in section 2.2.3, the general solution is

φ(r) = A
e−κr

r
+ B

eκr

r
, (2.53)
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where the constants A and B are such that the boundary conditions (2.47) are met:

A = ZλB
eκa

1 + κa

(
1− κR + 1

κR− 1
κa + 1
κa− 1

e2κ(a−R)

)−1

B = ZλB
eκa

1 + κa

(
κR− 1
κR + 1

e2κR − κa− 1
κa + 1

e2κa

)−1

, (2.54)

where Z = 4πa2σ. In the limit R →∞ the solution reduces to

φ(r) = ZλB

(
eκa

κa + 1

)
e−κr

r
. (2.55)

The potential φ from (2.55) is an accurate approximation provided |φ(a)| . 1, i.e.

ZλB

a(κa + 1)
. 1, (2.56)

and breaks down above φ(a) & 5. By means of a scheme known as charge renormalization
the accuracy can be improved. This will be explained in the next section.

2.2.5 Charge renormalization

Charge renormalization is a frequently used name for a scheme that extends the appli-
cability of linearized Poisson-Boltzmann theory to systems of highly charged objects.
Basically, the solution of the linearized equation is matched with the solution of the full
PB-equation by adapting the boundary conditions of the linearized equation, replacing
the bare charge Z by a variable called the renormalized charge Z∗.

In the planar geometry the scheme can be worked out analytically, resulting in a
relation between the bare surface charge density σ and the renormalised σ∗. At several
screening lengths from a planar charged wall z À κw it can be assumed that the solution
of the full PB-equation φ(z) ¿ 1 and that

φ(z) = 4 arctanh Ce−κz ≈ 4Ce−κz, (2.57)

where the integration constant is given by equation (2.38). This solution will be matched
with the solution of the linear PB-equation,

φlin(z) = C∗e−κz, C∗ = 4πλBκ−1σ∗, (2.58)

with σ∗ the renormalized surface charge such that φ(z) = φlin(z), which implies a relation
between the bare and renormalized surface charge,

σ∗ = 2
√

ασ2 + 1− 1
ασ

, (2.59)

where α = (2πλBκ−1)2. In the limit of low surface charge densities σ the relation reduces
to σ∗ = σ, which is consistent with φ(z) ¿ 1 for all z in this limit, such that nonlinear
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effects can be ignored. In the limit of high surface charge densities σ the renormalized
surface charge approaches an asymptotic value

lim
σ→∞

σ∗ =
κ

πλB
=

8ρs

κ
, (2.60)

which means that beyond a certain surface charge density σ the nonlinear effects near
the interface are dominant, and φ is no longer dependent on σ, for z À κ−1. The
compensating charge accumulates in a narrow layer within a fraction of the Debye length
κ−1 from the charged wall, also called the Stern-layer [32].

This is illustrated in figure 2.1, which shows the solution of the full PB-equation in
planar geometry (thick line), the solution of the linearized equation with identical bound-
ary conditions (thin line), and the solution of the linearized equation under renormalized
boundary conditions (dashed line). The differences between the full nonlinear solution
and the linear one with a renormalized charge are only visible within a few Debye lengths
from the interface. Figure 2.2 shows the relationship between ℵ (defined in (2.39)) and
ℵ∗ ≡ 2πλBκ−1σ∗, being linear at low ℵ and reaching an asymptote ℵ∗ = 1 at ℵ → ∞.

0 1 2
κz

10
0

10
1

10
2

φ

0 1 2
κz
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2
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8

φ

Figure 2.1: The solution φ as a function of distance z from a charged plate at z = 0 with
charge density σ = 32 µm−2, for κ−1 = 5 µm and λo = 10.7 nm. The thick lines represent the
solution of the full PB-equation, the thin line of the linearized equation with identical boundary
conditions (no renormalization), shown in inset, and the dashed lines represent the solution of
the linearized PB-theory after charge renormalization. The non-renormalized theory is orders
of magnitude off, whereas the renormalized theory cannot be discerned from the solution of the
full theory beyond several screening lengths (typically two, for young eyes).

The full solution of the PB-equation in other geometries is not available analytically,
and only after linearization an approximative solution can be given explicitly. For charge
renormalization, equation (2.59) is sometimes assumed, although the equation applies,
strictly speaking, only to the planar geometry. In other geometries the relationship
between Z and Z∗ can only be found numerically. Solving the full Poisson-Boltzmann
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Figure 2.2: The relationship between ℵ (defined in (2.39)) and ℵ∗ (with renormalized σ∗),
being linear at low ℵ and reaching an asymptote ℵ∗ = 1 at ℵ → ∞.

equation numerically is often as cheap. This will be the case for all systems of interest
in this thesis.

2.3 Surface science

2.3.1 Charge regulation

In this section the concept of charge regulation is introduced. It is connected to an
additional contribution to the thermodynamic potential, differing from charge renormal-
ization, presented earlier in section 2.2.5, that is connected to a correction scheme for the
potential in linearized Poisson-Boltzmann theory. In this thesis, charge regulation refers
to an interaction between particles and a (responsive) surface. To be more specific, it
refers to the ability of ions to bind at a certain part of the surface of a colloidal particle,
called a ’site’, affecting the total bare charge of the colloidal particle. By means of the
Langmuir isotherm, to be derived below, the charge of colloidal particles in solution is
calculated in chapters 7 and 8.

A surface is considered with M sites at which positive ions (e.g. H+) can be adsorbed.
The surface is assumed to exchange ions with the surrounding medium that is viewed as
an ion reservoir at chemical potential µ = kBT ln ρsΛ3 . The grand partition sum of the
surface

Ξ =
M∑

Z=0

(
M

Z

)
eβµZe−βFZ = (1 + eβ(µ−F ))M , (2.61)

where Z is the number of charged sites and F the free energy of a charged site. The
grand potential of the surface reads

βΩ = − ln Ξ = −M ln(1 + eβ(µ−F )) (2.62)
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Hence, the expectation value of the number of adsorbed ions is

〈Z〉 = −∂Ω
∂µ

=
M

1 + eβ(F−µ)
, (2.63)

also known as the Langmuir isotherm. The expectation value of the number of adsorbed
ions can be related to an equilibrium constant K. For an ideal gas of H+ ions in an
external field φ, in contact with a bath with ion density ρs, adsorbing at sites A,

K =
[A][H+]
[AH+]

=
(M − 〈Z〉)ρse

−φsurf

〈Z〉 , (2.64)

where φsurf is the potential at the surface, [H+] denotes the local ion concentration, and
[A],[AH+] denote the number of free, resp. occupied sites per unit volume. One finds

〈Z〉 = M

(
1 +

K

ρs
eφsurf

)−1

, (2.65)

hence relates K = exp(βF − φsurf)/Λ3, where it is used that µ = kBT ln ρsΛ3. The
binding free energy Fb ≡ F − φsurf can be calculated from the partition function

exp(−βFb) =
1
Λ3

∫

V
dr e−βψ(r), (2.66)

where ψ(r) is a potential between ion and site. In this thesis it is assumed that ions bind
by an energy of typically 1-10 kBT , and that the negative potential ψ decays to zero
rapidly within the volume V = O(Å3). Equilibrium constants are therefore chosen to be
K & 10−4 M.

For other types of reactions the expectation of the number of charges at the surface Z
can be derived in a similar way, although Z depends differently on the system parameters.
In chapter 8 the reaction

q− + AB ↔ Bq + A−, (2.67)

is mentioned, where AB is a surface molecule that can react with the anion q− into a free
molecule Bq and a charged site A−. The charge Z depending on M , K, ρs and volume
V as well, is

Z =
√

c2 + 4cM − c

2
, (2.68)

where
c =

V ρs

K
eφsurf , (2.69)

such that under high dilution V → ∞ or at low equilibrium constants K, Z → M . In
dense systems or at high equilibrium constants, Z ↓ 0.

2.3.2 Solvation

The general concept of solvation includes many different interactions between particles
and the solvent surrounding the particles [22]. In this thesis, the Born self-energy is
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explicitly mentioned. It is equal to the energy to charge a spherical particle, which is
lower in high dielectric media than in low dielectric media. The Born self-energy [147]

Es =
q2

4πkBTεa
(2.70)

where q is the charge, a the radius of the particle, and ε is the dielectric constant of
the medium. For particles of Ångström size it is typically less than 1 kBT in water, and
10−200 kBT in an apolar liquid or air. Many additional solvation effects are highly solvent
specific. For example in water, an energy can be assigned to the structure formation of
water molecules around a particle known as cavitation, or hydrogen bond formation with
the particle. Ions in oil are assigned to have an effective radius due to a cage of water
molecules around the ion. The full complexity of solvent specific self energies might even
require a quantum chemical approach, and will not be analyzed here. Only the Born
self-energy will be considered, sporadically with an assumed small correction of several
kBT , and for large ions an energy is assumed due to cavitation, to explain surface activity
and adsorption effects.

2.3.3 Wetting

Colloidal particles can easily be trapped at the liquid-liquid or liquid-vapour interface.
The energy well appears to be deep enough that a particle once trapped does not break
free again. It was estimated by Pieranski [40] as

Vp = Ac1γc1 + Ac2γc2 −A12γ12, (2.71)

where the Ai and γi denote the areas and interfacial tensions respectively of the interfaces
between the colloidal particles, and different phases 1 and 2, and the subscript p refers
to the author of Ref. [40]. The reduction of the area between phase 1 and 2 can lead to a
deep well of the order of −1kBT nm−2. The potential Vp as a function of the position of
a particle depends on the precise geometry of the particles and the interface. For planar
interfaces and spherical particles the function, parabolic in height h above the interface,
is found

Vp(h) = 2πa2
cγc1(1− h

ac
) + 2πa2

cγc2(1 +
h

ac
)− πa2

cγ12(1− h2

a2
c

), (2.72)

for −ac < h < ac, where ac is the particle radius, and phase 2 is located in the part of
space where h > 0. For spherical particles on a spherical droplet, or bubble, of phase 1
in phase 2 the expression is slightly more involved

Vp(h) = πac
(ac + h + a)2 − a2

h + a
γc1 + πac

a2 − (ac − h− a)2

h + a
γc2

+
πa

h + a
(a2

c − h2)γ12, (2.73)

where a is the radius of the droplet, or bubble, and −ac < h < ac. For h > ac the
potential reduces to a constant value Vp(ac), whereas for h < −ac it reduces to Vp(−ac).
For convenience the potentials can be shifted by a constant such that it is zero either
in phase 1, or in phase 2 for |h| > ac. In figure 2.3 a typical potential Vp is shown as a
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function of height h of a colloidal particles of radius ac = 4 nm above a planar interface,
equation (2.72). It is shifted by a constant to provide Vp(h) = 0 for h ≤ −ac. The
potential scales with a2

c , such that it is of the order of O(106−107) kBT for a micrometer
sized particle and surface tensions of the order of O(10) mN/m.
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Figure 2.3: Pieranski’s potential, equation (2.72), as a function of height h of a colloidal
particle above an oil-water interface, for (γow, γcw, γco) = (8.2, 6.1, 2.0) mN/m. The energy gain
by adsorption is 25 kBT for a colloidal radius of ac = 4 nm.
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Chapter 3

Salt near Dielectric Interfaces

Summary This chapter will focus on the distribution of salt ions near the interface of two

immiscible electrolyte solutions. As a consequence of solvation energies, the ions will strongly

partition between the two phases, with a strong preference for the polar phase. Furthermore, as

a consequence of different solvation energies for cations and anions, the ions partition unequally.

In equilibrium a net charge is found in the polar phase, in a narrow band near the interface,

and an opposite charge in the apolar phase in a band that is typically > 103 times wider. A

typical profile is shown in figure 3.1. The relative dielectric constant of the oil phase, εo, plays a

crucial role. Above εo > 4 the concentration of salt in the oil becomes measurable, and the net

charge near the interface becomes significant such that it can stabilize emulsions. Micrometer

sized water droplets in oil acquire enough charge to repel each other, strong enough to lead to

the formation of crystalline structures of water droplets. The predicted conditions agree with

findings from experimental observations. Strong the electrostatic repulsions may be, the excess

free energy per area of interface, or interfacial tension, is hardly affected by the solvation effects.

Calculations are performed by means of a modified Poisson-Boltzmann theory.

3.1 Salt near planar dielectric interfaces

3.1.1 System

Two immiscible liquids are considered as structureless homogeneous linear dielectric me-
dia, filling the two half spaces z < 0 (water) and z > 0 (oil), forming a flat interface at
z = 0. The relative dielectric constant is taken as a step function, ε(z) = εw (z < 0)
and ε(z) = εo (z > 0). The grand potential functional per unit area of the variational
density profiles ρ±(z) of the cations (+) and anions (−) in units of kBT ≡ 1/β is given
by [37, 59, 39, 33]

βΩ[ρ±] =
∑
α=±

∞∫

−∞
dz ρα(z)

(
ln

ρα(z)
ρw

− 1 + βVα(z) +
α

2
φ(z, [ρ±])

)
, (3.1)

21
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Figure 3.1: Summary figure: Preferential partitioning. Typical density distribution of salt near
an oil-water interface (a) and potential (b), where the cations have a larger preference for water
than the anions, due to solvation effects.
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(a) Density profiles of ions as a function of distance z from the interface. Near the interface
in water, the density of cations is slightly higher than the density of anions, such that a
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between bulk water and the interface is tiny compared to the potential difference between
bulk oil and the interface.
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with the self-consistent dimensionless electrostatic potential φ(z, [ρ±]), and with the ex-
ternal potential acting on the ions

βV±(z) =

{
0 , z < 0;

e2

8πa±kBT ( 1
εo
− 1

εw
) + g± ≡ f± , z > 0,

(3.2)

representing the Born self-energy and an additional specific solvation energy g± (e.g.
due to hydration, hydrogen bonding, local modification of dielectric constant [36, 127]),
which is set either to 0 or to 4 here in order to study specific effects. The external
potential (3.2) is gauged conveniently such that it is zero in the water phase. The salt
concentration in bulk water is denoted by ρw, e is the elementary charge, and a± is the
ionic radius. Both φ(z) and V±(z) are gauged to zero in the bulk water phase (z → −∞).
Figure 3.2 shows f± as a function of the oil dielectric constant εo, and ionic radius a±
(inset), for g± = 0. Typical values for the self-energies are 5 − 20 kBT , and self-energy
differences are of the order of 1− 10 kBT , for ionic radii differing by, say, 1 Å.
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Figure 3.2: The Born self-energy f± (equation (3.2)) in units of kBT as a function of dielectric
constant εo, for several ionic radii a±, with g± = 0, and as a function of the ionic radius at
εo = 7.5 (inset).

3.1.2 Donnan potential and preferential partitioning

Minimization of the functional (3.1) with respect to ρ±(z), together with the Poisson
equation, yields

ρ±(z) = ρw exp(−βV±(z)∓ φ(z)), (3.3)

which can be rewritten as the Poisson-Boltzmann equation

φ′′(z) =
{

κ2
w sinh(φ(z)) , z < 0;

κ2
o sinh(φ(z)− φD) , z > 0,

(3.4)
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subject to the Neumann boundary conditions

lim
z→−∞

φ′(z) = lim
z→∞

φ′(z) = 0;

lim
z↑0

εwφ′(z) = lim
z↓0

εoφ
′(z), (3.5)

which are dictated by the vanishing of the electric displacement field in the bulk and
its continuity at the interface. The Donnan potential of the bulk oil is φ(z → ∞) ≡
φD = 1

2 (f−−f+), the inverse Debye screening lengths are given by κi =
√

8πe2ρi/εikBT ,
i ∈ {o,w}, and the bulk salt concentration in oil satisfies ρo = ρw exp(− 1

2 (f− + f+)).
The general solution of (3.4) is

φ(z) =
{

4 arctanh(Cweκwz) , z < 0;
4 arctanh(Coe

−κoz) + φD , z > 0,
(3.6)

with integration constants that follow from the boundary conditions (3.5) as

Cw =
np + cosh φD

2 −D

sinh φD
2

,

Co = −1 + np cosh φD
2 −D

np sinh φD
2

, (3.7)

where n ≡
√

εw/εo, p ≡
√

ρw/ρo, and D ≡
√

(np)2 + 2np cosh φD
2 + 1. The integration

constants therefore only depend on εw, εo, and a± (and g±). The results so far are
equivalently presented in [30, 58]. The equilibrium distributions of the salt ions follow
directly from equation (3.3)

ρ±(z) =





ρw

(
1∓Cweκwz

1±Cweκwz

)2

, z < 0;

ρo

(
1∓Coe−κoz

1±Coe−κoz

)2

, z > 0.

(3.8)

A separation of charge is found near the interface for unequal self-energies (3.2) compris-
ing a cloud of net charge in the water phase of typical width κ−1

w and one in the oil phase
of typical width κ−1

o , as shown in figure 3.1. The charge per unit area at the water side
is given in units of e by

σw =

0∫

−∞
dz(ρ+(z)− ρ−(z)) = −8ρw

κw

Cw

1− C2
w

. (3.9)

The compensating charge resides at the oil side as the system is globally neutral. Figure
3.3 shows the typical magnitude of the charge density σw for a+ = 0.36 nm, and a− = 0.3,
0.24, 0.18 nm respectively, and for a salt concentration ρw = 1 M. Since the integration
constants do not depend on ρw, the charge density σw ∝ √

ρw.
From figure 3.3 it can be seen that σw can be of the order of −0.01 nm−2 for εo & 20,

but for εo h 4 − 10 and salt concentrations of O (mM) typical values of the charge in
water per area of interface are σw ∼ 1 µm−2.
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Figure 3.3: The charge per area at the water side , σw, for a+ = 0.36 nm, a− = 0.3, 0.24, 0.18
nm, as denoted in the figure, and ρw = 1 M.

3.1.3 Interfacial tension

The electrostatic contribution γel to the interfacial tension can be calculated analytically
by evaluating the functional (3.1) with the equilibrium profiles [59, 39],

γ = Ω[{ρα}]
∣∣∣
ρ=ρeq

− Ω[{ρα}]
∣∣∣
ρ=ρo,w

(3.10)

being the difference between the grand potential of the system and the grand potential
of a homogeneous reference system (per area). So

βγel = −
0∫

−∞
dz (ρ+(z) + ρ−(z)− 2ρw)−

∞∫

0

dz (ρ+(z) + ρ−(z)− 2ρo)

− 1
2

0∫

−∞
dz φ(z)(ρ+(z)− ρ−(z))− 1

2

∞∫

0

dz φ(z)(ρ+(z)− ρ−(z)), (3.11)

which reduces to the simple expression (see also section 2.2.2):

βγ = −16ρw

κw

Cw

1− C2
w

(Cw − Co) ∝ −√ρw, (3.12)

which is symmetric under exchanging w ↔ o and where the proportionality to
√

ρw

follows from κw ∝ √
ρw and the fact that Cw and Co are independent of ρw. Figure 3.1.3a

shows typical values of the interfacial tension as a function of the dielectric constant of
the oil εo. Figure 3.1.3b shows the electrostatic contribution to the interfacial tension,
as a function of the anion radius, for several fixed values of the cation radius. Typical
values of the excess interfacial tension are at most several µN/m for ionic radii of a few
Å and apolar solvents εo < 10. They are therefore vanishingly small compared to the
value of the bare oil-water interfacial tension (O(10 mN/m)).
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Figure 3.4: The electrostatic contribution to the interfacial tension (equation (3.12)) as
a function of the dielectric constant of the oil εo (a) and of the anion radius a− (b). The
ionic strength is ρw = 1 M. Only for very small ions, and intermediately polar solvents
(εo ≈ 30) together with a high ionic strength, the electrostatic contribution approaches
the mN/m range, but is still tiny compared to the typical bare interfacial tension.
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3.2 Additive-free oil-water emulsions

3.2.1 Experiments

In experiments by M. E. Leunissen [1] a small fraction of water was mixed with a large
fraction of oily liquid, either cyclohexylbromide (CHB) or a mixture of CHB and cis-
decalin, by means of sonication. An emulsion of water droplets in oil was rapidly formed,
see figure 3.5, that has been stable for more than one year. This is surprising given the
absence of any additive or surfactant to stabilize the droplets. The micrometer-sized
water droplets even formed crystalline structures suggesting the presence of strong, long-
ranged repulsive forces between the droplets. The reverse situation, an emulsion of CHB
droplets in water, also appeared to be stable, although the droplets did not order into
crystalline structures. It was even reported that inside large CHB droplets, tiny water
droplets were present showing a spatial order, within the confined geometry. The obser-
vations of Leunissen et al. [1] indicate that surfactants or small particles are not essential
for the stabilization of emulsions of water and oil, in contrast to common knowledge. In
the next sections, a quantitative explanation of the observations is presented based on
the preferential partitioning of salt ions discussed before. It is argued that the droplets
acquire a net charge, driven by the different solvation energies of the ions, leading to
strong Coulomb repulsions between the droplets over a range of several nanometers be-
tween oil droplets in water, and several micrometers between water droplets in oil. The
surface charge density of the droplets is calculated from the analytical expression that
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Figure 3.5: Bright-field transmission images of charge-stabilized, additive-free emulsions, as
observed by Leunissen et al. [1]. Water droplets in CHB (A) and CHB-decalin (B) after 2 min
of sonication, near the top wall of the sample cell (this is one layer of the 3D crystal). (C)
CHB droplets in water, near the bottom of the sample cell. (D) Wigner crystal of small water
droplets inside a bigger CHB droplet (in water). Note that curvature effects distort the image
and that some droplets are not in focus.

was obtained from Poisson-Boltzmann theory in a planar geometry, equation (3.9). In
the last sections of this chapter numerical corrections will be presented obtained from
Poisson-Boltzmann theory in a spherical geometry.
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3.2.2 Crystallization condition

In order to understand the experiments, we consider N oil-dispersed water droplets of
radius a in a volume V , so the typical droplet-droplet separation is R = (V/N)

1
3 and

the water volume fraction is x = 4
3πa3N/V = 4

3π(a/R)3. At this point it is assumed
that each water droplet has a charge Z = 4πa2σw (with σw from (3.9)) and a screened
Coulomb (Yukawa) potential is assumed between two droplets

VYuk(r) =
(Ze)2

εo

( eκoa

1 + κoa

)2 e−κor

r
(3.13)

with r the center-to-center separation between the droplets. A coupling parameter Γ is
defined by

Γ ≡ βVYuk(R)
(

1 + κoR +
(κoR)2

2

)
. (3.14)

According to simulation results, crystallization of such a Yukawa system occurs if Γ & 106
[34, 35], provided the hard-core interactions are not important, i.e. VYuk(2a) À 1 kBT
and κoa small enough. We will see below that these conditions are easily met for many
parameter choices.
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Figure 3.6: The Yukawa potential at contact and the Debye screening length in oil (inset) as
a function of the oil dielectric constant εo, at ρw = 10−3 M, (a+, a−) = (0.36, 0, 3) nm. The
contact value VYuk(2a) > 1 kBT only for εo > 4 and droplet radii a > 100 nm. On the other
hand, the range of the Yukawa potential decays rapidly for εo > 10 (inset); for droplets with
a radius a > 100 nm, the value of κoa À 1 above εo & 12. Therefore, significant long range
Coulomb interactions are only expected between 4 . εo . 10.

It is expected that water droplets in oil can only form crystalline structures if long
range interactions are present (κoa . 10), and if the repulsion is sufficiently strong. Fig-
ure 3.6 shows the Yukawa potential (3.13) at contact, VYuk(2a), for several droplet sizes
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Solvent Dielectric constant εo Emulsion of ordered droplets?
Dodecane 2.0 No

Cyclohexane 2.0 No
cis-Decalin 2.2 No

Decalin-CHB 30% (weight) 3.5 No
Bromoform 4.3 Yes

Decalin-CHB 50% 4.5 stable, no crystal
Chloroform 4.7 Yes

Decalin-CHB 75% 6.0 Yes
CHB 7.9 Yes

Dichloromethane 8.9 Yes
1-Butanol 17.3 No

Table 3.1: Solvents that were mixed with water in the absence of additives. The solvents
that are able to form a stable emulsion with water have a dielectric constant 4.3 < εo <
8.9, based on a table from [1].

as a function of εo, revealing that these two conditions already impose strong restrictions
on the dielectric constant and size of the particles. The inset of figure 3.6 shows for
instance that the screening length in oil decays from 10− 100 µm at εo = 4 to 100 nm at
εo = 12, for ρw = 1 mM, while the main part of figure 3.6 shows contact potentials that
exceed 10 kBT for εo ' 6 − 12 provided the droplet size is in the micron regime. Thus
one only expects crystallization to be possible for micron-sized water droplet in oils that
are sufficiently polar (εo & 4) to have enough charge (see also figure 3.14), but not too
polar (εo . 12) to have a long enough range κ−1

o of the repulsions. This regime of εo
is in remarkably good agreement with the experimentally found regime [1, 57], that was
found by using different oils as given in table 3.2.2.

The actual parameter regime where droplets are expected to form crystalline struc-
tures on the basis of Γ > 106, is depicted in figures 3.7 and 3.8, where the varied
parameters are the ionic radius a− and εo (figure 3.7), the ionic radii a+ and a− (fig-
ure 3.8(a)) and the volume fraction and droplet radius x, a (figure 3.8(b)). The lines
show the envelopes of the regimes Γ > 106, for all physically achievable ionic strengths
ρw. Variations of the external potential βV±(z), that describe ionic solvation effects,
by taking a non-zero g± are seen to result into a significantly modified crystallization
regime. Other solvation effects, e.g. hydration, hydrogen bonding, local alignment of
dipolar fluid molecules, are therefore expected to be important for a proper quantitative
picture. We examined this for g± = 4 (figure 3.8), which is considerable compared to
|f+ − f−| ' 2 for the present parameters but small compared to f± ' 12. Figure 3.8(b)
shows that micron-sized droplets, for our standard parameter set, tend to crystallize at
x ' 10−2 − 10−1, which is somewhat higher than the experimentally observed regime
x ' 10−3 − 10−2 [1, 57]. A similarly relatively high theoretical value for the crystal-
lization volume fraction was found in Ref. [59], where effects due to a finite droplet
curvature were studied, with g± ≡ 0. Combining these results with those of figure 3.8(b)
suggests that the experimental results may only be quantitatively explained by taking
both curvature and specific solvation effects (g± 6= 0) into account. This problem is left
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Figure 3.7: Predicted crystallization regime (filled area), Γ > 106, for water-in-oil droplets (see
text) of radius a = 1.5 µm, as a function of the oil dielectric constant εo and the anion radius
a−, for a cation radius a+ = a−/2, in the main figure for several salt concentrations ρs in the
water phase, and in the inset for a fixed Debye length κ−1

o in the oil phase.

for future studies.

3.2.3 Destabilizing additives and preferential screening

In previous sections it was theoretically shown, in agreement with experiments, that
emulsions of water and oil can be stabilized without any additives. In this section com-
mon knowledge will be challenged even more, when the addition of ionic surfactants is
predicted to destabilize such an additive-free emulsion. The model was originally in-
tended as a tool to gain a basic understanding of more complex emulsions, containing
colloidal particles and reactive oils, that will be analyzed in later chapters in detail. How-
ever, the conclusions already reveal several key mechanisms, and allow for simplifications
in the models discussed in chapters 4 and 8.

The system of interest is described in section 3.1.1, with the only addition that an
imposed interfacial charge density eσ is present at z = 0. The additional imposed charge
density models the presence of ionic surfactants. The grand potential functional thus
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Figure 3.8: (a) The ionic radii (a+, a−) for which Γ > 106 for some physically achievable ionic
strength ρw. The droplets crystallize in the area between the curves and the horizontal axis
(R/a = 10), and between the curves and the vertical axis (R/a = 5), respectively. The lines can
be mirrored in the diagonal since there is a symmetry under a+ ↔ a−, together with g+ ↔ g−.
The thin and dashed lines show the results if one of the ionic species has an additional solvation
energy (independent of ρw and εo) of g± = 4. The dielectric constant of the oil is εo = 7.5 and
droplet radius a = 1.5 µm. (b) The volume fractions of water x and droplet radii a for which
Γ > 106 for some physically achievable ionic strength ρw, for several combinations for g±.

reads

βΩ[ρ±] =
∑
α=±

∞∫

−∞
dz ρα(z)

(
ln

ρα(z)
ρw

− 1 + βVα(z) +
α

2
φ(z, [ρ±], σ)

)
,

+
∫

dz σδ(z)φ(z, [ρ±], σ), (3.15)

with the Dirac δ to localize the charge density σ to the interface. The minimum conditions
lead to the PB-equation, which is to be solved under the boundary conditions:

lim
z↑0

φ(z) = lim
z↓0

φ(z)

lim
z↑0

εwφ′(z) = lim
z↓0

εoφ
′(z) + 4πλBσ, (3.16)

with the Bjerrum length in vacuum λB = 56 nm. The general solution of the PB-equation,
analogous to (3.6) after gauging φw ≡ 0, is

φ(z) =
{

4 arctanh(Cweκwz) + φw , z < 0;
4 arctanh(Coe

−κoz) + φo , z > 0,
(3.17)

with the difference that the integration constants now read (after tedious calculation but
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simple algebra),

Cw =
np + cosh φD

2 −D

sinh φD
2 − 2πσ

λo
B

κo

,

Co = − 1 + np cosh φD
2 −D

np sinh φD
2 + 2πσ λB

εoκo

, (3.18)

where n ≡
√

εw/εo and p ≡
√

ρw/ρo, and

D ≡
√

(np)2 + 2np cosh
φD

2
+ 1 +

(
2πσ

λB

εoκo

)2

. (3.19)

The expressions (3.18) reduce to (3.7) for σ = 0. In the next part of the section three
interfacial charge densities are considered: the imposed charge density by the ionic sur-
factants σ at the interface, the charge per unit area of interface in water σw, equivalently
derived in (3.9), and the charge per unit area of interface in oil σo, respectively

σw = −8ρw

κw

Cw

1− C2
w

, σo = −8ρo

κo

Co

1− C2
o

. (3.20)

The total charge in water and in oil compensates the charge at the interface, σo + σw) =
−σ. The magnitudes of the charge densities will be discussed below. In figure 3.9 the
density distributions of ions near the interface are plotted for different values of σ. The
figure shows that at sufficiently large |σ| the charge of the oil phase σo or the charge in
the water phase σw can change sign.

Numerical results The dielectric constant of the oil is typically taken to be εo = 5.6
and the ionic radii (a+, a−) = (0.28, 0.33) nm, representing the effective (hydrated) radii
of hydrogen and bromide. The charge of the liquids per area of interface is calculated as
a function of the imposed charge density σ, and relative dielectric constant of the oil εo.
The results are densely presented in figure 3.10, which shows the σ-dependence of σo and
σw. Two limits can be identified in figure 3.10. For low |σ| preferential partitioning is the
dominant effect, σw ≈ −σo, and for high |σ| the problem basically reduces to that of a
charged plate at z = 0, where the screening takes place in the water phase, |σo/σw| ≪ 1.
In the low-|σ| limit the charge in the oil phase is not dependent on σ, any excess interfacial
charge density is screened by ions in the water phase. In the high-|σ| limit the charge in
the oil phase increases linearly with σ, but is many orders of magnitude smaller than the
charge in the water phase. Interestingly, between these two limits the charge of the oil
phase changes sign, from negative (low |σ|) to positive (high |σ|). Whereas in the low-|σ|
limit the ions that have the lowest solvation energy dominate in oil near the interface,
in the high-|σ| limit the screening ions of the interfacial charge dominate. If σ has the
same sign as the charge of the ions that prefer the oil phase, the competition between
screening and preferential partitioning can annihilate the layer of charge in the oil phase
completely, as shown in the inset of figure 3.10, and in the main figure by the dips in the
curves. The charge density at which the net charge in oil changes sign will be denoted
by σ∗o , and equivalently, the charge density at which the net charge in water changes sign
will be denoted by σ∗w.
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Figure 3.9: Density of ions as a function of the distance z to the interface. The oil dielectric
constant εo = 6 and the ionic radii (a+, a−) = (0.3, 0.36) nm. The effect of the interfacial charge
σ on the double layers is illustrated by the figures. At σ = 0 nm−2, the water phase is positively
charged, the oil phase negatively (c). At sufficiently negative σ . −0.048 nm−2 the double layer
in oil changes sign, see (a) and (b). At sufficiently positive σ & 1.58 · 10−5 nm−2 the double
layer in water changes sign, see (d) and (e). This behaviour will be discussed in the next figures
and text.
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In figure 3.11 it is shown that the plasma coupling constant Γ, defined in equation
(3.14), is initially decreased by an imposed interfacial charge density, due to this com-
petition. At σ ∼ 10−2 nm−2, the charge density in oil, σo = −(σ + σw) = 0, such that
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Figure 3.10: The charge per area of interface in oil divided by the charge per area of interface
in water |σo/σw| as a function of the imposed interfacial charge σ, showing the asymmetry of
the cloud of screening ions, and the charge per area of interface in oil divided by the charge per
area of interface in oil at σ = 0, |ασo|, where α = 1/σo|σ=0. The dielectric constant of the oil
εo = 5.6, ρw = 1, 10−2, 10−4 M, and (a+, a−) = (0.28, 0.33). The plus and minus sign denote
the sign of σo. At a certain interfacial charge density σ∗o ≡ σ|σo=0 the ion cloud in oil disappears
completely. The inset shows this σ∗o as a function of dielectric constant.

the Yukawa repulsion between the droplets vanishes completely. In other words, the
presence of ionic surfactants can be disastrous for a stable additive-free emulsion, that
is stabilized by electrostatic repulsions originating from preferential partitioning, due to
a competition between screening and solvation. Complete demixing can be prevented,
however, if a fixed number of surfactant molecules is present at the interface. Coalescence
of droplets (reducing the total interfacial area) would then increase the number of sur-
factant molecules per unit area. A sufficiently high surface charge density of surfactant
molecules could kinetically stabilize the emulsion again.

Preferential screening In figure 3.10 it can be seen that the screening ions of the in-
terfacial charge have a preference for the water phase: at high interfacial charge densities,
the compensating charge resides mainly in the water phase, since |σo| ¿ |σw| ≈ |σ|. At
low interfacial charge densities, it can be concluded that the compensating charge prefers
the water phase as well, since σo remains constant and only σw varies with σ. In this
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Figure 3.11: The regimes where water droplets are expected to crystallize (Γ > 106), in the
xσ-plane, where x is the water volume fraction, and σ the imposed interfacial charge density, at
ρw = 1 mM, εo = 5.6, and (a+, a−) = (0.28, 0.33). In the low-σ limit at sufficiently high packing
fractions, the droplets are expected to crystallize, which can be attributed to a preferential
partitioning of ions. In the high-σ limit the droplets are expected to crystallize due to strong
repulsions generated by a high interfacial charge σ. At intermediate σ ∼ 10−2 nm−2, the droplet
charge σw+σ vanishes completely, hence Γ drops to zero, due to a competition between screening
of the interfacial charge and solvation effects.

section the preference will be quantified analytically. Physically the preference can be
understood from the fact that the dielectric properties of water both account for strong
screening and low solvation energies. It will be shown analytically that the preferential
screening depends only weakly on the Donnan potential φD ≡ 1

2 (f− − f+) (see (3.2)),
but strongly on the dielectric contrast n =

√
εw/εo and partitioning factor p =

√
ρw/ρo.

For 2πλoκ
−1
o σ ¿ np, or

σ ¿ εwκw

2πλB
, (3.21)

equation 3.20 can be accurately approximated by an expansion up to linear order in σ.
The derivative with respect to σ follows from a tedious but straightforward calculation
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Figure 3.12: Imposed surface charge density σ∗w at which the water phase is charge neutral,
σw = 0, as a function of the oil dielectric constant εo, for salt radii (a+, a−) = (0.28, 0.33) nm.
For σ À σ∗w, the ion distributions are mainly induced by the surface charge σ, for σ ¿ σ∗w
mainly by the preferential partitioning. The inset shows the net charge σw of the water phase,
as a function of the imposed surface charge σ, at εo = 6. In the low σ-limit σw is positive,
independent of σ, in the high σ-limit σw is negative, with σw ∝ σ;

based on (3.20) and (3.18) as

∂σw

∂σ
= −1− ∂σo

∂σ
= −1 +

1
np

cosh
φD

2
+O((np)−2), (3.22)

where the approximation is accurate for high dielectric contrast n and partitioning factor
p. Hence, any imposed interfacial charge will preferentially be screened from the water
phase, thanks to the high relative dielectric constant εw and low solvation energy com-
pared to the oil phase. The concentration of screening ions in oil is therefore expected
to be a factor np/ cosh(φD/2) lower than the concentration in water on the basis of this
asymptotic analysis. An illustrative example is given in figure 3.12, where the interfacial
charge σ∗w ≡ σ|σw=0 at which the charge of the water phase is zero is shown as a function
of the dielectric constant of the oil εo. The sign of the interfacial charge is chosen to
be positive. In this case, the counterions have a lower solvation energy in oil than the
coions. Still, the interfacial charge is preferentially screened from the water phase. The
concept of preferential partitioning should not be confused with the introduced concept
of preferential screening, the interfacial charge is always preferentially screened from the
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water phase, irrespective of the preferential partitioning. Preferential screening can also
be concluded from the inset of figure 3.12, where the charge of the water phase is plotted
versus the interfacial charge. As soon as the interfacial charge is of the same order of
magnitude as the charge in water caused by solvation, the charge in the water phase
changes sign (from positive to negative) and decreases linearly with σ. Figure 3.13 shows
the interfacial charge σ at which the charge of the oil phase changes sign. The figures
confirm the accuracy of the approximation (3.22), from which we can deduce the inter-
facial charge σ at which the charge in phase i ∈ {o,w} changes sign. If the value of this
interfacial charge is denoted by the symbol σ∗i , and the charge densities in water and oil
are viewed as functions of σ, then σi(σ∗i ) ' 0 for

σ∗w ' −σw(0)

σ∗o ' − np

cosh ΦD
2

σo(0) ≈ −3.4 · 103σo(0), (3.23)

for the choice of parameters here ((a+, a−) = (0.28, 0.33) nm, and εo = 6). The estimated
values (3.23) are very accurate as can be checked in the insets of figures 3.12 and 3.13,
where the dips in the curves are located exactly at the points predicted in (3.23).

3.3 Local Interfacial Effects

3.3.1 Local effects near planar interface

The interface between two fluids, or between a solid and a fluid, has already been studied
for at least a century within modern scientific frameworks. Still, many observations re-
main unexplained. The theoretical work by Debye and Hückel contributed greatly to the
understanding of electrolyte solutions, yet leaves unanswered the salt-specific screening
effects of proteins, notably the sensitive dependence of the stability of protein solutions
on the specific type of ion, not only on their valency [139, 109]. Also the characteristics
of the interfacial tension are not well understood yet, apart from the fact that they are
complex, depending for example on the type of fluids or the presence of specific ions.
The interface between water and air has been studied extensively in experiments and
theory [123, 124, 125]. Onsager and Samaras derived that the interfacial tension to be
dependent on the ionic strength (proportional to −ρ ln ρ, with ρ the ionic strength) by
accounting for image charge effects near the interface. The interface between two liquids
was studied in Refs. [130, 42, 132], and more recently by Nichols and Pratt [126] who
expected a square root behaviour

√
ρ at low ionic strength, also derived in a theory by

Onuki and Bier [127, 39]. The fundamental difference between liquid-liquid and liquid-
gas interfacial behaviour, as stated in Bier’s study [39], lies in the assumed absence of
ions in the gas phase versus the possible presence in both neighbouring liquid phases. As
discussed in earlier chapters, an unequal partitioning of ions between a polar and rather
apolar liquid leads to a reduction of the interfacial tension proportional to the square
root of the ionic strength. This confirms the measured relation by Nichols and Pratt.
In this section it is argued that unequal ion partitioning and charge separation are the
key features of liquid-liquid interfaces of electrolyte solutions at low ionic strength, in
terms of a slightly extended, but minimal model. Onsager-Samaras-like behavior can be
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Figure 3.13: Imposed surface charge density σ∗o at which the oil phase is charge neutral σo = 0,
as a function of the oil dielectric constant εo, for salt radii (a+, a−) = (0.28, 0.33) nm. For
|σ| À |σ∗o |, the ion distributions are mainly induced by the surface charge σ, for |σ| ¿ |σ∗o |
mainly by the preferential partitioning. The inset shows the net charge σo of the oil phase, as
a function of the imposed surface charge σ, at εo = 6. As σ approaches zero, σo is negative,
independent of σ. In the higher |σ|-limit σo is positive, with σo ∝ σ;

found only in the absence of unequal ion partitioning and is therefore unexpected for
liquid-liquid interfaces.

3.3.2 Minimal model

The theory of section 3.1.1 is modified at the level of the ionic self-energies in the two
solvents only. The latter is still approximated by a step function

βV±(z) =

{
0 , z < s;

e2

8πa±kBT ( 1
εo
− 1

εw
) ≡ f± , z > s,

but now with the interfacial width s no longer equal to zero. By this simple approach it
is hoped that around the interface, complicated solvation effects, a smoothly varying di-
electric constant, Van der Waals forces, hydration and structure breaking and formation,
and more contributions are effectively modelled by an appropriate choice of s. Equa-
tion (3.24) was already introduced by Johansson and Eriksson [129]. For this model of
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self-energies the Poisson-Boltzmann equation can no longer be solved fully analytically
around the interface due to the modified boundary conditions

εw lim
z↑0

φ′(z) = εo lim
z↓0

φ′(z)

lim
z↑s

φ′(z) = lim
z↓s

φ′(z), (3.24)

where in the region 0 < |z| < |s| the full solution is not available. Within linear theory
however, introducing n ≡

√
εA/εB and p ≡

√
ρA/ρB, the solution for the potential reads

φ(z) =





φD
z exp(κAz) , z < 0;
φD
z (cosh(κiz) + n sinh(κiz)) , 0 < z < s;
φD − φD

z exp(−κB(z − s))p(n cosh(κis) + sinh(κis)) , z > s;
(3.25)

where z = (1 + np) cosh(κis) + (n + p) sinh(κis)), κ2
i = 8πλBρA/εB, the Bjerrum length

in vacuum λB = 56 nm, and A, B denoting the media in the region z < 0, z > 0,
respectively, and s > 0.

3.3.3 Non-Onsagerian behaviour of interfacial tension

The contribution of the ionic effects to the interfacial tension is calculated by means of
DFT (3.11), using the solution φ found in (3.25),

γel = 2(1− p2)sρB −
φ2

D

√
εBp

2
√

2πz
(n cosh(κis) + sinh(κis))

√
ρB, (3.26)

and can be approximated by

γel =

{
−φ2

D
√

εB

2
√

2π

np
1+np

√
ρB , ρB ↓ 0;

2(1− p2)sρB , ρB →∞.

In the low ionic strength regime the −√ρ dependency is rederived (see (3.12)), now in
linearized theory. The square root behaviour can be connected to an unequal partitioning
of ions as γel depends on φ2

D. In addition, in the high ionic strength regime the limiting
dependency ∝ ±ρ is found, in agreement with Refs. [126, 127], here concluded to come
from a finite interfacial width, as γel depends linearly on s. The excess interfacial tension
γel from linearized theory is qualitatively identical to the one from numerical treatments
of non-linear theory, and after a renormalization of φD and s even quantitatively. The
behaviour at low ionic strength differs qualitatively from the predictions by Onsager and
Samaras for the water air interfacial tension [39]. There, a positiveO(−ρ ln ρ) dependency
was found, due to repulsive image charge interactions near the interface and absence of
ions in the air phase.

From the minimal model presented here and in Ref. [39], it is concluded that at low
ionic strengths the excess interfacial tension is negative and proportional to the square
root of the density, γel ∝ −√ρ. This was derived earlier from non-linearized PB theory
(see (3.12)), and explained to come from unequal ion partitioning. In addition, in the
high ionic strength regime the limiting dependency γ ∝ ±ρ is found, coming from a finite
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interfacial width s. The crossover density between the two asymptotic regimes depends
sensitively on s and n, reflecting the material parameters in the model. The magnitude of
the correction depends also on the material parameters and can be estimated to be small
compared to a typical bare interfacial tension between oil and water, γel ¿ 1 mN/m, for
ρ < 1 M and s of Å-size.

3.3.4 Salt near spherical dielectric interfaces

In section 3.2.2 the charge Z of a water droplet in oil was determined by assuming
Z = 4πa2σw, with a the radius of the droplet, and σw the charge per area of interface
calculated by means of a PB-theory in planar geometry. Especially for low κoa . 1 the
approximation is expected to be inaccurate due to the neglect of droplet curvature. A
correction introduced by Tolman in the form of a low-curvature expansion reads

γ(a)
γ(∞)

=
1

1 + 2 δ
a

' 1− 2
δ

a
(3.27)

where δ is called the Tolman-length and a is the radius of curvature here. Furthermore it
has been argued by König et al. [148] on the basis of a morphometrical approach [137],
that the deviation of intensive thermodynamic quantities from their planar values are
linear combinations of the mean and the Gaussian curvature provided the geometrical
length scales are much larger than any correlation length. An elaborate analytical study
was performed by Bier [137] resulting in an analytical low-curvature expansion in terms
of κa, dielectric contrast

√
εinside/εoutside and partition factor

√
ρinside/ρoutside. The first

order correction is found to be negative for oil droplets in water, and positive for water
droplets in oil. A numerical analysis of the non-linear PB-theory in spherical geometry
confirmed that the PB-theory in planar geometry underestimates the charge of water
droplets in oil, and overestimates the charge of oil droplets in water. In figure 3.14
the interfacial charge density as a function of the oil dielectric constant is shown, from
nonlinear theory in planar geometry, from numerical calculations of the nonlinear theory
in spherical geometry, and from linear theory taking into account a finite interfacial width
s. A similar comparison is made for the excess interfacial tension as a function of ionic
strength in figure 3.15. The figures can be seen as an illustrative summary of the last
sections, where corrections in the form of a finite interfacial width s and curvature effects
were discussed. The results of the extended theories differed at most quantitatively from
the nonlinear theory in planar geometry.

3.4 Conclusion

By means of a non-linear Poisson-Boltzmann theory, that takes into account the Born
self-energies of the ions [30, 58], and a specific solvation energy [36, 127], we calculated
ionic equilibrium distributions near an oil-water interface. A difference in self-energy
was found to lead to a Donnan potential and charge separation near the interface. The
analytical expression for the charge of the medium per area of interface agrees roughly
with numerical solutions of the Poisson-Boltzmann theory in spherical geometry [59],
although the charge density is somewhat underestimated compared to the numerical value
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Figure 3.14: Interfacial charge density of water droplets in oil as a function of the oil dielectric
constant. The ionic radii (a+, a−) = (0.36, 0.3) nm and ρw = 1 mM. The dashed lines show the
numerical results from the PB-theory in spherical geometry, for water droplets of radius a = 1
µm (WO), and equal sized oil droplets in water (OW) [59]. The thin lines, that show the result
of the planar linearized PB-theory with interfacial width s, cannot be distinguished from the
results of the nonlinear theory with s = 0 (thick line).

for micron-sized water droplets in oils with εo < 10, due to curvature effects. The charge,
calculated from the analytical expression, is almost identical to the charge found from a
linearized Poisson-Boltzmann theory that takes into account a finite interfacial width s
[39], showing independence of the charge on s. For slightly polar oils, i.e. 4 < εo < 10,
the typical charge of micron-sized water droplets ranges between 10 − 1000 elementary
charges and the Debye screening lengths range between 0.1 < κoa < 10, such that the
particles repel each other electrostatically by many kBT even if their centers are several
radii apart. On the basis of an known, empirical crystallization condition [35] we found a
relatively narrow regime in the high dimensional parameter space, where water droplets
in oil are expected to form crystalline structures, roughly characterized by 4 < εo < 10
(in striking agreement with experimental findings [1]), water volume fraction x & 0.001,
droplet radius a & 100 nm, and a sufficiently large difference between the ionic self-
energies |f+ − f−| & 1 kBT . The spontaneous charging of the water droplets may play
an important role in the production and stabilization of emulsions with rather polar
oils, since it was seen that by a judicious choice of the type of oil and salt ions, water
droplets can be stabilized by these, sometimes surprisingly strong, electrostatic effects
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Figure 3.15: Excess interfacial tension as a function of ionic strength, at εo = 7.5. The ionic
radii (a+, a−) = (0.36, 0.3) nm and ρw = 1 mM. If the interfacial width s = 0, the planar
calculations clearly show a square root behaviour. The sign of the tension is negative. The
dashed lines show the numerical results from the PB-theory in spherical geometry, for water
droplets of radius a = 1 µm (WO), and equal sized oil droplets in water (OW) [59]. The thin
lines show the result of the planar linearized PB-theory with interfacial width s, for which γ has
a linear asymptote and positive sign in the high ρw limit [39], if s 6= 0.

alone [57, 51, 136].
Common knowledge was challenged even more when ionic surfactants were predicted

to have a destabilizing effect. The concept of preferential screening was introduced to
identify the mechanism that any interfacial charge density is preferentially screened from
the water phase, mainly determined by the dielectric contrast n =

√
εw/εo and the par-

titioning factor p =
√

ρw/ρo (3.22). The competition between preferential partitioning
and preferential screening can annihilate the net charge in water, already at a low inter-
facial charge density σ, or in oil, at high σ. It was argued that additive-free emulsions,
stabilized by solvation effects, can be destabilized by ionic surfactants: emulsions of oil
in water by a small concentration of surfactant, and emulsions of water in oil by larger
concentrations. In the next chapters this conclusion will prove to be helpful: in chapter
4 to gain understanding of the concept of double layer destruction and the annihilation
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of the depletion zone, in chapter 8 to make the welcome simplification that ionic effects
in oil can safely be ignored for the systems of interest.
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Chapter 4

Charged colloidal particles
near a dielectric interface

Summary The focus of this chapter will be on charged micrometer sized spheres, or synony-

mously colloidal particles, in an electrolyte solution near a dielectric interface. The distribution

of spheres and salt ions is calculated by means of a modified Poisson-Boltzmann theory. Charged

hydrophobic spheres in oil near a water phase adsorb strongly at the interface, forming an al-

most close-packed monolayer, and repel the spheres in the bulk phase over distances of up to 100

micrometer by long-ranged Coulomb interactions. Near the interface a mechanism is identified

with the name ’double layer destruction’, when the cloud of screening ions around a sphere be-

comes highly asymmetric. The colloid-free zone between interface and bulk depends sensitively

on the ionic strength in oil, and on solvation effects of the salt ions that were discussed in previ-

ous chapter. Almost quantitative agreement with experiments is found. Figure 4.1 summarizes

typical behaviour.

4.1 Introduction

Colloidal particles can strongly adsorb to an oil-water or an air-water interface, and
hence form a monolayer. Since a pioneering study by Pieranski [40] a lot of attention
has been devoted to the lateral structure and the lateral colloidal interactions of such
monolayers [42, 41]. This two-dimensional picture is often realistic because the ”binding”
potential of a single colloid to the interface can be very strong, typically of the order of
103 − 106 kBT for a micron-sized colloid due to surface-tension or image-charge effects
[40, 43, 44]. Here kB is the Boltzmann constant and T the temperature. However, in
very recent experiments by Leunissen et al. [1], on systems of charged, micron-sized,
hydrophobic poly-methylmethacrylate (PMMA) spheres dispersed in an oil-like mixture
of cyclohexyl bromide and cis-decalin, the focus was not only on the in-plane structure of
the adsorbed colloidal monolayer at the oil-water interface, but also on the out-of-plane
”perpendicular” colloidal structure. Striking observations in this three-dimensional study
include: (i) a dramatic increase of the lattice spacing of the oil-dispersed colloidal crystal
up to 40 µm on bringing this dispersion into contact with water, (ii) strong colloidal

45
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Figure 4.1: Summary figure: Micrometer sized, charged spheres in oil, near water [57]. The
spheres adsorb strongly at the interface, forming a dense monolayer, and repel the colloidal
particles in bulk over more than 100 µm, creating a large colloid-free zone. The particles in the
bulk order into a crystal. The salt ions (not visible) partition, and screen in a preferential way.

adsorption to planar and spherical oil-water interfaces even for non-wetting colloidal
particles, and (iii) an extremely large colloid-free zone between the adsorbed monolayer
and the bulk crystal in the oil phase, in some cases with a thickness d > 100µm. In this
chapter we develop a theory for a mixture of hydrophobic colloidal particles, cations,
and anions in an oil-water mixture, taking into account screening, image charges, and
self energies. We do not focus on the lateral structure [40, 42, 41] but instead on the
structure perpendicular to the interface, and not on a single colloid [44, 45] but on
a many-body system. A key new mechanism that we identify this way is double-layer
destruction, due to the preference of ions to reside in the water phase rather than in diffuse
layers surrounding the oil-dispersed colloidal particles. Our theory explains essentially all
observations of Ref.[1], and could be ingredients to further understand and manipulate
Pickering emulsions [43, 47, 48].

4.2 System

We consider a planar water-oil interface in the plane z = 0, characterized by a macro-
scopic surface tension γwo. The interface separates two semi-infinite continuous bulk
phases of water (z < 0) and oil (z > 0). This system is a medium for a three-
component mixture of hydrophobic colloidal particles (radius a, charge Ze), cations
(radius a+, charge e), and anions (radius a−, charge −e). Here e is the elementary
charge. The strongly hydrophobic character of the colloids is described here phenomeno-
logically through the colloid-water and colloid-oil surface tensions γcw = 10 mN/m and
γco = 1 mN/m, respectively. Note that these tensions do not incorporate electrostatic
contributions. Following Pieranski’s geometric argument [40], already alluded to in sec-
tion 2.3.3, a colloidal particle with its center at z ∈ (−a, a) is therefore subject to the
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external potential

V(z) = 2πa2(γcw − γco)(1− z

a
)− πa2γwo(1− z2

a2
), (4.1)

while a particle completely immersed in water (z < −a) or oil (z > a) has V (z) =
4πa2(γcw−γco) ' 106kBT for a ' 1µm and V (z) = 0, respectively. Note that we shifted
the potential of Ref.[40] by an arbitrary constant for later convenience. The potential
V (z) has a deep minimum at z = z∗ = a(γcw−γco)/γwo ≡ a cos θ with θ the wetting angle,
defined if |γcw − γco| < γwo. Otherwise V (z) is monotonic and we speak of non-wetting
behaviour. Below we consider the wetting case γwo = 9.2mN/m, such that cos θ = 0.987
and V (z∗) ' −103kBT , from which strong adsorption of micron-sized colloidal particles
at z ' z∗ is expected. We also consider the non-wetting case γwo = 9mN/m such that
cos θ = 1, where no strong adsorption is to be expected because V (z) is monotonic.

The planar water-oil interface also generates an external potential for the ions due to
the dielectric discontinuity, which leads to different electrostatic self energies in the two
solvents. We write the self energy in medium i = w, o as the Born energy e2/(2εia±kBT ) ≡
f±(εi), as introduced earlier in section 3.1.1. Denoting the local dielectric constant by
the step function ε(z) = εw for z < 0 and εo for z > 0, this self-energy effect can
be accounted for in terms of (conveniently shifted) ionic external potentials βV±(z) =
f±(ε(z))− f±(εw), which vanish in water and is of the order of (1− 20)kBT for realistic
εo ' 4− 20 in the oil phase, i.e. the ions prefer to be in water.

Now that we have specified the external potentials V (z) and V±(z) for the colloidal
particles and the monovalent ions, respectively, we employ the framework of density
functional theory to calculate the equilibrium density profiles ρ(z) and ρ±(z) [33, 37, 52,
54]. The grand-potential functional Ω[ρ, ρ+, ρ−] is written, per unit lateral area A, as

Ω
A

=
∑
α=±

∫
dz ρα(z)

(
kBT (ln

ρα(z)
ρs

− 1) + Vα(z)
)

+
∫

dzρ(z)
(
kBT (ln

η(z)
η0

− 1) + V (z)
)

+ kBT

∫
dz

(
ρ(z)Ψ(η̄(z)) +

1
2
Q(z)φ(z)

)
, (4.2)

where η(z) = 4πa3ρ(z)/3 is the colloidal packing fraction, and where the first and second
line are the ideal-gas grand-potential functionals of the ions and the colloidal particles in
their external fields, respectively, and the third line describes the hard-core and Coulomb
interactions. The chemical potentials are represented in terms of an ion concentration
ρs and a reference colloid packing fraction η0 to be discussed below. The colloid-colloid
hard-core interactions are taken into account by the Carnahan-Starling excess free energy
per particle Ψ(η̄) = (4η̄ − 3η̄2)/(1 − η̄)2 with the weighted packing fraction η̄(z) =∫ z+2a

z−2a
dx′w(z − z′)η(z′) with the (low-density) weight function w(z) = 3

32 (4a2 − z2)/a3

[52]. Such a nonlocal treatment of the hard-core interactions is necessary to describe the
extremely localized adsorbed colloidal monolayer in the case of wetting realistically. The
electrostatic interactions between all species are described in Eq.(4.2) at a mean-field
level in terms of the total local charge number density Q(z) = Zρ(z) + ρ+(z) − ρ−(z)
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and the yet unknown electrostatic potential kBTφ(z)/e that must satisfy the Poisson
equation and boundary conditions

ε(z)φ′′(z) = −4πβe2Q(z), (z 6= 0); (4.3)
lim
z↑0

εwφ′(z) = lim
z↓0

εoφ
′(z) ;

lim
z→±∞

φ′(z) = 0.

Here a prime denotes a derivative with respect to z, and β = 1/(kBT ). Note that
the second line of (4.3) describes the image-charge effects, and the third line describes
global charge neutrality. Minimizing the functional leads to the Euler-Lagrange equation
δΩ/δρ(z) = δΩ/δρ±(z) = 0, which can be rewritten as

η(z) = η0 exp
(− βV (z)− Zφ(z)− βµ(z)

)
;

ρ±(z) = ρs exp
(− βV±(z)∓ φ(z)

)
, (4.4)

with βµ(z) = Ψ(η̄(z))+
∫ z+2a

z−2a
dx′w(z− z′)η(z′)Ψ′(η̄(z′)) where Ψ′(η) = dΨ(η)/dη. Note

that the strongly hydrophobic character of the colloidal particles leads to a vanishing
colloid-density at z → −∞, such that φ(−∞) = 0 and ρ±(−∞) = ρs for electro neu-
trality reasons, i.e. the bulk water phase acts as the salt reservoir with a total ion
concentration 2ρs. The corresponding Debye screening length in the water phase is
κ−1

w = (8πβe2ρs/εw)−1/2. In the bulk oil-suspension, z →∞, the average colloid packing
fraction η(∞) ≡ ηb can be imposed by tuning η0 appropriately. Eqs.(4.3) and (4.4) also
imply, for z > 0, that φ′′(z) = κ2

o sinh(φ(z)−φc)−4πβe2Zρ(z)/εo, with the Debye screen-
ing length κ−1

o in the oil phase defined by κ2
o = κ2

w(εw/εo) exp[−β(V+(∞) + V−(∞))/2]
and φc = β(V−(∞)− V+(∞))/2.

Eqs.(4.3) and (4.4) form a closed set for the four unknown profiles ρ(z), ρ±(z), and
φ(z), and can be solved numerically on an z-grid by standard iterative methods on
desktop PC’s. Typically we use several hundred non-equidistant grid points, with a
relatively small grid spacing close to z = 0 and close to the monolayer position z = z∗ in
the wetting case.

4.3 Double layer destruction

We fix as many parameters as possible in accordance with those in the experiments
described in Ref.[1], such that Z = 450, a = 1µm, ηb = 5 × 10−5, εw = 80, εo = 5.2.
For simplicity we take equal ionic sizes a+ = a− = 0.3 nm such that V±(z) = 17kBT
for z > 0 for both ionic species. This leads to κ−1

o /a = 1 − 40 if one varies ρs from
0.07 to 26 mM. In Figs. 4.2 and 4.3 we show, for these parameter choices, the resulting
colloidal packing fractions η(z) for several screening lengths κ−1

o , in Fig. 4.2 for the
non-wetting case cos θ = 1 and in Fig. 4.2 for the partial wetting case cos θ = 0.987.
In all cases the colloidal particles are so hydrophobic that η(z) is vanishingly small for
z < 0. The qualitative difference between the two sets of curves in figures 4.2 and 4.3
is striking, given the small difference in contact angle. In Fig. 4.2 we observe η(z)
to increase by up to several orders of magnitude near the interface at a < z . 5a,
whereas in Fig. 4.3 we observe a densely packed monolayer of colloidal particles at
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Figure 4.2: The packing fraction profile η(z) of strongly hydrophobic, oil-dispersed colloidal
spheres (radius a = 1µm, charge Z = 450) in the vicinity of a planar interface at z = 0 between
water (z < 0, dielectric constant εw = 80) and oil (z > 0, εo = 5.2), for a colloidal bulk packing
fraction ηb = η(∞) = 5 × 10−5, for non-wetting colloidal particles (cos θ = 1) for oil screening
lengths κ−1

o /a = 4 − 40 from bottom to top. The inset shows, for κ−1
o = 40a, the salt and

colloidal charge distributions, revealing the complete deformation of the double layer around
the adsorbed colloidal layer. For the solid curves the ionic radii are equal, a+ = a− = 0.3nm,
for the dotted curves a− is slightly increased (for κ−1

o /a = 8).

z = z∗ separated from the bulk by a colloid-free zone of a thickness d of the order
of several κ−1

o . Although the increase of η(z) up to 103ηb close to the interface in
Fig. 4.2 is significant, it is much weaker than is to be expected on the basis of the
attractive image charge potential W (z) = ZZ ′e2/(4εoz) ' −500akBT/z that a single
colloid (without cations and anions) would experience at z > a for the present parameters,
with Z ′ = −Z(εw − εo)/(εw + εo) = −395 the image charge [44]. At first sight one would
attribute this relatively modest colloidal adsorption to the mutual repulsion between
adsorbed colloidal particles, which in the present many-body description is included
through the mean-field Coulombic term in Eq.(4.2). However, in that case one would
expect a stronger (longer-ranged) colloid-colloid repulsion and hence a weaker colloidal
adsorption for increasing κ−1

o , whereas Fig. 4.2 shows the opposite trend. This implies
that another mechanism is at work here. The mechanism that we identify involves
the salt and colloidal charge distributions Qs(z) = ρ+(z) − ρ−(z) and Qc(z) = Zρ(z),
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Figure 4.3: The packing fraction profile η(z) of strongly hydrophobic, oil-dispersed colloidal
spheres (radius a = 1µm, charge Z = 450) in the vicinity of a planar interface at z = 0
between water (z < 0, dielectric constant εw = 80) and oil (z > 0, εo = 5.2), for a colloidal bulk
packing fraction ηb = η(∞) = 5 × 10−5, for weakly wetting colloidal particles (cos θ = 0.987)
for κ−1

o /a = 4 − 40 from left to right. The inset shows, for κ−1
o = 40a, the salt and colloidal

charge distributions, revealing the partial deformation of the double layer around the adsorbed
colloidal layer. In all cases the ionic radii are equal, a+ = a− = 0.3nm.

respectively, shown in the insets of Figs. 4.2 and 4.3 for κ−1
o /a = 40. These insets show

a charge separation due to the accumulation of a net negative ionic charge in water, in
a very thin layer −κ−1

w < z < 0, and a net positive colloidal charge for a < z < 5a in
figure 4.2 and at z = z∗ in figure 4.3. In other words, the usual double-layer structure, in
which the compensating ionic charge resides in the vicinity of several Debye lengths of the
colloidal charged surfaces, is destroyed completely (figure 4.2) or partially (figure 4.3) for
hydrophobic colloidal particles in the vicinity of the oil-water interface: a fraction of the
compensating ionic charge prefers to reside in the water phase ”further away” rather than
close to the colloidal surface. Since the length scale for local charge separation is set by
the Debye length, this fraction, and hence the net charge in the thin layer −κ−1

w < z < 0
in the water, will increase with increasing κ−1

o . This accumulated charge attracts the
oppositely charged colloidal particles at z > a in Fig. 4.2, and hence the adsorption of
colloidal particles increases with κ−1

o . In a an oversimplified dynamic sense one could
envisage a colloid with a spherical double layer approaching the water-oil interface from
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the oil side, then being stripped from (part of) its ionic cloud if it gets too close, such
that it cannot diffuse back to the bulk as a neutral entity and hence adsorbs. A sketch
is shown in figure 4.4. Double-layer destruction also takes place in the wetting case of

Figure 4.4: A sketch of double layer destruction. A colloid with a spherical double layer
approaches the water-oil interface from the oil side. If it gets too close it is being stripped from
(part of) its ionic cloud, and cannot diffuse back to the bulk as a neutral entity, and hence
adsorbs

Fig. 4.3, where the deep well of V (z) at z = z∗ drives the formation of a close-packed
monolayer at z = z∗. Due to colloid-colloid repulsions this monolayer strongly repels the
colloidal particles in bulk, giving rise to the colloid-depleted zone of a thickness d that
increases with κ−1

o , as expected on the basis of this argument, in agreement with Fig. 4.3.
However, whereas d ' 4κ−1

o for κ−1
o . 10a, d is levelling off for larger κ−1

o to a maximum
value of about d ' 80a at κ−1

o = 50a, beyond which d is decreasing with κ−1
o (not shown).

This peculiar behavior of d at large κ−1
o is entirely due to the double-layer destruction,

which causes (an increasing fraction of) the compensating charge of the monolayer at
z = z∗ to reside in the water phase at −κ−1

w < z < 0, such that the geometry tends to
be that of two oppositely charged plates which have a strong field inside but a weaker
field outside, i.e. the repulsion between the monolayer and the bulk colloidal particles
is reduced and hence d shrinks. This non-monotonic behavior of d with κ−1

o is a mere
prediction of the present theory, but the observations of d decreasing from about 100
to 20 micron upon adding salt in the water phase [1] (and hence varying κ−1

o over the
parameter regime of Fig. 4.3) is in agreement with the theoretical values.

One problem in the comparison between the results of Figs. 4.2 and 4.3 and the
experiments of Ref.[1] is that the colloid-depleted zone was observed for non-wetting
colloidal particles, whereas Fig. 4.3 holds for the case of wetting colloidal particles,
cos θ = 0.987. One could on the one hand of course argue that the wetting angle of the
experimental system is smaller than the resolution of its measurement, such that the
experimental system would actually be (extremely weakly) wetting. On the other hand,
there could be sources of electrostatic attraction to the interface beyond the accuracy of
the present theory, e.g., due to charge regulation or correlations [8]. It is not entirely
straightforward, however, to quantify the importance of correlations in this system: both
in the colloidal bulk (x → ∞) and in the colloidal monolayer (x ' a) the pressure and
electrostatic energy are overestimated by ignoring the colloid-colloid correlations, with
competing effects on d, and the presence of mobile ions at both interfacial sides is an
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additional complication. We note, however, that our results are robust with respect to
lowering Z, e.g., taking Z = 150 (not shown) yields very similar results.

4.4 Tunable electrostatic effects near the interface

The experiments of Leunissen [1] and theoretical analysis of the last section [37] formed a
direct motivation for a joint effort to study the interfacial electrostatic effects in more de-
tail, both theoretically and experimentally [57]. Especially in slightly polar oils (εo & 4)
the identified electrostatic effects could be of importance for understanding the interac-
tions in particle-stabilized and charge-stabilized emulsions, emulsion production, encap-
sulation and self-assembly. In this section the main conclusions are presented, focusing
on the typical strength and range of the electric field around a planar dielectric interface,
in the presence of ions with different Born self-energies and adsorbed colloidal particles,
under different ionic strengths and ion species.

It was shown in figures 4.2 and 4.3 that a large zone depleted of colloidal particles
was formed between bulk oil and interface. The calculations pointed out that the dense
monolayer of colloidal particles at the interface provided a strong Coulomb repulsion over
tens of micrometers due to the low ionic strength in the oil. It was assumed that the
ions had an equal radius, that is, an equal self-energy difference between water and oil.
It will be shown here that this depletion zone can be annihilated by assuming different
ionic radii, or by increasing the screening length κ−1

o . In other words, it will be shown
that the double layer in oil can be annihilated by the combined effects of preferential
partitioning (a+ 6= a−) and double layer destruction (κ−1

o > a, where a is the colloid
radius). The conclusions agree with the experimental observations.

Figure 4.5: Typical example of the observed structure in a system of PMMA spheres near an
interface of glycerol with CHB-decalin, as observed by Leunissen et al. [57]. Observed effects do
not depend on the choice of the polar medium, the phenomenology is similar to that of figure
4.1 where the lattice spacings and width of the depletion zone is of an equal magnitude.

In the experiments an interface between water and a mixture of cyclohexylbromide
- decalin was monitored in the presence of micrometer-sized PMMA spheres, index and
density matched, under different ionic strengths, types of salt, external electric fields,
and at different times from preparation. A typical example of the observed structure
in the plane perpendicular to the interface is shown in figure 4.5, which is a confocal
micrograph of an interface of glycerol (εgl = 42.5) and CHB-decalin, in the presence
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of PMMA particles. From the figure it was also concluded that the structure does not
depend on the polar phase, i.e. the phenomenology for water and glycerol is similar.

The theoretical system is described by the grand potential functional (4.2), with the
extension that the charge of the colloidal particles is considered non-locally. So far the
colloidal charge density at a distance z from the interface was considered to be Zρ(z),
meaning that the charge of a colloidal particle was considered to be located at its center.
In the non-local approach the colloidal charge density at z is determined by colloidal
particles that are centered at z′ for which |z − z′| ≤ a. The weighted charge density at
z reads

Zρ(z) =

z+a∫

z−a

dz′ Zρ(z′)wc(z − z′), (4.5)

where the weight function is chosen to be wc(z) = 1/(2a), proportional to the corre-
sponding colloidal surface area at a distance h from the center (being constant, since the
surface area of a sphere between h and h + ∆h is 2πa2∆h, independent of the height).
The predictions from the non-local approach coincide almost quantitatively with the pre-
dictions from the easier local approach, except for the smooth ion density profiles that
are found in the region 0 < z < 2a within the non-local approach.

In figure 4.6 the calculated distributions of negative and positive micro-ions around
an interface between CHB/decalin and water again, are shown, as well as the packing
fraction of colloidal particles near the interface (inset), for typical experimental values
a+ = 0.8 nm, a− = 0.28 nm, η(z → ∞) = 0.003, εo = 5.6 and Z = 450, for two cases
κo = 3.6 µm and κo = 10 µm. In both cases the charge of the water phase is opposite
to that of the oil phase, although for κ−1

o = 10 µm it is larger than for κ−1
o = 3.6 µm.

The inset shows only a small difference in the width of the depletion zone, despite the
difference in screening length.

In the experiments it was seen that the bulk packing fraction of colloidal particles η
dropped from 0.01 shortly after preparation to 0.002 several hours later, due to adsorption
to the interface, sample walls, and possible other unknown factors. Furthermore, the
partitioning of salt ions had a typical timescale of several hours, such that the screening
length increased from κ−1

o = 1.4a shortly after preparation, to κ−1
o = 4.6a after 6 hours.

The dynamic behaviour between preparation and equilibration has not been calculated as
a function of time, but the development of the depletion zone was calculated as a function
of the screening length for two bulk packing fractions ηinit = 0.01 and ηfinal = 0.002.
Calculations were done for the initial and final conditions, such that the dynamical
behaviour in between can be estimated by an interpolation. Figure 4.7 shows the results,
with a quantitative agreement between theory and observation. The calculated packing
fractions of colloidal particles using the experimental parameters, coincides with the
observed distibution in the direction perpendicular to the interface. The quantitative
agreement might well be accidental, because the theory could not explain the large width
of the depletion zone quantitatively in section 4.3. In section 6.2 the discussion will be
continued after a discussion of the strong correlations between the salt ions in oil.
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Figure 4.6: The calculated distributions ρ± of negative and positive micro-ions around the
waterCHB/decalin interface (at z = 0), and the packing fraction of colloidal particles near the
interface (inset). We used a+ = 0.8 nm, a− = 0.28 nm, η(z → ∞) = 0.003, εo = 5.6 and
Z = 450, together with κo = 3.6 µm, as in the experiments (thick lines), and κo = 10 µm (thin
lines). In both cases the ρ+ profiles nearly coincide with the horizontal axis for z > 0 (¿ 1
nM). Note that the horizontal axis has a different scale below and above z = 0, and that the
distances are scaled by the particle radius, a = 1.08 µm. We subtracted the salt concentration
in the water reservoir on the left vertical axis and the salt concentration in the oil reservoir on
the right vertical axis to make the charge separation at the interface clearly visible.

4.5 Discussion

One feature that is not quantitatively described by the theory is the extreme width of
the depletion zone that is found for example in figure 4.5, where a− > a+. A possible
explanation will not be given earlier than in section 6.2. Qualitative agreement was found
on the behaviour of the zone for different salts. The presence of NaCl was observed in
the experiments to reduce the width of the depletion zone roughly by a factor 10. A mere
reduction of the screening length was ruled out, because the lattice spacing of the bulk
crystal roughly remained constant. Here we will see that our theory predicts that the
solvation energies of the ions directly influence the asymmetry of the double layer around
the adsorbed colloidal particles and hence determine the width of the depletion zone.
Figure 4.8 shows the width of the depletion zone d as function of the ratio of ionic radii
a−/a+, where a+ = 0.3 nm, for several values of the colloidal charge Z. For a−/a+ < 1
the width d is seen to be smaller than for a−/a+ > 1. This can be understood from the
fact that the anions have a larger preference for water if a−/a+ < 1, which enhances the
double layer destruction. A larger part of the cloud of screening ions will be in the water
phase. For a large preference, a−/a+ . 0.8, the depletion zone vanishes completely
for Z = 50. In the region where a−/a+ > 1 the water phase charges up positively
by solvation effects alone. The total charge in water can be negative however due to
the presence of the ionic cloud of the colloidal monolayer. The effect of double layer
destruction is smaller for a−/a+ > 1. The line for Z = 450 shows an effect that can be
understood from charge renormalization (See figure 4.9): although the electric field keeps
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Figure 4.7: Left figure: The observed configuration of colloidal particles near the water -
CHB/decalin interface, by Leunissen et al. [57]. Right figure: The calculated packing fraction
of colloidal particles near the water - CHB/decalin interface (at z = 0) and the extent of the
depleted zone d as a function of the Debye screening length in the oily phase (inset). Note
that all distances (x, d, κ) are scaled by the particle radius, a = 1.08 µm. The dashed profiles
correspond to the experimental conditions immediately after sample preparation (κ−1

o = 1.4
µm), while the solid lines are the conditions found after equilibration (κ−1

o = 4.6 µm). We
used two different overall packing fractions, η = 0.01 (thick) and η = 0.002 (thin), and set
a− = 0.9a+ = 0.33 nm, εo = 5.6 and Z = 450, as in the experiments. The thick lines indicate
the experimentally observed packing fractions of the bulk crystal at t = 0, and the thin lines
indicate the observed packing fractions 6 hours later.

increasing around z = a as a−/a+ increases, far from the interface z À a the electric field
reaches an asymptote due to nonlinear screening effects near the interface. Figure 4.9
shows the relation between bare and renormalized charge for specific parameters, where
the charge Z = πR2σ/ηmax, with ηmax = π/2

√
3, R = 1 µm, and the Bjerrum length of

the solution (CHB-decalin) λo = 10.14 nm.

Analytical expression for the depletion zone Numerical problems were experi-
enced during calculations of d in the high κ−1

o -limit. The iterative algorithm that we
use to solve the PB-equation did not converge to a stable solution beyond a certain
screening length, at the point where d seemed to reach a maximum. As an alternative,
an analytical expression for the typical width of the depletion zone d can be given in
approximation. In the next simplified model, the colloidal component is replaced by a
charged plate at z = a with surface charge σ = ηmaxZ/πa2, with ηmax ≈ 0.9 a high 2-D
packing fraction. Ionic profiles are calculated by solving the Poisson-Boltzmann equation
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Figure 4.8: The calculated extent of the depleted zone, d, as a function of the anion radius a−
and the particle charge Z. We fix the other parameters to be a+ = 0.3 nm, εo = 5.6, κo = 4.6
µm, η = 0.003 and a = 1.08 µm, comparable to the experimental values.

Figure 4.9: Renormalized charge as function of bare charge (a) and screening length (b). The
parameters are inspired by experiments (Chapter 4), where it was estimated that Z ≈ 400, and
1/κR ≈ 4. The Bjerrum length λB = 10.7 nm, and particle radius R = 1 µm.
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under the boundary conditions




lim
z↑0

εwφ′(z) = lim
z↓0

εoφ
′(z),

lim
z↑a

φ′(z)− lim
z↓a

φ′(z) = 4πλB

εo
σ,

lim
z→±∞

φ′(z) = 0,

(4.6)

and zero electric field in the bulk, with the Bjerrum length in vacuum λB = 56 nm. The
system can be divided into three regions, bounded by z = 0 and z = a, where the general
solution of the full PB-equation can be found in the two outer regions

φ(z) =
{

4arctanh(Co exp(κo(a− z))) + φD, z ≥ a;
4arctanh(Cw exp(κwz)), z ≤ 0,

(4.7)

with φD the potential in bulk oil, and the potential in bulk water gauged at 0, and
integration constants

Co = tanh
1
4
(φ(a)− φD),

Cw = tanh
1
4
φ(0). (4.8)

In the middle region 0 ≤ z ≤ a approximative methods are required. Here, the PB-
equation is chosen to be linearized around φ = 0, yielding

φ(z) = φ(0)
sinh(κo(a− z))

sinh(κoa)
+ φ(a)

sinh(κoz)
sinh(κoa)

. (4.9)

The unknown values φ(0) and φ(a) can now be found by matching of the boundary
conditions at z = 0 and z = a, yielding

{
4npCw(1− C2

w)−1 = (sinh(κoa))−1(φ(a)− φ(0) cosh(κoa)),
(sinh κoa)−1(φ(a) cosh(κoa)− φ(0)) + 4Co(1− C2

o )−1 = 4πλB

εoκo
σ,

(4.10)

with n ≡
√

εw/εo and p ≡
√

ρw/ρo, and where the integration constants depend on
the boundary potentials (4.8). The calculation of the potential cannot be extended
analytically under acceptable assumptions. Fortunately, for a numerical root finder the
solutions φ(0) and φ(a) that obey (4.10) are found within a tiny fraction of a second.

Crucial point of approximation Returning to the system of previous sections, con-
taining a colloidal component and no charged plate at z = a, the colloid distribution at
a distance z & 2a was given by

η(z) = η0 exp
(− βV (z)− Zφ(z)− βµ(z)

)
;

where φ(z) was calculated by connection with the corresponding Poisson-equation (4.3).
Now the crucial point of this section is to approximate the potential by the potential
φ(z) as found in equations (4.7) and (4.9) corresponding to a system of ions near a
charged plate at a distance a from a dielectric interface. By foreknowledge obtained from
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previous sections, the colloidal monolayer is approximated by the charged wall, and the
dilute bulk density of colloidal particles is approximated not to contribute substantially
to φ(z). By making this assumption the width of the depletion zone is estimated by
imposing Zφ(d) = 1, such that η(a + d) ' η0e

−1, which with (4.7) leads to

d = κ−1
o (ln tanh

1
4Z

− ln tanh
φ(a)− φD

4
) = κ−1

o ln(4Z tanh
(φ(a)− φD)

4
). (4.11)

The results are shown in figure 4.10, for two bulk packing fractions of colloidal particles
ηb = 0.002, and ηb = 0.0005. The depletion zone d/a initially increases linearly with
κ−1

o , confirming a naive estimation, until it reaches a maximum and collapses completely
within a small increase of κ−1

o . The nontrivial behaviour is again a consequence of double
layer destruction. The asymmetry of the double layer increases with the screening length,
resulting in a capacitor-like configuration in the high κ−1

o -limit. The estimation of the
fraction of the screening ions in oil in this limit is speculated (based on the conclusions
from section 3.2.3) to be

σo

σ
≈ 1

np
cosh

φD

2
, (4.12)

where σo is the charge of the oil phase. The potential at the plate φ(a) decreases as the
screening from the water phase increases. The collapse of the depletion zone occurs when
the plate potential φ(a) ≈ φD (see (4.11)), the Donnan potential that is determined by
the bulk packing fraction of colloidal particles ηb and the solvation energies of the ions
(f− − f+)/2.
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Figure 4.10: The width of the depletion zone (equation (4.11) as a function of screening length
in oil. While double layer destruction becomes stronger upon increasing the screening length,
the plate potential φ(a) decreases (not shown), such that at φ(a) ≈ φD a total collapse of the
depletion zone is predicted. The Donnan potential φD is tunable by the solvation energies of
the ions and the bulk packing of colloidal particles. For ηbulk = 0.002 the collapse is visible at
(κoa)−1 ' 35, for ηbulk = 0.0005 the collapse is at (κoa)−1 > 100, far beyond the parameter
regime of interest here (from experiments (κoa)−1 ' 5 [57]).
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Error discussion In order to estimate the error that is made by linearizing the PB-
equation around φ = 0 for 0 < z < a to obtain (4.9), the equation is now linearized
around a mean potential

φ(z) = φ̄ + δφ(z), (4.13)

where φ̄ = (φ(a)+φ(0))/2, and δφ is considered to be a small perturbation. The solution
for the potential is then of the form

φ(z) = φ̄ + Aeκ̄z + Be−κ̄z − tanh(φ̄), (4.14)

with integration constants A and B that can be related to φ(0) and φ(a), and with a
modified ’screening length’ κ̄−1 given by

κ̄2 = κ2
o cosh(

φ̄

2
). (4.15)

The boundary conditions remain identical and provide solutions for φ(0) and φ(a) as
before. The estimated width of the depletion zone d is almost identical to the d following
from the linearization around φ = 0, the calculated curves fall on top of the curves shown
in figure 4.10. The results appear not to be strongly dependent on the choice of φ̄.

4.6 Conclusion

Hydrophobic colloidal particles were studied in the vicinity of an interface of oil and water,
in the presence of monovalent ions, taking into account colloidal wetting properties, ionic
self-energies, electrostatic image effects, and screening. We identified the destruction of
colloidal double layers and the separation of ionic charge as important mechanisms, with
which we can describe several recent observations of hydrophobic charged colloids, most
notably the large colloid-depleted zone in between the adsorbed colloidal monolayer and
the bulk oil-dispersed colloidal phase. The width was found to depend sensitively on
the fractionation of ions, reducing to zero both in the limit of low ionic strength and for
high preference of the screening ions for the water phase. The experiments showed many
more effects, and yielded many more insights, beyond the present theory, an example of
which is shown in figure 4.11.

Acknowledgements We would like to thank Mirjam Leunissen and Alfons van Blaaderen
for sharing their knowledge, their observations, and for many useful discussions and crit-
ical questions.
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Figure 4.11: A theorists’ nightmare: a wave of TBAB salt flowing into the oil phase, affecting
screening length, particle charge, and possibly even the sign of the particle charge [1]. It is a
euphemism to state that calculating such dynamical process is beyond the scope of this thesis.



Chapter 5

Charged colloidal particles
under gravity

Summary We theoretically study sedimentation-diffusion equilibrium of dilute binary, ternary,

and polydisperse mixtures of colloidal particles with different buoyant masses and/or charges.

We focus on the low-salt regime, where the entropy of the screening ions drives spontaneous

charge separation and the formation of an inhomogeneous macroscopic electric field. The result-

ing electric force lifts the colloidal particles against gravity, yielding highly nonbarometric and

even nonmonotonic colloidal density profiles. The most profound effect is the phenomenon of

segregation into layers of colloidal particles with equal mass-per-charge, including the possibility

that heavy colloidal species float above lighter ones. Full quantitative agreement is found with

Monte Carlo simulations in the low salt limit. At higher ionic strengths, and for systems of oppo-

sitely charged colloidal particles, the agreement breaks down, as the limits of the approximations

in the theory are passed. Figure 5.1 shows an extreme example of a particle distribution.

5.1 Introduction

Sedimentation in a suspension of colloidal particles is of profound fundamental impor-
tance, and has been studied in detail for a long time. For instance, in 1910 Perrin
determined the Boltzmann constant kB (and from this Avogadro’s number) by compar-
ing the measured equilibrium density profile of a dilute suspension with the theoretically
predicted barometric law [83], and more recently the full hard-sphere equation of state
was determined accurately from a single measurement of the sedimentation profile of
a dense suspension of colloidal hard spheres [84, 85]. In rather dilute suspensions of
charged colloidal particles, however, strong deviations from the barometric distribution
have recently been predicted theoretically [86, 87, 88, 89, 90, 91], observed experimentally
[92, 93, 94, 95], and in computer simulations [96] in the regime of extremely low salin-
ity. The most striking phenomenon is that the density of colloidal particles extends to
much higher altitudes than is to be expected naively on the basis of their buoyant mass.
The force that lifts the colloidal particles against gravity is provided by an electric field
that is induced by spontaneous charge separation over macroscopic distances. Although

61
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Figure 5.1: Summary figure. Packing fractions of a suspension with 10 different types of charged
colloidal particles in ethanol. The charge number Zi = i · 250, while the gravitational length
Li = 0.1 and i numbers the components, the diameter of the particles σi = 150 nm, the height
of the system H = 100 cm. The inset shows the electric field strength.

this phenomenon costs energy, the system gains entropy because of a more homogeneous
distribution of salt ions (and colloidal particles). The same entropy-induced lifting force
was recently found to be responsible for a so-called Brazil-nut effect in binary mixtures
of charged colloidal particles under low-salt conditions: the heavy particles can reside at
higher altitudes than the lighter ones [97]. In this section we extend the theoretical study
of sedimentation of charged colloidal particles to binary, ternary, and polydisperse mix-
tures, for which we calculate colloidal density profiles and the entropy-induced electric
field self-consistently within a Poisson-Boltzmann like density functional theory.

5.2 Theory

We consider an n-component suspension of negatively charged colloidal spheres in a salt
solution in the Earth’s gravity field. We label the colloidal species by i = 1, 2, · · · , n,
and denote the electric charge, diameter, and buoyant mass for species i by −Zie, σi,
and mi, respectively, where e is the proton charge. We imagine the suspension to be in
thermal and osmotic contact with a reservoir that contains a solvent with temperature
T , dielectric constant ε, monovalent ions (charge ±e) at a concentration 2ρs, such that
the inverse Debye screening length is κ = (8πλBρs)1/2 with λB = e2/εkBT the Bjerrum
length. The ions are assumed to be point particles of negligible mass, and the solvent mass
density is taken into account by considering the buoyant instead of the actual colloidal
masses according to Archimedes Law. The volume of the suspension is V = AH, with A
the (macroscopic) horizontal area and H the vertical height of the solvent meniscus above
the bottom of the system. The gravitational acceleration g is in the negative vertical
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direction. We are interested in the equilibrium colloidal density profiles ρi(x) as functions
of the altitude x above the bottom at x = 0 and below the meniscus at x = H. The ion
density profiles are denoted by ρ±(x). In order to calculate these profiles we employ the
framework of density functional theory [98], where the equilibrium density profiles follow
from the minimisation of a grand potential functional Ω[{ρi}, ρ±] with respect to all the
profiles. Here we employ the mean-field free energy functional that consists of entropic,
gravitational, and electrostatic contributions,

Ω
kBTA

=
∑
α=±

∫ H

0

dxρα(x)
(
ln

ρα(x)
ρs

− 1
)

+
n∑

i=1

∫ H

0

dxρi(x)
(
ln

ρi(x)
ai

− 1
)

+
n∑

i=1

∫ H

0

dx
x

Li
ρi(x)− 2πλB

2

∫ H

0

dx

∫ H

0

dx′|x− x′|Q(x)Q(x′), (5.1)

where we introduced the fugacity (or activity) ai and the gravitational length Li =
kBT/mig of species i, and the local charge density Q(x) = ρ+(x)−ρ−(x)−∑n

i=1 Ziρi(x).
The electrostatic term follows from an in-plane integration of the three-dimensional
Coulomb law, 2π

∫∞
0

dRR/
√
|x− x′|2 + R2 = −2π|x− x′| with R the in-plane distance,

where we ignored an irrelevant integration constant. The functional (5.1) only couples
the total charge density at different heights in a mean-field fashion, i.e. electric double
layers and many other correlation effects are not taken into account. In fact one easily
checks that the thermodynamics of the system reduces in the absence of gravity to that
of an (n + 2)-component ideal-gas mixture, since then Q(x) ≡ 0 because of translational
invariance and charge neutrality. In the presence of gravity, however, interesting struc-
tures already appear at this relatively low level of sophistication. The solutions of the
Euler-Lagrange equations δΩ/δρα(x) = 0 and δΩ/δρi(x) = 0 can be cast in the form

ρ±(x) = ρs exp[∓φ(x)]; (5.2)
ρi(x) = ai exp[−x/Li + Ziφ(x)]; (i = 1, 2, · · · , n) (5.3)

where

φ(x) = −2πλB

∫ H

0

dx′Q(x′)|x− x′| (5.4)

is the dimensionless electrostatic potential gauged such that it is zero in the reservoir
where Q(x) ≡ 0. It turns out to be convenient rewriting Eq.(5.4) using Eq.(5.2) in
differential form as the Poisson-Boltzmann equation

d2φ(x)
dx2

= −4πλBQ(x) = κ2 sinhφ(x) + 4πλB

n∑

i=1

Ziρi(x). (5.5)

Together with the boundary conditions φ′(0) = φ′(H) = 0 (where a prime denotes a
derivative w.r.t. x) the Eqs.(5.3) and (5.5) form a closed set of n + 1 equations that can
in principle be solved to yield ρi(x) and φ(x) for a given thermodynamic state. In an
experimental situation, however, the total packing fraction η̄i = (π/6)Niσ

3
i /V of species

i is usually fixed instead of the fugacity ai, with Ni the number of colloidal particles of
species i. This conversion can easily be accomplished here by regarding the fugacities
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ai as normalization constants that take values such that η̄i = (1/H)
∫ H

0
dxηi(x), with

ηi(x) = (π/6)ρi(x)σ3
i the local packing fraction of species i. Note that the hard-core

diameters σi do not appear at all in the Euler-Lagrange equations, since the functional
(5.1) ignores the hard-core part of the (direct) correlations; we use for all colloidal species
that σi = σ = 150nm only to be able to convert densities to physically reasonable packing
fractions. Once the profiles φ(x) and ρi(x) are known, then ρ±(x) follows from Eq.(5.2),
and from this the total charge density Q(x). The magnitude of the electric field is given
by E(x) = kBTφ′(x)/e.

Unfortunately one cannot solve Eqs.(5.3) and (5.5) analytically. However, their one-
dimensional character allows for a rather straightforward numerical solution on a grid of
heights, although some care must be taken in dealing with the widely different length
scales H (say of the order of centimeters) and κ−1 (at most of the order of microns)
in realistic cases. In all our calculations we use a non-equidistant grid that resolves
the length scale κ−1 close to x = 0,H and proceeds in fractions of mm’s in between.
Typically we use 600 grid points for a system with a meniscus at H = 20 cm. Our
iterative scheme to solve Eqs.(5.3) and (5.5) on the grid takes typically a few seconds on
a desktop PC for n = 1, and a minute for n = 21.

Before discussing our numerical results, we wish to point out that the present the-
ory reduces, for n = 1, to the treatment of Ref.[90]. As was shown there, the three
regimes for the colloidal density profile (barometric, linear, and exponential with a
large decay length) follow within the assumption of local charge neutrality Q(x) = 0,
i.e. − sinhφ(x) = Z1ρ1(x)/2ρs ≡ y1(x) from (5.2) and (5.3). In the linear regime,
where 1/Z1 < y1(x) < 1, the potential is then linear in x, from Eq.(5.5), with a slope
φ′(x) = 1/Z1L1 that is proportional to the electric field that lifts the colloidal particles
against gravity [90]. This one-component result already hints at an important compli-
cation for mixtures (n ≥ 2): since generally ZiLi 6= ZjLj a single electric field strength
cannot lift all the colloidal species simultaneously. On this basis one could therefore
already expect segregation in mixtures, such that colloidal particles with the same value
ZiLi (i.e. the same charge-per-mass) are found at the same height. This is indeed what
our numerical results will show below.

5.3 Segregation in binary and ternary mixtures

We start our numerical investigation with a class of binary mixtures (n = 2) of equal-sized
light (i = 1) and heavy (i = 2) colloidal particles of various charge ratios. We choose
the system parameters identical to those of the Monte Carlo simulations of figure 3 of
Ref.[97]: σ = 150nm, H = 1000σ, λB = σ/128, L1 = 3

2L2 = 10σ, η̄1 = η̄2 = (π/6)×10−4,
Z1 = 15, and Z2 varies between 15 and 45. The simulated system does not contain added
salt but only counterions, which we can represent within our theory by the extremely
low reservoir salt concentration ρs = 1 nM, which we checked to be low enough to be
in the zero-added-salt limit as regards the colloidal profiles. In Fig. 5.2(a) we show, for
Z2 = 45, the density profiles of the two colloidal species, as well as that of the counterions
(and the coions) in the inset. We observe profound colloidal segregation into two layers,
with the heavier species floating on top of the lighter one. The counterions are seen to be
distributed throughout the whole volume, i.e. much more homogeneously than when all
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colloidal particles would have been barometrically distributed in a thin layer of thickness
Li just above the bottom (since in that case the net ion charge would have been located
in that same thin layer). The resulting gain of ion entropy is the driving force for the
formation of the electric field that pushes the heavy (highly charged) colloidal particles
to high altitudes against gravity [90, 96]. In Fig. 5.2 (b) we show the mean height hi of
species i, defined as

hi =

∫ H

0
dx x ρi(x)

∫ H

0
dx ρi(x)

, (5.6)

as a function of Z2. We replot the Monte Carlo simulation results of figure 3 of Ref.[97]
(symbols), together with the predictions for hi that follow from the present theory (con-
tinuous curves). Given that there is not a single fit parameter involved, the agreement
is remarkable, certainly when compared with the theoretical analysis on the basis of ex-
ponentially decaying density profiles as given in Ref.[97]. Fig. 5.2 shows that the heavy
particles are on top of the lighter ones, h2 > h1, provided Z2/Z1 & 1.6. For barometric
profiles one would find that hi = Li, but we see in all cases that hi À Li due to the lift
effect of the induced electric field. The good agreement between theory and simulation in
Fig. 5.2(b) also indicates that hard-core effects (which are present in the simulations but
not taken into account in the theory) are not so relevant, at least not in the parameter
regime studied here.
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Figure 5.2: (a) Colloidal density profiles and counterion distribution (inset) for a deionised
binary mixture of equal-sized light (i = 1) and heavy (i = 2) colloidal spheres (diameter σ = 150
nm), with meniscus height H = 1000σ, gravitational lengths L1 = 10σ and L2 = 20σ/3, average
packing fractions η̄1 = η̄2 = (π/6)× 10−4, colloidal charges Z1 = 15 and Z2 = 45, and Bjerrum
length λB = σ/128. (b) Mean height hi of the two species for the same system as in (a) except
now for a range of Z2, showing a density inversion (h2 > h1, the heavy particles floating on top
of light ones) for Z2/Z1 > 1.6. The curves are predictions of the present theory, the symbols
are simulation data of Ref.[97] using the same parameters.

The next system we study is a ternary system (n = 3) in a solvent characterised by
λB = 2.3 nm (ethanol at room temperature) with a reservoir salt concentration ρs = 10
µM and meniscus height H = 20 cm. The colloidal charges and gravitational lengths are
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Zi = (1000, 250, 125) and Li = (1, 2, 1) mm, respectively, and the system is equimolar
with η̄i = 0.005 for all three species. Fig. 5.3 shows the density profiles as predicted
by the present theory in (a), as well as the electric field in (b). We find almost perfect
segregation into three layers, such that the mean heights satisfy h3 < h2 < h1. Note
that this ordering coincides with the ordering Z3L3 < Z2L2 < Z1L1, and not with
the corresponding ordering of Li which one would expect on the basis of a barometric
distribution. In other words, this system segregates according to mass-per-charge instead
of the more usual ordering according to mass: the colloidal particles with the largest mass-
per-charge are found at the bottom. In the present case this implies that the lightest
colloidal particles (species 2) are found in a layer in between the equally heavy species 1
and 3. On the basis of the one-component theory of Ref.[90] one would expect a linearly
decaying density profile of species i in the layer where species i is dominant, as well
as a linear electrostatic potential, such that η′i(x) = πρsσ

3/3Z2
i Li and φ′(x) = 1/ZiLi,

corresponding to an electric field strength mig/Zie in this layer. These values for the
density gradients and the electric field are indicated in Fig. 5.3(a) and (b), respectively,
and are in good agreement with the numerical results. The result for the electric field can
also be easily obtained analytically for a mixture provided one assumes that segregation
takes place, such that ρi(x) takes a maximum at some height x∗ in the layer of species i.
From ρ′i(x

∗) = 0 one obtains from Eq.(5.3) that φ′(x∗) = 1/ZiLi. The inset of Fig. 5.3(b)
shows the ratio of the total charge density Q(x) and the ion charge density 2ρs sinhφ(x),
which is such that |Q(x)/2ρs sinh φ(x)| ¿ 1 for all x except close to x = 0 and x = H
where it is ∼ 1. This indicates that the system, with its inhomogeneous electric field, is
yet essentially locally charge neutral (but not exactly, and not at all at the boundaries),
suggesting that a description on the basis of hydrostatic equilibrium within a local density
approximation should be rather accurate [99].

5.4 Polydisperse Mixtures

We now extend our study to polydisperse mixtures, where one could expect segregation
into many layers on the basis of the results for two and three components. We mimic
the polydispersity by considering a system of n = 21 components, with Zi distributed
as a Gaussian with average of 250 and a standard deviation of 50. This distribution is
shown in the inset of Fig. 5.4(a), where the vertical axis (η̄i) is proportional to the relative
frequency of species i in the sample. We consider two distributions for Li: (A) Li = 2mm
for all species, and (B) Li = 2× (250/Zi)3/2mm. Case B mimics the situation for spheres
of different size but the same mass density and surface charge density, such that Zi is
proportional to the surface area and Li to the inverse volume of species i, i.e. L2

i Z
3
i is

a constant independent if i. The density profiles, numerically obtained by solving the
Eqs.(5.3) and (5.5) for H = 20 cm, λB = 2.3 nm, ρs = 3 µM, and η̄tot =

∑21
i=1 η̄i = 0.005,

are shown in Fig. 5.4 for all 21 components. Case A shows profound lifting and layering,
where the ordering is again determined by mass-per-charge as illustrated by the three
dashed curves (for Zi = 250, 279, and 299) showing that the colloidal particles in the
high-charge wing of the distribution reside at high altitudes. Fig. 5.4(b) shows the
density profiles for case B, which does exhibit lifting, but hardly any layering, and no
density inversion at all. This is completely consistent with the picture that the ordering
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Figure 5.3: Density profiles (a) and the electric field profile (b) of an equimolar ternary mix-
ture of equally-sized colloidal particles with charges Zi = (1000, 250, 125) and gravitational
lengths Li = (1, 2, 1) mm with total packing fractions η̄i = 0.005 in a 20cm ethanol suspen-
sion at room temperature, with monovalent ionic strength ρs = 10 µM in the reservoir. Al-
most complete segregation takes place into well-defined layers of pure components, with a slope
η′i(x) = πρsσ

3/3Z2
i Li and a constant electric field mig/eZi in the layer with component i, as

denoted by the dashed lines in (a) and (b), respectively. The inset in (b) shows a dimensionless
measure for local charge neutrality (see main text).

is determined by ZiLi, which for case B is such that ZiLi/ZjLj =
√

Zj/Zi, i.e. the
highly-charged particles are expected at the bottom while the relative spread in ZiLi is
relatively small compared to case A, where ZiLi/ZjLj = Zi/Zj . The inset of (b) shows
the total packing fraction profiles ηtot(x) =

∑21
i=1 ηi(x) of both case A and B together

with the one-component profile (n = 1) with Z1 = 250 and L1 = 2mm at η̄1 = 0.005.
Perhaps surprisingly there is hardly any distinction between the pure system and case
B, whereas there is a small difference with case A. These profiles show that the main
distinction between these polydisperse systems and the underlying one-component one
concerns the layering phenomenon (provided ZiLi varies sufficiently for all the species),
and not the total distribution of the colloidal particles. Perhaps this fractionation effect
could be exploited experimentally to purify a polydisperse mixture.

5.5 More comparison with simulations

It was already concluded by comparison with simulations by Löwen and Esztermann [97]
in figure 5.2 that the theory was highly accurate in predicting the mean height of the
components of a binary mixture of colloidal particles with equal sign of charge, in diluted
systems. In order to check the validity of the theory in dense colloidal systems, where hard
core interactions become important the theoretical predictions are compared to Primitive
Model simulations. To check the validity at high salt concentrations, where the mean
field approach is expected to break down, the theoretical predictions are compared to
simulations, where particles interact via effective Yukawa interactions.
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Figure 5.4: Density profiles of a 21-component colloidal suspension with a Gaussian charge
distribution as illustrated in the inset of (a), at total packing fraction 0.005, reservoir salt
concentration ρs = 3 µM, and Bjerrum length λB = 2.3 nm. The gravitational lengths are as
in case A (see main text) in (a), and case B in (b). In (b) the solid curves are for Zi > 250, and
the dashed ones for Zi ≤ 250. The inset of (b) shows the total packing fraction profile for case
A and B, together with that of the underlying one-component system which is indistinguishable
from B (see main text).

5.5.1 Primitive model

First a comparison is made with Monte Carlo simulations of the primitive model that
takes both ions and colloidal particles into account with bare Coulomb interactions be-
tween the particles. The primitive model simulations presented in this section were
performed by Cuetos et al. [134]. When highly charged colloidal particles are consid-
ered, simulations of the primitive model are only feasible under low ionic strengths, since
the computation time increases dramatically with the total number of ions per colloidal
particle. In this low-salt limit the mean field approximation holds well, thanks to the
absence of strong fluctuations in the potential over short distances. In figure 5.5 theory
and simulations predict quantitatively identical particle distributions in a system of five
colloidal components at low packing fractions (a) (ηtot = 0.01), and a mere qualitative
agreement at higher packing fractions (b) (ηtot = 0.1), for parameters (Z, L/σ) = (10, 6),
(20, 6) and (50, 4). For high colloid packing fractions, while still at low salt concentra-
tions, the theory deviates from the primitive model simulations, which can be understood
from the presence of hard core correlations between the particles, that were found to be-
come relevant above η ' 0.1. An improvement of the theory was presented by Torres
[100].

5.5.2 Effective interactions

In order to study the accuracy of the theoretical predictions for systems of higher salt
concentrations, a comparison was made with Monte Carlo simulations of an effective 2
component colloidal mixture, in which the presence of salt is approximated by screening of
the Coulomb interactions between the colloidal particles. The effective screened Coulomb
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Figure 5.5: Spatial distributions of colloidal components predicted by theory and primitive
model Monte Carlo simulations (as performed by Cuetos et al. [134]). Quantitatively identical
results are found for highly diluted systems, with a total packing fraction of colloidal particles
ηtot = 0.01(left figure), deviations appear at higher packing fractions when hard core repulsions
become important(right figure), at ηtot = 0.1

potential takes the Yukawa form

V (rij) =
ZiZjλB

ε

(
eκai

1 + κai

)(
eκaj

1 + κaj

)
e−κrij

rij
, (5.7)

where the screening length 1/κ ∝ 1/
√

ρs is determined by the salinity, the indices i, j
denote the species, and rij is the distance between the particle centers of species i, j. In
figure 5.6 the theory is compared to the Monte Carlo simulations of the effective model for
binary systems at reasonable ionic strength such that κa = 1.2, where a1 = a2 = a. The
components have gravitational lengths of L1 = 25σ and L2 = 12.5σ, where σ = 2a is the
colloidal diameter, and charge number Z1 = 76 and Z2 = ±300. The heavier component
floats on top due to its larger charge per mass, as discussed in previous chapters.

In figure 5.7 the mean height of the colloidal components as a function of the charge of
component 2, Z2 (left figure), and screening parameter κσ (right figure) is shown. Above
κσ & 1.5 the theory even looses qualitative meaning. The breakdown can be contributed
to the absence of strong correlations in the form of hard core repulsions, but even more,
to the strong electrostatic correlations between the colloidal particles that are especially
important in mixtures of oppositely charged colloidal particles. Experimentally, binary
mixtures of oppositely charged colloidal particles already showed rich phase behaviour,
forming exotic crystalline structures, or under external electric fields, ordering into lanes
and bands. These phenomena are beyond the reach of the present theory. The Monte
Carlo simulations in the effective model on the other hand, showed a nontrivial qualitative
agreement with the theory at least for low salt densities. The entropic effect of the salt
ions predicted in the theory, that lifted the colloidal particles up to high altitudes, cannot
be concluded from the effective model where ions are absent. Furthermore, the model
assumes local electric neutrality, which is in conflict with a Donnan potential that varies
with height, requiring a non-vanishing local charge density at least somewhere in the
system. Despite this inconsistency in the effective model, the simulations are apparently
able to describe the phenomenology even at a quantitative level.
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Figure 5.6: Particle distributions over the height x of the system, predicted by Yukawa simula-
tions (full lines, calculated by M. Dijkstra [133]) and theory (dashed lines). The salinity is much
higher than for the primitive model simulations, κa = 1.2, where a = 975 nm. The components
have gravitational lengths of L1 = 25σ and L2 = 12.5σ, where σ = 2a is the colloidal diameter,
and charge number Z1 = 76 and Z2 = 300 (left figure) and Z2 = −300 (right figure). Note
that the heavier component floats on top (more pronounced in (A)). Correlations shown in the
simulations are absent in the mean field, local theory.
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Figure 5.7: The mean height of the colloidal components as a function of the charge of com-
ponent 2, Z2 (left figure), and screening parameter κσ (right figure). Predictions of the theory
seem to completely loose meaning above κσ & 1.5. The Yukawa simulations were performed by
M. Dijkstra [133].

5.6 Conclusions and discussion

We have studied sedimentation equilibrium of n-component systems of charged colloidal
particles at low salinity by minimising a Poisson-Boltzmann-like density functional w.r.t.
density profiles on a one dimensional grid of heights. For n = 1 the theory reduces to
the one-component studies as presented in Ref.[90, 96], and for n = 2 we quantitatively
reproduce the simulation results of Ref.[97], where density inversion was found. These
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effects are caused by a self-consistent electric field that lifts the more highly charged
(heavy) particles to higher altitudes than the (lighter) colloidal particles of lower charge.
We show that the layering of the colloidal particles according to mass-per-charge can
persist for ternary (n = 3) as well as for polydisperse (here n = 21) mixtures. Given
the good agreement of the present theory with simulations [96] and experiments [93,
94, 95] of one-component systems, and with simulations of binary [97], ternary, and
polydisperse systems [134], it is tempting to state that the predicted segregation and
layering should be experimentally observable. One should bare in mind, however, that
the present theory ignores the hard cores of the colloidal particles, and is therefore
expected to break down at higher packing fractions (say η > 0.1) . It also ignores effects
due to charge renormalisation, which become relevant when ZiλB/σi À 1, and to strong
correlations between the colloidal particles. Especially in binary mixtures of oppositely
charged particles, and under high screening conditions κa & 2, the effects of correlations
are important, as becomes apparent in Monte Carlo simulations of particles with Yukawa
interactions. Under these conditions, the present mean-field theory becomes completely
inaccurate. Nevertheless, at low salinity the PB -theory developed here is accurate and
computationally inexpensive. All results presented in this paper were obtained with the
zero-field boundary conditions φ′(0) = φ′(H) = 0. We checked explicitly, however, that
other boundary conditions that respect global charge neutrality, such as φ′(0) = φ′(H) =
eEext/kBT (describing a suspension in a homogeneous external electric field Eext) or
φ(0) = φ(H) and φ′(0) = φ′(H) (describing a short-circuited bottom and meniscus) give
indistinguishable density profiles, except in two layers of thickness ∼ κ−1 ¿ 10µm in the
vicinity of the bottom and the meniscus. This insensitivity to the boundary conditions is
not surprising: the whole phenomenology in these systems is driven by the entropy of the
microscopic ions, i.e. a bulk contribution to the grand potential that should dominate
any boundary (surface) contribution.
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Chapter 6

Strong correlations in
electrolyte solutions

Summary In this chapter the focus will be on bound pairs of oppositely charged ions (Bjer-
rum pairs) and an extension of Poisson-Boltzmann theory to take them into account. Correla-
tions between ions are, as expected, especially significant in low dielectric solvents at high ionic
strength, where the energy gain of two oppositely charged ions at contact is high compared to
the associated loss of entropy due to binding. A quantitative analysis will be presented. Whereas
individual ions couple to the potential, neutral pairs of ions couple to the electric field due to
their dipolar nature, and if dominantly present, inflate the double layer structure, i.e. effectively
increase the Debye screening length. In the part of parameter space that can be explored in the
laboratory the latter is predicted not to be a common effect. It will be concluded, at the end,
that the models of the previous chapters, where ions in solution were described as ideal gases
in a self-consistent external field, are accurate in a large part of parameter space. In some cases
however, in low-polar solvents εo . 10, the Debye screening length could be underestimated by
more than a factor 10 if one ignores Bjerrum pairing.

6.1 Bjerrum pairs

Phase separation and criticality in electrolyte solutions, following from Debye-Hückel
(DH) theory [16], was extensively studied by Fisher and Levin [112]. The calculated
critical density and temperature differed by only ∼10 % from the results of recent Monte
Carlo simulations by Panagiotopoulos [114], showing DH-theory to be a reliable basis
to describe some basic features of electrolyte solutions. Fisher and Levin extended the
original DH-theory by inclusion of Bjerrum pairs, following the ideas of Bjerrum [113]
that plus and minus ions can form neutral pairs. These Bjerrum pairs or dipoles are
considered as a separate particle component, and reduce, within the restricted primitive
model, the total number of free ions. The results of the extended DH-theory agreed
remarkably with simulation results, especially when couplings between the dipoles and
the ions, and hard-core repulsions were taken into account. Here, we apply the same
ideas (of Bjerrum) to extend the theory of the previous chapter. The focus will be on the
ions in the oil phase, where the interactions between the ions are much stronger than in

73
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the water phase. The strength of the electrostatic interactions in a solvent is reflected by
the Bjerrum length, which is the length at which the bare Coulomb interaction between
two monovalent ions is exactly 1 kBT ,

λB =
e2

4πεkBT
, (6.1)

where e is the elementary charge, and ε the dielectric constant of the medium. For water
at room temperature, this length is only 0.71 nm, for apolar solvents it measures up to
several tens of nanometers. The Coulomb interaction between two ions can hence be
written in terms of the Bjerrum length,

βVC(r) = ±λB

r
, (6.2)

where the +,− refer to equal charged particles, and oppositely charged particles respec-
tively.

First parameter space will be divided into regions where Bjerrum pairs outnumber
the free ions, and vice versa, as found from solutions in Ref. [111]. Then the effect of
the dipole density on the screening length will be analyzed. The densities considered are
well below the critical value, guaranteed by partitioning; strong interactions between the
ions in the oil can be related to a large Bjerrum length, hence a high Born self-energy
and a high partitioning factor p =

√
ρw/ρo (chapter 3).

6.1.1 Equilibrium constant

First a bulk system of ions is considered, with a number density of ρ+ = ρs free cations
and ρ− = ρs free anions, and ρd paired ions. In terms of dimensionless densities ηx =
ρxσ

3, where σ is the ion diameter, the total density ηtot of ions (of one type) is

ηtot = ηd + ηs. (6.3)

The dimensionless equilibrium constant K ≡ Kσ3 of the reaction of free ions that bind
into paired ions is defined by

K =
η+η−

ηd
=

η2
s

ηd
=

σ3

Λ3
exp

( ∆G

kBT

)
, (6.4)

where Λ is the ionic Debroglie wavelength, and where ∆G is the free energy of a bound
pair of ions (being separated by a distance σ < r < λB), with an associated binding energy
VC = −λBkBT/r. It will be convenient to introduce the dimensionless temperature
T ∗ = σ/λB and length l = r/λB, such that the binding energy of a pair reads

βVC(r) = −1
l
, (6.5)

and

K−1 = 4π
( 1

T ∗

)3
1∫

T∗

dl l2 exp
(

1
l

)
, (6.6)
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as already postulated by Bjerrum [113]. The extension to a model where cations and
anions have a different radius is trivial; simply T ∗ = 1

2 (T ∗+ + T ∗−), where T ∗± = σ±/λB.
It can easily be checked that T ∗ ' 1 for typical ions as Na+ and Cl− in water at room
temperature, and T ∗ . 0.2 in oil. Equation (6.3) and equation (6.4) relate ηs to the total
density ηtot,

ηtot = ηs +
η2
s

K , (6.7)

and solving ηs as a function of ηtot yields

ηs

ηtot
=

K
2ηtot

(√
1 +

4ηtot

K − 1
)
, (6.8)

and
ηd

ηtot
= 1− K

2ηtot

(√
1 +

4ηtot

K − 1
)
. (6.9)

The numerical conversion from η to mole per liter is

ρs(M) = ηs
10

6.02 · σ3
≈ 1.66

σ3
ηs, (6.10)

where σ is the ion radius in nm.
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Figure 6.1: The dimensionless equilibrium constant Kσ3 = K related to the dimensionless
temperature T ∗ = σ/λB . The line also marks the points where the density of paired ions equals
the density of free cations/anions for given concentration of free ions (see right vertical axis),
and given an ionic diameter of σ = 0.5 nm.
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Figure 6.1 shows the relation between the equilibrium constant K and the dimension-
less temperature T ∗. From (6.4) it can be easily seen that if K = ηs, then ηs = ηd. If the
left vertical axis is read as the dimensionless density of free ions, the curve K(T ∗) thus
separates the parameter regime where dipoles dominate (ηd/ηs > 1), from the regime
where free ions dominate (ηd/ηs < 1). The regimes are marked in figure 6.1, where the
right vertical axis denotes the molar density for the choice σ = 0.5 nm.

In figure 6.2 the mean separation σ̄ between the ions in a pair is shown, defined by

σ̄2 = σ2 〈l2〉
T ∗2

= σ2K4π
( 1

T ∗

)5
1∫

T∗

dl l4 exp
(

1
l

)
, (6.11)

where the statistical weight of a pair at a distance r is exp(λB/r). Equation (6.11)
can easily be evaluated numerically. The upper bound of the integration domain is
varied to check the dependence of σ̄ and K on the definition of a Bjerrum pair, being
two oppositely charged particles separated by a distance . λB. At low temperatures
T ∗ . 0.05 the values do not depend on the precise definition, because the deep potential
well of > 20 kBT at contact dominates the probability distribution.
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Figure 6.2: The mean ion separation of the Bjerrum pairs σ̄/σ related to the dimensionless
temperature T ∗ = σ/λB , for several definitions of the maximum ion separation that is still called
a Bjerrum pair. At low temperatures T ∗ . 0.05 the separation does not depend on the precise
definition, because the deep potential well of > 20 kBT at contact dominates the partition sum
of the pair.

On the basis of Debye-Hückel theory we can calculate a first order correction to
the pressure [112]. From the free energy density of the electrolyte (in units of kBT ) as
provided by Debye and Hückel

fDH = fid − κ3

12π
. (6.12)

it can be derived that the pressure reads

pDH = pid(1− 1
6
κλB), (6.13)
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where κ2 = 8πλBρs defines the inverse Debye screening length κ−1. As long as κλB ¿ 1,
the pressure approximately follows the ideal gas relation. If κλB & 1 the expression differs
significantly from ideal gas behaviour, and the approach presented so far is expected to
break down. Note that the formation of triplets, quadruplets and clusters of more ions,
is totally ignored in the present model.

In figure 6.3 the fraction of dipoles ηd/ηtot is plotted versus the total ion density
ηtot as given by (6.9) for several dimensionless temperatures. The upper horizontal axis
denotes the molar density for the choice σ = 0.5 nm, from (6.10). Between T ∗ = 0.04
(where the contact energy of two ions is 25 kBT ) and T ∗ = 0.07 the curves shift over 5
orders of magnitude of η. For ions with a diameter σ = 0.5 nm, the temperature regime
corresponds to relative dielectric constants between ε = 4.5 for T ∗ = 0.04 and ε = 7.8 for
T ∗ = 0.07. The condition κλB = c can be converted to

ηs =
c2

8π
T ∗3, (6.14)

and provides two additional curves in figure 6.3 for c = 0.1 and c = 1, bounding the
crossover regime where the ideal gas picture of the ions breaks down. The results of
(6.9), as shown in the figure, are expected to be accurate, roughly below ηtot = 10−7.
Debye-Hückel-theory is also expected to be accurate for ions in water roughly below
ρtot ' 0.1 M (κλB ' 0.7), where the density of paired ions can be ignored completely
according to equation (6.6).
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Figure 6.3: The percentage of paired ions ηd/ηs as a function of the total packing of salt ions,
for several T ∗ = σ/λB , as predicted on the basis of (6.9). The lower horizontal axis shows the
dimensionless ηtot on a logarithmic scale, the upper one shows the corresponding molar density
for an ionic radius σ =0.5 nm. The curves κλB = 1 and 0.1 indicate the crossover regime from
ideal free ion behaviour (κλB ¿ 1) to a strongly correlated system (κλB & 1), see text.

In figure 6.4 the curves ηd/ηtot = 0.1, 0.5, 0.9 are shown in the ηtot, T
∗-plane. Also
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the regions where the ratio λBρ
1
3
tot ¿ 1 (or equivalently, η

1
3
tot ¿ T ∗) are bordered to

show where the defined maximal radius of a Bjerrum pair is much smaller than the mean
separation between the particles, as it should for consistency. On the right vertical axis
the dielectric constant ε of the solvent is denoted for the choice σ = 0.5 nm, by the
conversion

ε =
βe2

4πεvacσ
T ∗. (6.15)

Below T ∗ = 0.1 or ε h 10, the percentage of dipoles is already significant for ηtot & 10−6.
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Figure 6.4: The dimensionless temperature T ∗ = σ/λB at which the Bjerrum pairs rival with
monomers, as a function of the salt packing ηtot. On the upper axis, the salt density is expressed
in M, and on the right axis, the permittivity is shown for the choice σ = 0.5 nm. The ratio

λB/ρ
1
3
tot = T ∗/η

1
3
tot is plotted for three values (0.1,1,10). The mean distance should be larger

than the Bjerrum length, λB/ρ
1
3
tot > 1 for consistency (for a proper definition of a Bjerrum pair).

6.2 Inflating the Debye length by Bjerrum pairs

In this section the system of section 4.2 is reconsidered, consisting of charged colloidal
spheres in oil near a planar oil-water interface, where the colloidal particles adsorbed
strongly to the interface and repelled the particles in the dilute bulk phase over several
screening lengths. In our theory the repulsion was attributed to screened Coulombic
forces. Multiple experimental observations, under different ionic strengths and external
electric fields, suggested strongly that the repulsion indeed was of electrostatic origin.
The width of the zone depleted by colloidal particles, however, differed quantitatively.
The theory predicted a width of approximately 5κ−1

o (figure 4.3), whereas the experiments
showed a width that was approximately up to a factor 4 larger (figure 4.5). That an exact
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quantitative agreement is not obtained between the predictions of the simple model and
the experimental findings, is not surprising given the simplifications of the theory. To
mention only three: the low dielectric medium possibly allows for strong correlations
between the ions, between the ions and the colloidal surface, and between the ions and
the solvent leading to additional solvation effects, which are not taken in account. In this
section the first simplification is addressed by allowing Bjerrum pairs into the model, as
neutral objects, that couple to the electric field. It will be concluded that the presence of
these pairs has a broadening effect on the cloud of screening ions, and effectively increases
the Debye screening length, thus providing a possible explanation for the underestimation
of the width of the depletion zone in the previous model.

The system of section 4.2 will be extended by the consideration of Bjerrum pairs,
introduced in section 6.1. Quantities with a subscript d refer to the Bjerrum pairs,
that are considered as a particle species called dipoles. The grand-potential functional
Ω[ρ, ρ+, ρ−, ρd] is written as

Ω =
∑
α=±

∫
dr ρα(r)

(
kBT (ln ρα(r)Λ3 − 1) + Vα(r)

)

+
∫

drρ(r)
(
kBT (ln

η(r)
η0

− 1) + V (r)
)

+
∫

drdsρd(r, s)
(
kBT (ln ρd(r, s)Λ3 − 1) + ∆G

)

−
∑
α=±

µα

∫
dr

(
ρα(r) +

∫
dsρd(r, s)

)

+ kBT

∫
dr

(
ρ(r)Ψ(η̄(r)) +

1
2
Q(r)φ(r)

)
, (6.16)

where η(r) = 4πa3ρ(r)/3 is the colloidal packing fraction, and where the first and second
line are the ideal-gas grand-potential functionals of the ions and the colloidal particles in
their external fields, respectively, the third line is the ideal gas free energy of the dipoles
and the binding free energy, the fourth line a grand canonical contribution (for fixed
chemical potentials), and the last line describes the hard-core and Coulomb interactions.
The chemical potentials of the colloidal particles is represented in terms of a reference
colloid packing fraction η0 to be discussed below. The total local charge number density
Q(r) = Zρ(r)+ ρ+(r)− ρ−(r)+

∫
ds[ρd(r+ s σ̄

2 , s)− ρd(r− s σ̄
2 , s)], with s the unit vector

denoting the direction of the dipole, and σ̄ the distance between the centers of the ions
of a pair (previously found to be σ̄ ' σ in low dielectric media, see (6.11) and figure 6.2).
For small σ̄ the last term reduces to∫

ds σ̄∇ρd(r, s) · s. (6.17)

The electrostatic interactions between all species are described in Eq.(6.16) at a mean-
field level in terms of Q(r) and the yet unknown electrostatic potential kBTφ(r)/e that
must satisfy the Poisson equation and boundary conditions

ε(z)φ′′(z) = −4πβe2Q(z), (z 6= 0); (6.18)
lim
z↑0

εwφ′(z) = lim
z↓0

εoφ
′(z) ; lim

z→±∞
φ′(z) = 0.
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Here a prime denotes a derivative with respect to z, and β = 1/(kBT ). The second
line of (6.18) describes the continuity of the electric displacement field, or ’image-charge
effects’ (first term), and global charge neutrality (second term), as before in section 4.2.
Due to the symmetry of the system we can focus on the z-direction, perpendicular to
the interface, as discussed in section 4.2. The radial vector r remains important for the
derivation of the equilibrium density of the dipoles. In the end, it will turn out that the
latter only depends on z.

Minimizing the functional with respect to the densities leads to the Euler-Lagrange
equations δΩ/δρd(r, s) = δΩ/δρ(z) = δΩ/δρ±(z) = 0, which can be rewritten as, focusing
on the region z > 0,

η(z) = η0 exp
(− βV (z)− Zφ(z)− βµ(z)

)
;

ρ±(z) = ρo exp
(∓ φ(z)

)
,

ρd(r, s) =
ρd

4π
exp

(− σ̄∇φ(r) · s), (6.19)

where ln ρoΛ3 ≡ βµ±±φD, ln(ρdΛ3/4π) ≡ βµ+ +βµ−−β∆G. Note that equation (6.4)
can be obtained by linear combinations of the Euler-Lagrange equations, since

ρ2
o

ρd
=

1
4πΛ3

eβ∆G ≡ K. (6.20)

where the factor 4π is connected to an integration over the angles (θ, φ), because we
considered dipoles having different angles s, s′ as separate particle species. We now
calculate

ρd(r) =
∫

dsρd(r, s) =
1
2

∫
dθ sin θ ρde−σ̄|∇φ| cos θ, (6.21)

where θ is the angle between ∇φ and s. So, finally

ρd(r) = ρd
sinh(σ̄|∇φ(r)|)

σ̄|∇φ(r)| . (6.22)

We will now calculate the total density of charge at r resulting from the dipole distribution
(equation (6.17)):

∫
ds σ̄∇ρd(r, s) · s =

∫
ds σ̄∂i

( ρd

4π
e−σ̄sj∂jφ

)
si, (6.23)

where si are the components of the vector s, and use the summation convention sis
i =

|s|2. Then we continue to work out equation (6.23):

= −
∫

ds ∂i
∂

∂(∂iφ)
ρd

4π
e−σ̄sj∂jφ,

= −∂i
∂

∂(∂iφ)
ρd

sinh(σ̄|∂jφ|)
σ̄|∂jφ| ,

= σ̄ρd ∇ ·
( ∇φ

|∇φ|G(σ̄|∇φ|)
)
, (6.24)
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where G(u) = cosh(u)/u− sinh(u)/u2.
The Poisson-Boltzmann equation follows from (6.18) after substitution of the Boltz-

mann distributions (6.19),

φ′′(z) = κ2 sinhφ(z)− 4πλBZρ(z)

− κ2 ρd

2ρo
σ̄

d
dz

[G(σ̄φ′(z))
]
, (6.25)

as equivalently presented in Ref. [121]. The argument σ̄φ′(z) ¿ 1, because σ̄ is typically
of O(1 nm) and the potential drops 1 kBT over a length scale of O(1 µm), such that
G(u) = 1

3u +O(u2). The PB-equation then reduces to

φ′′(z) = κ̄2 sinhφ(z)− κ̄2 Zρ(z)
2ρo

, (6.26)

where

κ̄2 =
κ2

ακ2 + 1
, (6.27)

with α ≡ ρdσ̄2/6ρo. The presence of dipoles thus reduces the screening length signif-
icantly as soon as ακ2 = O(1), which can only be obtained at high ionic strength in
low dielectric media. Equivalently, one can also consider the dielectric constant to be
effectively changed by the presence of the dipoles. Following from (6.27) one finds

ε̄ = ε(1 +
4πσ̄2λBρd

3
) ' ε + 779ρdσ̄2, (6.28)

where the numerical value assumes ρd to be expressed in M, and σ̄ in nm. The molar
density of pairs has to be large enough for a significant change in dielectric constant, for
typical ion diameters of a few Ångström, ρd & 1 mM. In the limit of large ακ2, from
(6.20) and (6.27), one finds

κ̄−1 =
√

α ∝ √
ρo, (6.29)

which is a remarkable dependency, since in the absence of dipoles the Debye length
κ−1 ∝ 1/

√
ρo. The general relation between the effective κ̄ and κ (6.27) is shown in

figure 6.5(a), after rewriting

κ̄−1 = κ−1
√

Aκ4 + 1 ≈
{ √

A
κ−1 , κ−1 ¿ A

1
4 ;

κ−1 , κ−1 À A
1
4 ,

(6.30)

where the minimal effective screening length κ̄ is found at κ−1 = (2A)
1
4 , with A =

T ∗σ2σ̄2/(48πK). The equilibrium constant K needs to be relatively small in order to
find the remarkable κ̄−1 ∝ √

ρo regime, which is therefore only expected in low dielectric
media, if it is present at all for physical parameters. By equations (6.4) and (6.27), a
relation between the dipole density ηd and the effective screening length is found that
reads

κ̄−1

κ−1
=

√
1 +

4πηd

3T ∗
, (6.31)
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shown in figure 6.5(b) as a function of T ∗, for ρd = 0.1, 1, and 10 M, and the choice
σ̄ = σ = 0.5 nm. We can conclude from the figure that the screening length in low
dielectric media could possibly be underestimated by factors of ten, if it is calculated
from the free ion density ρs. It remains a question if such high dipole densities are
physically attainable; an answer will be provided in the next section.

Figure 6.5: The effective screening length as a function of Debye length κ−1 = (8πλBρo)
− 1

2

(a), see equation (6.30), and dimensionless temperature T ∗ (b), see equation (6.31)
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By using equation (6.20), it can be found that

ακ2 & 1 ⇒ KT ∗ . 4
3
πη2

s , (6.32)

where the dimensionless ηs, T
∗, and K were defined in section 6.1.1. This condition

provides a lower bound for the ion concentrations in oil where a significant effect from
pairs can be expected. The partitioning of ions ρo = ρw exp(− 1

2 (f− + f+)) (see section
3.1.1) and the maximum ionic strength in water being 10 M determine an upper bound.
At salt concentrations in oil satisfying

1
0.602 · σ3

√
3KT ∗o

4π
M . ρo . 10 · e−( 1

T∗o
− 1

T∗w
) M, (6.33)

where σ is expressed in nm, the screening length is significantly affected by the dipoles.
From a numerical analysis we conclude that such a regime for ρo does not exist within
the present model. It does exist, however, if solvation effects are treated in a less naive
way, to be discussed in the next section. By considering the ions to have an effective
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radius in the Born self energy, and a smaller effective radius in the expression for the
equilibrium constant, the density of dipoles is estimated to be much higher, giving rise
to larger screening lengths by orders of magnitude.

6.2.1 Effective radii

So far the ions were considered to have an effective radius a± of a few Å, connected to
a Born self energy of several tens of kBT in oil and less than 1 kBT in water. The bare
radius of ∼ 1 Å for simple ions such as Na+ or Cl− would overestimate the self energies
and underestimate the solvation of the ions in low polar solvents as found in experiments
[57]. The effective radius can be ascribed to hydration shells; water molecules that form
a cage around the ion [11]. In the previous section it was assumed that two ions can
approach each other up to σ, the effective diameter of the ions. In this section, it will be
assumed that ions can approach each other up to ξσ, the bare diameter, where 0 < ξ < 1.
This is visualized by the breaking and forming of the structure of water molecules around
the ions. The equilibrium constant (6.6) is redefined by,

Kξσ
3 = 4π

( 1
ξT ∗

)3
1∫

ξT∗

dl l2 exp
(

1
l

)
, (6.34)

where an energetic and entropic cost of restructuring the layer of surrounding water
molecules is ignored.

In figure 6.6a it can be seen that the density of dipoles is strongly dependent on ξ, the
curves ρd/ρo shift over several orders of magnitude between ξ = 1 and ξ = 0.2. Figure
6.6b is calculated from (6.32) and (6.33) and shows that for ξ . 0.6 a physical regime
exists where the screening length is significantly affected by the presence of the dipoles.
The dashed line denotes the maximal attainable salt concentration in oil, as expected to
come from a partitioning of salt ions. For the choice σ = 0.5 nm, this would imply that
Bjerrum pairs play an important role as long as the bare radius ξσ . 0.3 nm.

The results that we obtained so far provide a possible explanation for the discrepancy
between the calculated and observed width of the depletion zone in section 4.4, shown
in figure 6.7. In figure 6.7 the parameters are identical to that of figure 4.3, where the
curves for κo/a = 8 are shown in both figures. Additionally, in figure 6.7, Bjerrum pairs
are taken into account following from (6.16), with an effective diameter σ = 0.6 nm, and
ξ = 1, 0.37 giving rise to ακ2 = 10−13, 5.3, such that κ̄−1 ≈ κ−1, 2.5 · κ−1 respectively.
We find quantitative agreement between theory and experiments for a bare diameter
of ξσ = 0.2 nm, which seems a very reasonable value. Experimentally, the screening
length was obtained from conductivity measurements, i.e. calculated from the measured
concentration of free ions, and found to be of the order of 5 µm. Here, we argue that
the effective screening length can be factors of up to O(10) larger, for the parameters of
interest. In figure 6.7 we found κ̄−1 = 20 µm compared to κ−1 = 8 µm.

Clustering A small ξ can lead to much higher densities of dipoles, e.g. ηd/ηo ≈ 109 at
ξ = 0.37, or, ρd ≈ 0.4 M. Intuitively one could expect higher order clusters to form at such
densities. We expect however that higher order clusters are increasingly unfavourable.
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Figure 6.6: The equilibrium constant Kξ related to the dimensionless temperature T ∗ = σ/λB

(a), and the densities at which ακ2 = 1 (b), for several values of ξ. The right vertical axis
denotes the molar density for the choice σ = 0.5 nm.
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The energy gain by electrostatic arguments has to compensate for both the loss of entropy,
and the energy needed to restructure the surrounding water molecules.

6.3 Conclusion

In this section Bjerrum pairs were introduced to account for strong couplings between
the ions in the oil phase. The concentration of dipoles relative to the concentration of
free ions was predicted to be large, especially in low polar media, where the screening
length was influenced by the presence of the pairs, due to couplings with the electric field.
Initially the effects appeared to be completely negligible for physical parameters. After
an extension of the theory that considered solvation effects in more detail the effects were
expected to be significant under certain conditions. It was concluded that the effective
screening length in low polar media can be much larger than the Debye length, calculated
from the free ion concentration (for example obtained by conductivity measurements),
due to the presence of dipoles. Furthermore the effective screening length was predicted
to scale with κ̄ ∝ 1/

√
ρo in contrast to κ ∝ √

ρo in low polar media, at relatively high
salt concentrations.
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Figure 6.7: The packing fraction profile η(z) of strongly hydrophobic, oil-dispersed colloidal
spheres (radius a = 1µm, charge Z = 450) in the vicinity of a planar interface at z = 0 between
water (z < 0, dielectric constant εw = 80) and oil (z > 0, εo = 5.2), for a colloidal bulk packing
fraction ηb = η(∞) = 5×10−5 of weakly wetting colloidal particles (cos θ = 0.987) and screening
length κ−1

o /a = 8. The curves show the influence of Bjerrum pairs on the depletion zone. For
ξ = 1 the Bjerrum pairs can be ignored and the curve is identical to the curve in figure 4.3 for
κ−1

o /a = 8. For ξ = 0.37 Bjerrum pairs cannot be ignored and the screening length effectively
increases up to κ̄−1/a = 20, due to couplings with the electric field, resulting in a long range
repulsion over 100 µm.

section 6.2.
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Chapter 7

Charge regulation in dense
colloidal systems

Summary The focus of this chapter will be on systems of charge regulating micrometer-
sized spheres. Depending on the packing fraction of spheres, the surface charge regulates
to find a balance between optimal ionic adsorption on the spheres and minimal repul-
sions between the spheres. Adsorption of anions is found to be greatly stimulated by
the adsorption of cations, and vice versa. Charge inversion of the spheres is reported
in systems, where one of the ionic components is not buffered by a reservoir, such that
adsorption of this component is restricted by the available number of ions.

7.1 Simple model

7.1.1 System

In this section adsorption at the colloidal surface is analyzed, in a model that takes into
account a homogeneous structureless dielectric solvent, ions that act as an ideal gas in
an external field by a self-consistent electrostatic potential in contact with a reservoir,
and large spheres that have surface sites at which the ions can bind. The large spheres
are distributed homogeneously, and each single sphere is considered in the center of a
spherical, charge neutral cell. Decreasing the radius of the cell is supposed to mimic an
increase of the colloid density. Both anions and cations associate and dissociate with
chemical groups at the surface of the sphere, characterized by equilibrium constants
following the ideas of Nernst and Langmuir. The surface charge of the sphere is screened
by a surrounding cloud of ions with a typical thickness of the Debye length, that depends
on the dielectric constant of the solvent and bulk concentration of ions. The equilibrium
constants are chosen such that the charge of a sphere in an infinitely large cell matches
the charge of a micrometer sized PMMA sphere, measured by electrophoresis [120]. The
charge of the sphere is calculated as a function of the packing fraction of spheres, set by
the cell radius. Also, the addition of a second component of cations, which associates
both with the surface and the anions, is studied in two cases. In the first the additional
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component of cations is buffered by a reservoir, in the second case the component is
not buffered by a reservoir. Although the theory requires a choice for several initial
parameters, the phenomenology is limited and the results are quantitatively identical in
a large part of parameter space. Figure 7.1 illustrates the basic model.

Figure 7.1: Sphere surrounded by ions (H+ and Br−) that can bind at surface sites.

7.1.2 Regulation allows relaxation

In recent experiments, the electrophoretic mobilities of micrometer sized PMMA spheres
in cyclohexylbromide was measured for several packing fractions [120]. It was found that
the mobility dropped for higher packing fractions. In this section the particle charge at
low and high packings is predicted by a theoretical model together with the adsorption
isotherms of the ions.

The following reaction is assumed between the cations (H+) and surface sites A,

H+ + A ↔ AH+, (7.1)

producing a positively charged site AH+ on the sphere. Identically for the anions (Br−)
the reaction

Br− + A′ ↔ A′Br−, (7.2)

is assumed, producing a negatively charged site A′Br− on the sphere. The equilibrium
constants KH and KBr of the reactions are defined as

KH =
[A][H+]
[AH+]

; (7.3)

KBr =
[A′][Br−]
[A′Br−]

, (7.4)
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Figure 7.2: Charge of spheres of radius a = 0.5 µm as a function of packing fraction. The
ionic strength ρo = 3 nM, the dielectric constant of the solvent εo = 6.35, so κoa ≈ 0.3.
The equilibrium constants KH and KBr are chosen such that the charge of a sphere at infinite
dilution is equal to the experimental value Z ≈ 140. The dots are translations of experimentally
measured mobilities.

where the situations A 6= A′, and A = A′ are both analyzed (see also section (2.3.1)).
In the latter case, H+ and Br+ share the same sites, and have to compete in order to
adsorb. By applying the theory presented in section 2.3.1, we find the expected numbers
of adsorbed H+ and Br− ions on a sphere, ZH and ZBr, to be

ZH =
MH

1 + KH
[H+]b

exp(φ(a))
≈ C1[H+]b exp(−φ(a));

ZBr =
MBr

1 + KBr
[Br−]b

exp(−φ(a))
≈ C2[Br−]b exp(φ(a)), (7.5)

for separate sites, A 6= A′, and

ZH =
M − ZBr

1 + KH
[H+]b

exp(φ(a))
;

ZBr =
M − ZH

1 + KBr
[Br−]b

exp(−φ(a))
, (7.6)

for competing sites, A = A′, respectively, where φ(a) is the surface potential, [H+]b =
[Br−]b = ρo denote the bulk concentrations of ions, and MH, MBr, M , are the total
number of sites on a sphere (for H+, Br−, and for both ions respectively). The surface
potential is calculated numerically from the PB-equation in spherical geometry (2.46)
under the boundary conditions given in equation (2.47), with surface charge density
σ = (ZH − ZBr)/(4πa2), and has to be solved self-consistently with (7.5), respectively
(7.10). In chapter 8 the equations will be derived by density functional theory. The
approximation holds for M/Z À 1 which is easily met in the experiments; there it was
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estimated that Z ∼ 102, and M ∼ 107. In figure 7.2 the total charge of a sphere,
Z = ZH−ZBr is plotted versus the packing fraction η = a3/R3, where R is the radius of
the cell. The salt concentration is chosen to be ρo = 3 nM, corresponding to the measured
ion concentrations in CHB [120], the radius of a sphere a = 0.5 µm, the permittivity
εo = 5.6, and hence κoa ' 0.3. At η = 0 the total charge of the sphere is chosen
to be Z = 140 as found in the experiments [120], by an appropriate choice of C1 and
C2, with C1 > C2. Although the equilibrium constants are not uniquely determined by
this condition, the results for many choices are identical, except in the extreme limits,
where one of the ionic species does not bind at all, or binds at all sites. The dots are
conversions of experimentally measured mobilities to colloidal charges. The decrease
in charge is understood to be caused by the interactions between the spheres. Charge
regulation allows the spheres to lower their charge when they are brought together within
several Debye lengths. The free energy can relax by either adsorbing more bromide or
releasing some hydrogen. At extremely high KBr, the particles effectively can only release
hydrogen; the regulation and relaxation are less pronounced.

Stimulated adsorption By the addition of a salt called tetrabutylammoniumbromide
(TBAB), consisting of TBA+ and Br− ions, [Br−]b and hence the adsorption of bromide is
enhanced according to equation (7.5). The TBAB is considered to dissociate completely
in the solvent and the TBA+ ions are considered not to bind at surface sites at the
moment, for simplicity. The model could be extended if more quantitative results would
be required. This could for example be done by including an association-dissociation
reaction between bound ions and free ions as discussed in chapter 6, using an effective
radius aTBA ' 0.5 nm for the large TBA+ ions. In figure 7.3 the adsorbed number
of ions as a function of added TBAB is shown, assuming that a hydrogen ion has a
stronger binding energy with the surface than a bromide ion, KH < KBr at equal MH =
MBr = M = 1000π. Both situations A = A′ (competing sites), and A 6= A′ (separate
sites) are considered. By increasing [Br−]b, more bromide ions adsorb to the surface.
As an additional effect, also more hydrogen ions adsorb initially (inset), which can be
explained from a surface potential reduction by the adsorbed bromide ions (inset). The
latter effect will play a crucial role in the next chapter, where the reduction of the
surface potential leads to a dramatic increase of weakly binding ionic components. Finally
at high [Br−]b & 10−5 the charge of the spheres changes sign and decreases until the
sphere is saturated with bromide ions (all available sites are occupied). The difference
between competing and separate sites is visible if a large fraction of the sites are occupied.
Whereas the number of adsorbed H+ ions remains finite if the H+ ions occupy separate
sites, they are expelled at high [Br−]b if Br− and H+ have to compete for the same sites.

7.2 Advanced model

In a more advanced model we consider the TBA+ ions to bind at separate surface sites.
The equilibrium constant of this reaction is denoted by KTBA. Importantly, the TBA+

ions are not buffered by a bath, that is, we describe them canonically in contrast to
H+ and Br− ions, that are described grand canonically. These ions are present due to
dissociation of the solvent (CHB) and are therefore abundantly available. We describe
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Figure 7.3: Adsorbed number of ions as a function of added bromide, assuming that the
hydrogen ions bind stronger at the surface than the bromide ions. By increasing the bulk
pressure of bromide, more bromide ions adsorb to the surface. As an additional effect, also more
hydrogen ions adsorb, because of a surface potential reduction by the adsorbed bromide ions,
see inset. The increase of the total charge as shown in the inset is not a typical feature, but
only pronounced for weakly binding bromide.

the densities of H+, Br−, and TBA+ ions, ρH(r), ρBr(r), and ρTBA(r), by the Boltzmann
distributions

ρH(r) = ρse
−φ(r),

ρBr(r) = ρse
φ(r),

ρTBA(r) = ρTBAe−(φ(r)−φD). (7.7)

The density ρs is fixed by the charge neutral reservoir. In the absence of colloidal particles,
the presence of a fixed density of TBA+ ions, ρTBA, will induce a Donnan potential φD

in order to have charge neutrality,

sinhφD =
ρTBA

2ρs
. (7.8)

We can therefore also rewrite (7.7) into

ρTBA(r) = ρTBA(y +
√

1 + y2)e−φ(r), (7.9)

with y ≡ ρTBA/(2ρs). The number of adsorbed H+ and Br− ions are given by (7.5) and
the number of adsorbed TBA+ ions by

ZTBA =
MTBA

1 + KTBA
[TBA+]b

exp(φ(a)− φD)
≈ C1[TBA+]b exp(−φ(a) + φD). (7.10)

These equations are solved self-consistently with the modified Poisson-Boltzmann equa-
tion

φ′′(r) +
2φ′(r)

r
= κ2 sinhφ(r)− 4πλBρTBAe−(φ(r)−φD), (7.11)
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under the boundary conditions

lim
r↓a

φ′(r) = −4πλBσ, lim
r↑R

φ′(r) = 0, (7.12)

with σ = (ZH − ZBr + ZTBA)/(4πa2).
Despite the number of free parameters in the model, a simple hierarchy of constants

will determine the phenomenology uniquely, where the results only differ quantitatively.
In principle the free parameters could all be fixed by measurements, but due to the
complex nature of the real system, they could differ from sample to sample. Therefore,
only the phenomenology will be highlighted here. The hierarchy is chosen on the basis of
the experimental findings. To simplify matters without losing the ability to draw general
conclusions it is assumed that MH = MBr = MTBA = M , for all types of sites. In order
to have positively charged colloidal particles in the absence of TBAB, we assume that

KH < KBr, (7.13)

whereas at high concentrations of TBAB the particles were observed to be negatively
charged, suggesting

KBr < KTBA. (7.14)

Charge reversal A concentration of [TBA+] reduces the bulk concentration of hydro-
gen due to the Donnan potential φD. As a consequence the number of adsorbed hydrogen
ions is also reduced, lowering the charge of the particles. A negative net charge on the
particle can thus induced by the addition of TBAB, both by a decrease of hydrogen as
well as by an increase of bromide in the bulk. If the charge of a sphere is again considered
under increasing packing fractions, for different TBAB-concentrations, an intermediate
regime is found where the particles reverse charge as shown in figure 7.4.

The crucial condition in the model, in order to observe a charge reversal by increasing
η, is the finite amount of TBAB. Particles that are charged negatively at η = 0, can
become positively charged under high enough packing fractions due to depletion of TBA+

from the bulk. This depletion would lead to an increase of hydrogen, in the bulk and at
the surface. The hydrogen ions bind much stronger than both the TBA+ and Br− ions
thanks to the hierarchy of reaction constants, (7.13) and (7.14), leading to positively
charged spheres already at small concentrations of hydrogen. The phenomenology is
uniquely determined by the hierarchy of equilibrium constants, the boundary of the
intermediate regime depends on the precise values. Charge reversal also follows from the
calculations at increasing c if the TBAB is buffered by a reservoir, but not at increasing
η as explained above. The final figure 7.5 shows the depletion of TBA+ at high packing
fractions and the increasing presence of H+. The mean density of ions

ρmean =
3

4π(R3 − a3)

R∫

a

dr 4πr2ρ(r), (7.15)

with ρ(r) the number density of an ionic component, is shown for H+, Br−, and TBA+.
The total added concentration of TBAB, c = 10−8 M, reduces [H+]b and induces a
negative charge on the sphere by allowing more bromide to adsorb. At higher packing
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Figure 7.4: The charge of a sphere depending on the packing fraction, for several TBAB con-
centrations. At low TBAB concentrations the spheres are positively charged: by the hierarchy
KH < KBr, the H+ ions bind stronger than the Br− ions. At high concentrations the spheres are
negatively charged: the presence of TBAB reduces [H+]b, and increases [Br−]b, such that more
bromide ions bind. At increasing η the charge of the spheres reduces. An intermediate regime
is found where the particles reverse charge upon increasing η. The phenomenology is uniquely
determined by the hierarchy of equilibrium constants, the crossover in the intermediate regime,
however, depends on the precise values of the parameters.

fractions, the TBA+ ions are depleted from the solvent due to adsorption, such that
[H+]b recovers. The hydrogen ions adsorb strongly thanks to the hierarchy of reaction
constants, (7.13) and (7.14), such that the spheres become positively charged.
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Figure 7.5: The mean densities of ions as a function of packing fractions of spheres. At high η
the TBA+ ions are depleted from the solvent. As a consequence, the hydrogen concentration is
less repressed, and although small compared to the concentrations of Br− and TBA+, induces
a net positive surface charge due to the relative high binding energy.
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7.3 Conclusion

In this chapter, adsorption of ions on the surface of a colloidal particle was studied.
Density-dependent charge regulation was derived not to depend on the choice of pa-
rameters for a given particle charge at infinite dilution. Adsorption was found to be
greatly stimulated in the presence of anions (Br−) and cations (H+) if both could bind
at surface sites. Finally, charge inversion of the particles was observed after addition of
a third component (TBA+), increasing the concentration of weakly adsorbing bromide,
and decreasing the concentration of strongly binding hydrogen. Another charge reversal
was expected in the case of a finite number of TBA+ ions. By depletion of TBA+ ions
from the solvent due to adsorption, charge reversal was reported upon increasing packing
fraction of spheres. In the next chapter, the discussed adsorption effects are responsible
for the spontaneous emulsification of oil in water.
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Chapter 8

Spontaneous emulsification

Summary Within the framework of density functional theory, we study the stability of oil
in aqueous electrolyte in the form of monodisperse droplets, in the presence of charged colloidal
particles. In this study we take into account interfacial tensions, (adsorption) reactions between
ions and oil and/or colloidal surface, and electrostatic interactions. We derive the Poisson-
Boltzmann equation and Langmuir isotherms, which we solve self-consistently, and calculate
the grand potential as a function of droplet radius a. Spontaneous emulsification is predicted
under several conditions. Firstly, if hydrophobic colloidal particles are initially immersed in the
bulk water phase, the wetting properties of the particles are found to lower the thermodynamic
potential at the creation of more oil-water interface at which they can adsorb. True thermody-
namic stability is found when part of the colloidal particles occupy a minimal oil-water interface,
while the excess particles occupy the bulk oil phase. Secondly, we conclude that adsorption of
ions, and reactive surfaces, at moderate reaction energies . 10kBT can induce emulsification,
such that thermodynamic equilibrium is found at a finite droplet radius. Necessary conditions
are either a high bulk pressure of ions, or the possibility of adsorption of ions of either sign, to-
gether with having a fixed number of at least one of the reacting components. This is concluded
from the Langmuir isotherms, which show that reactions inducing a surface charge are enhanced
in the presence of reactions that induce an opposite surface charge. Under these circumstances
the surface potential can remain low, even though the separate surface charge densities are
large compared to the net charge density on the droplets. Finally, we study the combined ef-
fects of colloidal particles, ions and responsive surfaces, and notice that the equilibrium droplet
radius depends mainly on the oil volume fraction, colloidal packing fraction and colloidal ra-
dius, parameters that conveniently can be controlled in experiments. Our findings shed new
light on recent experiments and provide possible explanations of the observed mechanisms of
spontaneous emulsification.

As a graphic representation of this summary, figure 8.1 shows the grand potential per col-

loidal particle as a function of droplet radius, together with the charge densities on the colloids

(subscript c) and oil interface (A−) in the inset. The charge densities are highest when they add

up to a low value, as shown in the inset. In the following sections many details and important

parameters and concepts will be presented.
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Figure 8.1: Summary picture. Grand potential per colloidal particle (the grand potential
per unit volume, up to a scaling factor V/Nc) as a function of oil droplet radius a. At amax

the droplets are covered by a close-packed layer of colloidal particles, below amin the droplets
have less than one colloid at the interface. A minimum is found at a ≈ 30 nm for the choice
of parameters on which this figure is based, indicating the droplet radius at thermodynamic
equilibrium. The negatively charged interface stimulates adsorption of ions at the colloidal
surface and the charged colloidal particles stimulate hydrolysis of the oil. Interestingly, the
colloidal particles are negatively charged when surrounded by bulk water, and positively charged
if they reside at the interface. The inset shows the surface charge due to adsorbed ions at the
colloid interface (TMAc and OHc), and due to released ions from sites at the oil surface (TPM−).
The cartoons show the droplets covered by colloidal particles (not to scale).
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8.1 Introduction

About two years ago, an emulsion was synthesized simply by pouring the ingredients
together [2], consisting of the oily 3-methacryloxypropyltrimethoxysilane (TPM), and a
solution of nanometer-sized magnetite particles in water. The magnetite was charge sta-
bilized by TMAOH, consisting of tetramethylammonium (TMA+) and hydroxide (OH−),
to prevent clustering of particles by Van der Waals forces. After a day an emulsion was
formed of mesoscopic oil droplets, sometimes called a meso-emulsion, covered by mag-
netite particles. The droplets were almost monodisperse in size, and their radius could
be tuned by adding salt or TPM. Pouring two samples together, one with small droplets
and one with large droplets, led to the formation of a new sample were the droplets were
of intermediate size [2]. The observations strongly suggested thermodynamic stability,
in view of the spontaneous formation of the droplets, and their ability to adapt to a new
environment. This would be fundamentally different from ordinary Pickering emulsions
that are only kinetically stable.

In the next sections a theory will be presented in an attempt to understand the
experiments in more detail. The most likely underlying mechanisms will be studied
together with some less likely ones. We will investigate how the optimal droplet size
depends on the system parameters.

In section 8.2 the effect of charged colloids, adsorbed at an interface between water
and oil is studied. The interface is considered to have a variable area, by assuming a fixed
volume fraction of oil, but a variable number of monodisperse droplets. It is found that
the wetting properties of the colloidal particles by themselves are insufficient to ther-
modynamically stabilize an emulsion. Spontaneous emulsification is however expected
if the colloidal particles are immersed in the unfavoured phase (e.g. hydrophobic parti-
cles in water), leading to a metastable meso-emulsion provided by the energy barrier of
O(100kBT ) per particle to reach the favoured oil phase.

In section 8.3 several reaction mechanisms will be studied by means of a simplified
model. The difference between two reaction types at the oil-water interface is studied,
in the absence of colloidal particles. It will be shown by numerical calculations that the
electrostatic potential at the interface is greatly reduced in the presence of multiple re-
acting components, compared to a one-component adsorption. In the discussion, section
8.5, the same will be shown by analytical expressions.

In section 8.4 the model will be presented in its full complexity, including charge
stabilized colloidal particles as were present in the experiments. It will be concluded that
nanometer-sized colloidal particles are an ideal ’surfactant’ to create a thermodynamically
stable meso-emulsion thanks to stimulated adsorption effects at the oil interface and at
the colloidal surface. A major advantage, as concluded from the calculations, is the
fact that the optimal radius of the droplets depends mainly on the surface coverage of
colloidal particles, which would provide high control in experiments. The size can simply
be tuned by variation of oil volume fraction and particle packing fraction.

In the conclusion, section 8.6, a summary of our insights will be presented.
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8.2 Spontaneous formation of a metastable emulsion

In this section a simple model is presented by which one can understand the sponta-
neous emulsification of oil in aqueous electrolyte in the presence of charged, hydrophobic
colloidal particles. We employ the framework of density functional theory to take into
account the electrostatic interactions between ions and colloidal particles and the wetting
properties of colloidal particles, and consider the thermodynamic potential per droplet
for various droplet radii a, assuming a monodisperse distribution of oil droplets. We only
find a metastable minimum of the potential for finite a. Spontaneous emulsification is
expected if the colloidal particles initially occupy the bulk water phase, but not if the
particles initially occupy the bulk oil phase, which is expected to be the composition in
thermodynamic equilibrium.

Figure 8.2: Charged droplet of radius a in cell of radius R, covered by colloidal particles of
radius ac, surrounded by ions.

8.2.1 Model

A number Nd of oil droplets, with radius a, is considered in a volume V with total fixed
volume fraction x = 4πa3Nd/3V . The volume per droplet is 4πR3/3, where R = ax−

1
3 .

To approximate the interactions between the ions and the charged oil droplets, as well
as those between the droplets among themselves, one assumes these may be represented
by considering each droplet as isolated within a charge neutral cell of radius R. Each of
the droplets is assigned a surface charge eσ(a) generated by charged colloidal particles
adsorbed at the interface (see figure 8.2). The colloidal particles have a fixed volume
fraction ηc, a fixed charge Zce, radius ac, and their number is denoted by Nc. The
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number of colloids per droplet follows straightforwardly

Nc

Nd
=

a3

a3
c

ηc

x
, (8.1)

and the charge on a droplet eζ(a) depends on the radius a, through

ζ(a) =
Nc

Nd
Zc =

Zcηc

a3
cx

a3 = 4πa2σ(a), (8.2)

for a < amax. Above the maximal droplet size amax the total interfacial area is too small
to harbour all colloids (the total interfacial area decreases with a). The area fraction
θ(a, h) that is occupied by colloidal particles, adsorbed at height h above the interface,
reads

θ(a, h) =
Nc

Nd

a2
c − h2

4a(h + a)
, −ac ≤ h ≤ ac. (8.3)

For small colloidal particles ac ¿ a we can approximate

amax ' 4acx

ηc
θcp, (8.4)

with θcp = π/2
√

3 the maximal area fraction at close packing. If the droplet radius
a > amax, the total interfacial area is too small to provide a spot for all colloidal particles.
Some colloidal particles will have to occupy either the bulk water phase, or the interior
of the droplet. If we divide the total number of colloidal particles into the number of
particles N s

c that are bound at the surface, and the number of free particles N f
c , then

N = N s
c + N f

c and
N f

c

Nd
=

a3ηc

a3
cx

(1− amax

a
), (8.5)

for a ≥ amax. Beyond a > amax a constant interfacial charge density σ(a) = ζ(a)/4πa2 =
σ(amax) on the droplets is assumed, corresponding to the charge density of a close packed
layer of colloidal particles. We initially assume that excess colloidal particles occupy one
bulk phase only, beyond the radius of close packing amax, at a certain energy cost, in
correspondence with Pieranski’s potential Vp(a,±ac) (equation 2.73).

The excess grand potential functional of the cell is very similar to the one introduced
in section 2.2.3, with the exception that the charged sphere is now called a charged
droplet, and an additional contribution is included for the bare tension between oil and
water γow,

βΩ(T, V, ρs) =
ζ(a)2λB

2a
+

ζ(a)φ(a)
2

− 1
3λB

R∫

a

dr r2φ′(r)2 − r3κ2

3λB
cosh φ(r)

∣∣∣
R

a

+ 4πa2βγow +
N f

c

Nd
Vp(a,±ac) +

N s
c

Nd
Vp(a, h), (8.6)

where Vp(a, ac) is chosen if the excess particles are assumed to occupy the bulk water
phase, and Vp(a,−ac) if they are assumed to occupy the interior of the droplet. The
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ηc 0.00023
x 0.002

ac 4 nm
γow 8.2 mN/m
ρs 1 mM
λB 0.71 nm

Table 8.1: parameters taken from Ref. [3]

height −ac < h < ac of the adsorbed particles above the interface is chosen to be fixed.
The potential is calculated from the nonlinear Poisson-Boltzmann equation

φ′′(r) +
2φ′(r)

r
= κ2 sinhφ(r) + 4πλBσ(a)δ(r − a), (8.7)

where the boundary conditions (2.47) strictly depend on the radius of the oil droplet,

lim
r↓a

φ′(r) = −4πλBσ(a), lim
r↑R

φ′(r) = 0. (8.8)

For an input set of parameters we calculate the grand potential (8.6) of one cell
numerically as a function of droplet radius a, and divide by the cell volume 4πR3/3 to
obtain the grand potential density (excess pressure), and hence the total grand potential
(multiplying by the constant V ). Equivalently one can also calculate the grand potential
per colloidal particle, and hence the total grand potential (multiplying by the constant
Nc).

Irrelevant contributions Excess entropy contributions of the colloids and droplets
will be ignored, being many orders of magnitude smaller than the considered contribu-
tions. Electrostatic interactions and interfacial tensions provide energies of O(100kBT )
per nanometer sized colloidal particle, and O(> 104kBT ) per mesoscopic oil droplet.
Electrostatic interactions, and screening effects within the oil droplet are ignored as well,
which we justify by a large screening length compared to droplet radius κoa ¿ 1 and
a low relative dielectric constant εo < 5, providing preferential partitioning to be unim-
portant, see figure 3.14, or Ref. [135]. Additionally, large interfacial charge densities
σ > 0.01 nm−2, provide a negligible fraction ¿ 10−4 of screening ions to occupy the oil
phase (figure 3.10). In this simple model, no energy is associated with the discharging of
the colloidal particles when they are drawn from water to oil.

8.2.2 results

The grand potential (8.6) is calculated numerically, after solving the Poisson-Boltzmann
equation (8.7) for the boundary conditions (8.8) that explicitly depend on the radius a
of the droplets. The input parameters are matched to the experimental parameters [3],
and are listed in table 8.1,

In figure 8.3 the excess grand potential per colloidal particle is shown as a function
of the droplet radius a. It is assumed that the colloids adsorb at the available interface.
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Figure 8.3: The excess grand potential per colloidal particle as a function of the droplet radius
a. Colloidal particles are assumed to adsorb at the interface. If the total interfacial area is
maximally covered (beyond amax), excess colloids are assumed to occupy the water phase (thick
line), or the oil phase (thin line). The colloidal particles are hydrophobic, but in a sense less so
than the oil, γcw < γow. A local minimum is found around a ≈ 60 nm, by a balance between
surface tension (wants small area) and colloid repulsions (want large area). The energy density
of a bulk oil phase, containing all the hydrophobic colloidal particles, is lower (lower dashed
line)). It is crucial that the particles are highly charged, σ & 0.3 nm−2 for a local minimum at
a < amax (here, σ = 0.5 nm−2). Although metastable, the system should be stable for some
time once the composition is achieved, since the colloidal particles stick by many kBT (100 kBT
for the chosen parameters).

Excess particles are assumed either to occupy the water phase (thick curve), or the
oil phase (thin line). A minimum is found around a ' 60 nm if the excess colloidal
particles are assumed to occupy the water phase. On the other hand, if the excess
particles are assumed to occupy the oil phase, the minimum at a ' 60 nm is only a local
minimum, and the true minimum is found at a →∞. We observed that it is crucial that
the particles are highly charged, σc & 0.3 nm−2, in order to have a local minimum at
a < amax. Otherwise a minimum is found at a ' amax if the excess particles occupy the
water phase, and no minimum if the excess particles occupy the oil phase. We therefore
conclude that spontaneous emulsification of oil in water is possible if the colloidal particles
are initially dispersed in water. The local minimum is understood to come from a balance
between interfacial tension, that desires a small total interfacial area, and adsorption of
colloidal particles, that favours an area that is large enough to provide a spot for all
available particles in the water phase. Furthermore, strong Coulomb repulsions between
the particles can increase the area even further. It should be noted that the stability
of the emulsion is guaranteed by the large potential barrier for a particle to reach the
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oil phase (100kBT for the chosen parameters). The lowest thermodynamic potential is
however found for the situation where the colloids occupy a minimal area between water
and oil (a →∞), with excess particles in the oil phase.
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Figure 8.4: Pieranski’s potential Vp(h), equation (2.72), as a function of height h of a colloidal
particle above a planar interface, for (γow, γcw, γco) = (8.2, 6.1, 2.0) mN/m. The energy gain by
adsorption is 25 kBT for a particle of radius ac = 4 nm. The dashed curve shows Vp(h), shifted
by a constant C > πa2

cγow in the region −ac < h < ac, strictly larger than the depth of the
energy well.

In figure 8.4 the external potential Vp(h) is shown as a function of height h (solid
curve) of a colloidal particle of radius ac = 4 nm above a planar surface, following
Pieranski’s geometric argument (section 2.3.3, equation (2.73)). The surface tensions
are chosen to be (γow, γcw, γco) = (8.2, 6.1, 2.0) mN/m, where the oil-water interfacial
tension γow is matched with the experimentally measured tension between water and
TPM [2]. The solid curve shows a potential well of −25 kBT at h∗/ac ' −0.5. The
dashed curve shows Vp(h), shifted by a constant C > πa2

cγow in the region −ac < h < ac.
The constant C corresponds to the energy cost to enlarge the interface between water
and oil by an area, larger than πa2

c . The energy cost to enlarge the area is strictly
larger than (Vp(−ac)− Vp(h∗)), but still smaller than (Vp(ac)− Vp(h∗)). The energy of
∼ 25 kBT needed to enlarge the area to provide a place for the particle to adsorb at a
fully covered interface could seriously hinder the dynamical process of adsorption. If the
colloidal particles adsorb into a close packed monolayer under a wetting angle (which
we define as the smallest angle between the colloidal particle surface and the oil-water
interface) θ . π/3, then additional particles can adsorb at the interface under a larger
wetting angle, without the necessity of creating a larger interfacial area. This condition
could provide a dynamical pathway with a reduced potential barrier. A more detailed
analysis on the dynamical process is beyond the scope of this chapter. We conclude again
that spontaneous emulsification of oil in water is only a possibility if colloidal particles
are initially dispersed in the unfavoured phase (hydrophobic particles in water).

8.2.3 Discussion

For the colloidal particles it is always favourable to be fully immersed in the favoured
phase only (in oil, for hydrophobic particles). The energetic penalty for being in contact
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with the other phase is compensated by the reduction of interface between water and oil.
The system would therefore never increase the total interfacial area to harbour any more
colloidal particles from the favoured phase, the price being > A′|γcw − γco|, where A′ is
the area of the colloid surface in contact with the unfavoured phase. A minimum of the
thermodynamic potential as was found in figure 8.3, is therefore at most a local one.

8.2.4 Conlusion

By means of a simple model, taking into account the electrostatic interactions between
ions and colloidal particles adsorbed to oil droplets in water, and wetting properties of
colloidal particles, we conclude that spontaneous emulsification is possible, if hydrophobic
colloidal particles in water are brought into contact with oil, and if the energy well at the
interface is deep enough to prevent the particles to reach the oil phase. The radius of the
spontaneously formed emulsion droplets is mainly determined by the oil volume fraction,
and packing fraction of colloidal particles. The droplets are expected to be covered
by a close packed layer of colloidal particles, unless the colloidal particles are highly
charged. Such an emulsion can at most be metastable. Thermodynamic equilibrium
would be found if the colloidal particles would occupy a minimal area between oil and
water and the bulk of a single oil droplet. However, the emulsion could be stable for
some time once the composition is achieved where Ω/Nc assumes a local minimum, since
the colloidal particles need to pass a free energy barrier of À O(10) kBT (based on
Pieranski’s potential (2.73)).

8.3 Responsive oils

This section presents an another, simple model, where oil droplets in water are considered
as before, in the presence of ions, but in the absence of colloidal particles, to study the
effect of a responsive interface. Two types of reactions between the ions and the oil
molecules will be considered, which may occur separately, and simultaneously. It will
be concluded that a weak reaction, that adds a positive charge to a droplet, becomes
a strong reaction in the presence of another weak reaction that adds a negative charge
to the droplet. Calculations reveal that a thermodynamically stable emulsion could be
synthesized with oils that react strongly with a single ionic component, or with oils that
react weakly, with multiple ionic components.

8.3.1 Model

A number Nd of oil droplets, with radius a, is considered in a volume V , so the total
volume fraction is fixed at x = 4πa3Nd/3V . The volume per droplet is 4πR3/3, where
R = ax−

1
3 . The droplets are considered in a charge neutral cell of radius R and have a

surface charge σ due to reactions at the oil interface.

Reaction types Two types of reactions at the oil interface will be considered. In
connection with experiments [2], we consider a salt, tetramethylammoniumhydroxide
(TMAOH), consisting of TMA+ ions and OH− ions. We assume the TMAOH to disso-
ciate completely for concentrations . 10 mM, since experiments confirmed TMAOH to
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be a strong base [122]. We assume that the TMA+ ions can adsorb at sites S, according
to the adsorption reaction

TMA+ + S ↔ STMA+. (8.9)

The net reaction involving the anions is assumed to be (hydrolysis ([3]))

OH− + TPM ↔ CH3OH + TPM−, (8.10)

where the TPM molecules can have a net reaction with hydroxide into methanol CH3OH,
escaping to the water phase, and a charged molecule at the interface, TPM− (a TPM
molecule missing a CH3 group). Whereas the cations only adsorb to the interface, the
anions bind with a surface group, that breaks from an oil molecule.

Grand potential functional We will adopt the form (2.27) of the grand potential
functional in spherical geometry, with Q(r) = ρ+(r) − ρ−(r) + σδ(r − a), where σ is
the charge density on the oil interface due to reactions, with an added contribution due
to reactions and another contribution due to the bare surface tension. The additional
contribution for the cation reaction (8.9) reads

Ω1(Z) = Z(Fb − µs)− kBT ln
(

M

Z

)
, (8.11)

where Z is the number of adsorbed cations, Fb = kBT ln KΛ3 the binding free energy of
a charged site (equation (2.66)), with K the equilibrium constant, µs = kBT ln ρsΛ3 the
chemical potential of the cations in the reservoir, and M the total number of sites on a
droplet, see also section 2.3.1. The additional contribution for the anion reaction (8.10)
reads

Ω2(Z ′) = Z ′(∆F ′b − µs)− kBT ln
(

M ′

Z ′

)
+ kBTZ ′(ln

Z ′Λ3

Vcell
− 1), (8.12)

where Z ′ is the total number of reacted anions, M ′ the total number of sites where
anions can react, and the last term on the right hand side is the ideal gas approximation
of the free energy of the methanol, that is released due to the reaction. The chemical
potential µs of the anions in the reservoir is equal to that of the cations, by assuming
charge neutrality and ideal gas behaviour. The free energy difference of the reaction,
∆F ′ ≡ kBT ln K ′, is connected to a dimensionless equilibrium constant

K ′ =
[OH−][TPM]

[CH3OH][TPM−]
, (8.13)

where the square brackets denote the concentrations. The cell volume Vcell = 4πR3/3.
The total excess grand potential functional reads

βΩ[ρ, Z] =
∑
α=±

R∫

a

dr 4πr2 ρα(r)(ln
ρα(r)

ρs
− 1) +

1
2

R∫

a

dr 4πr2φ(r)Q(r)

+ 4πa2βγow + βΩ1(Z) + βΩ2(Z ′), (8.14)

where Q(r) = ρ+(r)− ρ−(r) + σδ(r − a) with σ = (Z − Z ′)/(4πa2).
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Minimization Minimizations of the grand potential with respect to the ion densities
ρ±, and the charges Z, Z ′ lead to

δβΩ
δρ±(r)

= ln
ρ±(r)

ρs
± φ(r) = 0; (8.15)

∂βΩ
∂Z

= ln
Z

M − Z
+ φ(a) + Fb − µs = 0; (8.16)

∂βΩ
∂Z ′

= ln
Z ′

M ′ − Z ′
− φ(a) + ∆F ′b − µs + ln

Z ′Λ3

Vcell
= 0. (8.17)

where equation (8.15) leads to the Boltzmann distributions for ρ± and the Poisson-
Boltzmann equation

φ′′(r) +
2φ′(r)

r
= κ2 sinhφ(r) + 4πλBσδ(r − a), (8.18)

to be solved for the Neumann boundary conditions

lim
r↓a

φ′(r) = − (Z − Z ′)λB

a2
, lim

r↑R
φ′(r) = 0. (8.19)

Equations (8.16) and (8.17) lead to the Langmuir isotherms

Z =
M

1 + K
ρs

exp(φ(a))
(8.20)

Z ′ =
√

c2 + 4cM ′ − c

2
(8.21)

where
c =

Vcellρs

K ′ eφ(a), (8.22)

yielding three equations for the unknown φ, Z, and Z ′. Minimization of Ω with respect
to a leads to the optimal size of an oil droplet. This will be done numerically. We assume
that the available number of sites per area M/(4πa2) = O(10) nm−2 remains constant,
corresponding to a constant number of molecules per area, such that M ∝ a2.

Interfacial tension The effective interfacial tension γeff can be evaluated straightfor-
wardly,

γeff(a) =
1

4πa2
(Ω[ρeq, Zeq] + 2ΠVcell), (8.23)

where Π = kBTρs is the bulk osmotic pressure of one ionic component. From elemen-
tary thermodynamic arguments and Laplace’s law one can calculate the bare pressure
difference between the inside and the outside of a droplet, related to the bare surface
tension

∆p =
2γow

a
, (8.24)

such that the total grand potential of one cell can be calculated

Ω = 4πa2γeff − 4
3
πa3 ∆p. (8.25)

An irrelevant bulk constant (water pressure times total volume) is omitted.
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8.3.2 Results

First, the effect of the two reaction types will be considered separately, by choosing one
of the equilibrium constants to be infinite, such that the reaction effectively does not take
place. In figure 8.5 the difference between the cation adsorption, and the anion reaction
can be seen. If cation adsorption takes place, we find a minimum either at a = 0 at high
concentrations of TMA+, or at a →∞ for low concentrations of TMA+, using reaction
constants 10−4 M< K < 1 M, and K ′ → ∞ (figure 8.5(a)). The interfacial tension is
seen to be effectively lowered by cation adsorption, especially at high curvature of the
droplet surface.

Figure 8.5: Grand potential (black curves) and effective interfacial tension (red curves) as a
function of droplet size, of a system containing monodisperse oil droplets in water of variable
size but constant total volume, where the TMA+ ions adsorb at the interface (type A, a), or
where the oil has a net reaction with water and OH− into a charged surface group and methanol
(type B, b)
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(a) The effect of cation adsorption. The ef-
fective interfacial tension (red dashed curve)
has an asymptotic value γeff(∞) = 2.2 mN/m
for a → ∞, and is lower for smaller droplets
due to curvature effects that facilitate adsorp-
tion. The grand potential density (thick black
curve) has no minimum for finite a∗, but is still
reduced compared to an inert oil with the same
bare tension (thin black curve). We never find
a minimum for finite a if we only assume cation
adsorption.
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(b) The effect of oil hydrolysis (reaction with
OH−). An optimal droplet size is found at
a∗ ' 35 nm, where the effective interfacial
tension is still negative. Mechanically this is
balanced by a negative pressure difference be-
tween the inside and outside of the droplet.
We always find a minimum for a finite a if we
assume an anion reaction according to (8.10).
The value of the minimum depends on the sys-
tem parameters.

If the anion reaction is assumed to take place (10−5 < K ′ < 105, while K →∞), we
always find a minimum of Ω at finite a, either at small a at high concentrations of OH−,
or at large a for low concentrations of OH−. Figure 8.6 shows a comparison between
two systems. In figure 8.6(a) the oil droplets react only according to (8.10) with the
anions. In figure 8.6(b) the oil droplets react according to (8.9) with the cations and
according to (8.10) with the anions. The equilibrium constant K ′ corresponding to the
reaction between the anions and the oil was chosen such that the interfacial tension at
the laboratory scale γ(a = 1 cm) ≈ 2.8 mN/m at a pH of around 8. In the absence
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Figure 8.6: Grand potential density depending on the dispersion of reacting oil droplets with
radius a, in absence of colloidal particles.
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(a) The effect of a single reaction. The oil re-
acts according to (8.10) with the anions, with
K′ = 3 ·10−3 such that γeff = 2.8 for a ≈ 1 cm
at pH = 8. The minimum was found to shift
towards the nm-scale at pH = 11.
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(b) The effect of two reactions. The oil reacts
with both ion components; the cations adsorb
according to (8.9), the anions react according
to (8.10), with (K, K′) = (10−4 M, 30) such
that γeff = 2.8 for a ≈ 1 cm at pH = 8. The
minimum was found to shift towards the nm-
scale at pH = 10.7, as in the figure. Adsorp-
tion is facilitated if both reactions take place:
larger equilibrium constants are sufficient for
a minimum in the nanometer range. Further-
more, the calculated minimum depends more
sensitively on the pH.

of adsorbing cations, the equilibrium constant for the reaction between the anions and
the oil needed to be chosen small K ′ ¿ 10−2 in order to achieve this. In the presence
of adsorbing cations, the equilibrium constant for the reaction between the anions and
the oil could be chosen much higher, K ′ = 30, corresponding to lower binding energies
and higher breaking energies. Another striking difference between the two systems was
the depth of the minimum and radius of the equilibrium droplet at pH ≈ 11. In this
way the figure confirms that adsorption of cations stimulates the reactions of the anions
at the interface and vice versa. This observation could explain why it was necessary in
the experiments of Sacanna et al.[2] to use TMAOH, where the TMA+ ions could be
suspected to adsorb thanks to their large size (e.g. due to cavitation [105, 110]), and
therefore stimulate the reaction between OH− and TPM into methanol and a negatively
charged surface group.

Discussion On the basis of the theory we expect that the TMAOH concentration might
not be a convenient control parameter for emulsification, due to the sensitivity of the
reactions on the concentration. Using too much salt could lead to a complete dissolution
of TPM, or speculatively, partly dissolving TPM during the dynamic process. In section
8.4 we will discuss the thermodynamic stabilization of oil droplets by colloidal particles,
and express the expectation that colloidal particles offer more control over the process
of emulsification, and the optimization of droplet size.
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8.3.3 Conlusion

On the basis of a simple model, taking into account electrostatic interactions and two
types of reactions between ions and the surface of oil droplets in water, we conclude that
an emulsion of micrometer-sized TPM droplets in water can be thermodynamically stable
in the absence of colloidal particles, as long as salt ions of either sign react sufficiently.
In our model, the reaction of anions with a surface group releasing methanol provided
the crucial stabilizing mechanism. The breakup of TPM can be stopped by the increased
density of methanol due to the reaction, as long as the methanol is not buffered by a
reservoir.

8.4 Stable droplets covered by colloidal particles

8.4.1 Colloidal particles with fixed charge

In this section the models of the previous two sections are combined. Charged hydropho-
bic colloidal particles are considered, as in section 8.2, near a responsive oil droplet
surface of variable radius, as in section 8.3.

Therefore, the droplets are now assigned a surface charge σ = σc + σs generated by
colloidal particles (c) and oil interface (s).

Grand potential functional The excess grand potential functional of the correspond-
ing system is of the same form as (8.14):

βΩ[ρ, Z] =
∑
α=±

R∫

a

dr 4πr2 ρα(r)(ln
ρα(r)

ρs
− 1) +

1
2

R∫

a

dr 4πr2φ(r)Q(r)

+ 4πa2βγow + βΩ1(Z) + βΩ2(Z ′), (8.26)

with a few differences. Here, the total charge is defined as Q(r) = ρ+(r)−ρ−(r)+σδ(r−a)
with σs = (Z − Z ′)/(4πa2), and σc = ζ(a)/(4πa2), where ζ(a) obeys (8.2). Also, the
total available number of sites is now assumed to be proportional to the surface area that
is not occupied by colloidal particles, M ∝ (1− θ(a, h))a2 (which reduces to M ∝ a2 in
the absence of colloidal particles, as in section 8.3), where θ(a, h) is given in equation
(8.3). The height h of the adsorbed colloidal particles above the interface is assumed to
be zero to reduce complexity. At the end of the section it will be studied as a variable
of the grand potential functional. We assume that the available number of sites per free
area M/(4πa2(1− θ(a, h))) = O(10) nm−2.

Minimization and results Minimizations of the grand potential with respect to the
ion densities ρ±, and with respect to the charge Z, Z ′ lead to the equations (8.15)-(8.17),
and resulting PB-equation (8.18), boundary conditions (8.19), and Langmuir isotherms
(8.20), where Q, σ,M, M ′ are defined as above. The result is shown in figure 8.7, for the
parameters given in table 8.1. The equilibrium constants K = 5 · 10−6 M (8.20), and
K ′ →∞ are chosen such that the interfacial tension of the interface between water and oil
is reduced from the bare value γow = 8.2 mN/m to the effective value γeff = 2.8 mN/m
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(a) The oil reacts exclusively with the cations
according to (8.9), K = 5 · 10−6 M.
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(b) The oil reacts exclusively with the anions
according to (8.10), K′ = 5 · 10−3.

Figure 8.7: The grand potential per colloidal particle as a function of the drop radius a, for
several values of the charge per colloid Zc = 5, 0,−5. Colloidal particles occupy interface, and
reduce the area at which ions can adsorb. The colloidal charge stimulates the adsorption reaction
if of equal sign as the charge of the oil interface, and hinders if oppositely charged.

(calculated from (8.25)) in the absence of colloidal particles, due to the adsorption of
cations. Effectively the anions do not react with the oil for the chosen reaction constant
K ′. The surface tensions between the colloidal particles and the solvents are adapted
such that the particles adsorb at the interface (γcw − γco < γow). The charge of the
particles is chosen to be Zc = 5, 0,−5, and stimulates the adsorption reaction when of
opposite sign as the oil interface (lowest curve). The colloidal particles occupy bare oil
interface and thereby reduce the number of surface sites at which an ion can bind. On
the one hand the interfacial tension desires a large a, which means a small total area,
on the other hand the adsorption reaction is strongest at low a, which means a high site
density due to a low surface area fraction θ covered by colloids.

8.4.2 Charge regulation of colloidal particles

In the complex model presented in this subsection, the charge of the colloidal particles
is assumed to be induced by adsorption of ions, as studied in section 7.1 (but now with
TMA+ and OH− ions), in addition to the model of previous section. Therefore we
need to introduce two additional equilibrium constants, Kc and K ′

c, charge numbers ζ
of adsorbed cations and ζ ′ of adsorbed anions, and available number of sites Mc and
M ′

c. Furthermore, the colloidal particles are assumed to adsorb at the oil surface at a
height h, that will be considered as a variable of the grand potential. Therefore we also
have to include Pieranski’s potential, equation (2.73). The general, complex model that
we obtain in this way can be reduced to a simpler one, by choosing high values for the
reaction constants, such that the effects of the corresponding reactions can be ignored.
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The general excess grand potential functional reads

βΩ[{ρ}, {Z}, {ζ}, a, h] =
∑
α=±

R∫

a

dr 4πr2 ρα(r)(ln
ρα(r)

ρs
− 1) +

1
2

R∫

a

dr 4πr2φ(r)Q(r)

+ βΩ1(Z) + βΩ2(Z ′) + βΩ1(ζ) + βΩ1(ζ ′),

+ 4πa2βγow +
a3ηc

a3
cx

βVp(a, h) (8.27)

where Q(r) = ρ+(r) − ρ−(r) + σδ(r − a) with σ = σs + σc = (Z − Z ′)/(4πa2) + (ζ −
ζ ′)/(4πa2). The total number of reactive sites on all colloids adsorbed to a droplet is
assumed to be proportional to the exposed surface area to water, thus depending on the
radius of the droplet a, and the height h of the colloid center above the droplet interface,

Mc(a, h) = Mc(a, ac)
(h + a + ac)2 − a2

4ac(h + a)
, (8.28)

where −ac < h < ac, and where droplet and colloidal particles are assumed to be
perfectly spherical. The total number of ionizable sites on the oil surface is assumed to
be proportional to the exposed surface area to water,

M(a, h) = M(a, ac)
(
1− θ(a, h)

)
, (8.29)

with θ(a, h) the area fraction occupied by colloidal particles (8.3). Furthermore it is
assumed that

NdMc(a, ac)
Nc4πa2

c

=
M(a, ac)

4πa2
= 10 nm−2, (8.30)

where the value 10 nm−2 is an estimation for the number of reactive molecules per area.
Minimization with respect to the densities ρα leads to the well-known Boltzmann

distributions, and minimization with respect to the charge numbers Z, Z ′, ζ, ζ ′ leads to
the Langmuir isotherms, as derived in (8.20). The expressions for ζ, and ζ ′ read

ζ =
Mc

1 + Kc
ρs

exp(φ(a))
(8.31)

ζ ′ =
M ′

c

1 + K′
c

ρs
exp(−φ(a))

(8.32)

(8.33)

The notation is more involved than in section 8.3, where single reaction types on a
single surface were considered, the essential physics however is similar. Minimization
with respect to h leads to the optimal height of the colloidal particles above the surface,
and minimization with respect to a leads to the optimal droplet size. The last two
minimizations are performed numerically.
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eq. const. colloid-cation Kc 6 · 10−2 M
eq. const. colloid-anion K ′

c 5 · 10−3 M
eq. const. oil-cation K 1 · 10−3 M
eq. const. oil-anion K ′ 1 · 103

colloidal packing fraction ηc 0.00023
colloidal radius ac 4 nm

oil volume fraction x 0.002
interfacial tension oil-water γow 8.2 mN/m

surface tension colloid-water γcw 6.1 mN/m
surface tension colloid-oil γco 2.0 mN/m

bulk ion concentration ρw 1 mM
Bjerrum length water λB 0.71 nm

permittivity oil εo < 4

Table 8.2: Parameters that are matched with experimental data [3]

8.4.3 Results

The dimensionless electrostatic potential φ(r) and adsorbed charges Z, Z ′, ζ, ζ ′ are solved
self-consistently by means of the nonlinear PB-equation, and Langmuir isotherms. An
embedded Runge-Kutta method with adaptive step size control solves the equation within
a second for all relevant parameters. Alternatively, a Bulirsch-Stoer method was used,
experienced as an amazingly fast and accurate algorithm. Typical parameters are chosen
in agreement with experimental findings [3], see table 8.2.

The parameters are chosen such that the colloidal particles have a net surface charge
density of about −0.05 nm−2 if isolated in an infinitely large cell, i.e. only surrounded
by salty water at ionic strength ρs = 1 mM. Under these conditions the total adsorbed
density of cations is about 0.52 nm−2, and anions about 0.57 nm−2 for the parameters
given above. The equilibrium constants for the oil interface are such that in absence of
colloidal particles, a droplet with radius a ≈ 1 cm has a surface tension of γeff = 2.3
mN/m (bare γow = 8.2 mN/m) at pH ≈ 8.

In the left panel of figure 8.8 the grand potential per colloidal particle is shown,
depending on the droplet radius a for the parameters given above. The grand potential
shows a minimum around a = 60 nm. In the inset the charge density of adsorbed ions
is shown where a maximum is found at the same point. In the right panel of 8.8 the
height h∗ is shown for which the thermodynamic potential is minimal, as a function
of a. Without adsorption effects the minimum would be at h = −2 nm, dictated by
the Pieranski potential (2.73) for the chosen parameters. At high colloid coverings, the
colloidal particles dip into the oil, at low colloid coverings, the colloidal particles are
drawn to the water phase, such that the ratio of free oil interface over colloid surface in
contact with water remains roughly constant. From both figures we can conclude that
the minimum is found by a delicate balance of adsorption. The oil interface stimulates
adsorption at the colloidal surface and the colloidal particles stimulate the reactions at
the oil interface, at an optimal ratio of free oil interface over available colloid surface.
This ratio depends on the system parameters, and mainly on the volume fraction of oil
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Figure 8.8: Grand potential per colloidal particle (left), charge density of adsorbed ions(inset)
and height h∗ of the colloidal particles above the interface at which the thermodynamic potential
is minimal (right), as a function of droplet radius a. Without adsorption effects the minimum
would be at h = −2 nm, dictated by Pieranski’s potential (2.73). The charge on the oil inter-
face stimulates adsorption of oppositely charged ions at the colloidal particles and vice versa.
Therefore, the thermodynamic potential is lowest at some optimal ratio of free oil interface over
available colloid surface. At high colloid coverings, the colloidal particles dip into the oil to cre-
ate more oil interface, and limit colloid surface in contact with water. At low colloid coverings,
the colloidal particles are drawn to the water phase to increase colloid surface in contact with
water and retain a reasonable ratio of colloid surface over free oil interface.

x and the size and packing fraction of colloidal particles ac, ηc respectively. Therefore,
the emulsification by colloidal particles is expected to be much more controllable than by
ionic reactions with the oil alone. Trouble during the dynamic process is expected to be
reduced since the colloidal particles need a finitely sized oil droplet in order to adsorb,
preventing complete dissolution of the oil. Furthermore, the optimal droplet size can be
reached by coalescence thanks to a greatly reduced surface potential.

In figure (figure 8.9) a minimum is found at minimal complexity of the model, that
still includes a responsive oil and colloid surface. Only two reactions are assumed: the
cations are assumed to adsorb at the oil interface, and the anions at the colloidal interface.
The height h = −2 nm is assumed to be fixed. Again we notice a large adsorption of ions
compared to the total adsorbed net charge. The dashed line shows the grand potential
at a → ∞, with all colloids in the oil phase, showing that the minimum found in the
figure is a true minimum.

8.5 Analytical discussion

In this section we will review the expressions and results from section 8.3 by an analytical
approach.

8.5.1 Single-component adsorption

The grand potential density (8.25) in a cell can be found by evaluating the functional
(8.14) at its minimum. Assuming K → ∞, we effectively only consider reaction (8.10).
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Figure 8.9: The grand potential density as a function of droplet radius a, showing a true
minimum at a∗ = 50 (the dashed black line is the value at a →∞). The colloidal particles have
a fixed height above the interface, a variation of h to the optimal height would lower the curve.
The cations adsorb to the oil, and the anions to the colloidal particles according to (8.9), with
(K, K′

c) = (10−3, 5 · 10−3). The inset shows the charge densities of cations (TMA) at the oil
interface and of anions (OH) at the colloidal surface, reaching an optimum in the neighbourhood
of a∗.

Within linearized PB-theory (2.51) we obtain an analytic expression,

βΩ/Vcell =
x

a

(
γow − 1

2
σφ(a) + σM ln

σM − |σ|
σM

− |σ|+ 2ρs

a2

R∫

a

dr r2φ(r)2
)

, (8.34)

where σ is the surface charge density, and σM is the density of surface sites. Linearized
PB-theory may very well not be appropriate here due to possibly high surface potentials.
Thanks to a numerical analysis it was concluded that the surface potential will be greatly
reduced, if oppositely charged components adsorb at the surface (see the low surface
charge density in figure 8.1, and section 8.3). Therefore the linearization will especially be
appropriate in the case of multiple adsorbing components. If the condition κ(R−a) À 1
holds,

φ(r) ≈ 4πa2σλB
eκa

1 + κa

e−κr

r
, (8.35)

and the excess grand potential in terms of σ becomes

βΩ/Vcell =
x

a

(
βγow − 2πaλB

(1 + κa)2
σ2 − 2|σ|

)
, (8.36)

valid for low |σ| ¿ 1 nm−2. In this limit the bare tension dominates the other terms.
It is in general larger than 2 kBT per nm2 (which corresponds to 8 mN/m), as was
measured for TPM. The number density of adsorbed ions should be at least 1 per nm2,
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according to the linearized approach, before it can compete with the bare interfacial
tension. Furthermore, the instability of an oil that reacts according to (8.10) can be
concluded from equations (8.20) and (8.36). Namely, if the cell volume around a droplet
is large (i.e. if a is large), then the charge of a droplet Z ′ (= 4πa2σ here) approaches
M ′ asymptotically. The large dissociation of ions leads to a negative surface tension and
a grand potential Ω ∝ −1/a, a → ∞. For small a however, the cell volume is small
and the surface tension positive, Ω ∝ 1/a, a ↓ 0. Oil droplets that react according to
(8.10), therefore always have a finite optimal radius a∗, if the total volume fraction is kept
fixed. The optimum depends on the volume fraction, the equilibrium constant and the
concentration of surrounding ions. This is in contrast to oil droplets that react according
to (8.9), where the minimum is either at zero (for strongly binding ions), or at infinity
(for weakly binding ions).

8.5.2 Multi-component adsorption

If both cations and anions react with the surface, adsorption and reactions at the interface
are expected to be much more pronounced while the surface potential is expected to
be much lower than in the situation where only a single component adsorbs, as already
reported in section 7. In addition to the simple cases discussed above, a second adsorption
is assumed between the cations and the oil, according to (8.9) by allowing for a finite K.
The excess grand potential density satisfies

βΩ/Vcell =
x

a

(
γow − 2πaλB

(1 + κa)2
σ2 − 2|σ−| − σ+

)
, (8.37)

where σ = σ+ + σ− is the total surface charge, and σ± is the surface charge induced
by reactions with the ± ions. The factor 2 in the third term on the right hand side
comes from the entropy of the charged surface groups plus the entropy of the released
groups, as formed in the hydrolysis reaction (8.10). In contrast to equation (8.36) the
equation (8.37) is also accurate for σ+, |σ−| > 1 as long as |σ| ¿ 1. The surface charge
densities in equilibrium can be related to the equilibrium constants, bulk salt densities,
and volume fraction of the oil, by solving the Langmuir isotherms (8.20) for the explicit
form of φ. With great efforts an analytic solution can be given for this example, which is
not demonstrated here. In general the solutions are not unique. Unfortunately the grand
potential density can be given analytically in terms of the system parameters, only for
highly non-generic situations and at low adsorption. A solution can be given explicitly
in the situation where cations and anions adsorb at the interface, both according to a
type A reaction, both with the same equilibrium constant, and with the same amount
of available sites. Then σ = 0 is a solution and the optimal adsorption of cations and
anions is given by,

σ+ = −σ− =
ρs

ρs + K
σM , (8.38)

such that

βΩ/Vcell =
x

a

(
γow + 2σM ln

K

ρs + K

)
. (8.39)

Despite the non-generic situation, a strong conclusion can be made: a negative interfacial
tension will only be found if K/ρs . 2σM , for σM & 10 nm−2. An upper bound for the
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equilibrium constant can be estimated in even more general situations. For a system
where n different reactions take place at the interface, for at least one component i ≤ n,
Ki/ρs . σM must hold to compensate the bare surface tension. When the equilibrium
constants Ki = Kj = K, i, j ≤ n, and bulk concentrations ρi = ρj = ρs are comparable,
then the condition K/ρs . nσM is sufficient to compensate for the bare tension. The
upper bound of the equilibrium constant only provides a negative interfacial tension if
the surface potential φ(a) = 0.

In the case of low adsorption, the grand potential and surface charge densities can be
approximated by linearizing the exp(φ) ≈ 1 + φ terms. Then by equation (7.5), it can
be found that the total surface charge density

|σ| =
∣∣∣∣

c+ − c−
1 + A(c+ + c−)

∣∣∣∣ < A−1 ≈ 0.01nm−2, (8.40)

with c± = ρsσ±,M/K±, and A = 4πλBa/(1+κa), and where the numerical estimation is
valid for the typical system parameters in water. The expression can easily be generalized
for n-component mixtures of reacting ions, where the c± are substituted by summations
over ci,±.

It is more difficult to make estimations when high adsorption takes place, that is,
when the linearization is no longer accurate. Then in the case of many reacting com-
ponents, many solutions for the surface charge densities σi satisfy the equations for the
Langmuir isotherms consistently with the potential φ(a). Still, the existence of a solution
φ(a) ≈ 0 becomes more likely when more components adsorb. In general it is found by
numerical analysis that the more components adsorb, the larger the reduction of the sur-
face potential. We cannot describe systems with four reaction types as discussed before
analytically, but we can do so reasonably well by numerical approaches.

8.6 Conclusion

It is no trivial feat to find the right conditions under which an emulsion of mesoscopic oil
droplets in water will form spontaneously, not in theory, not in experiment [2]. Reducing
the interfacial tension between water and an arbitrary oil is not easy and requires strong
measures. Traditionally surfactants are used, having an apolar tail and a charged head
group, helped by co-surfactants. Even large salt ions like tetramethylammonium are
expected to show some amphiphilic activity [105], but, as we calculated for reasonable
binding energies . 10 kBT , they require a large ionic bulk pressure before their adsorp-
tion can compete with the bare tension. Many oils tend to react with water, but only
noticeably in highly basic environments. Also colloidal particles are well known for their
tendency to adsorb at oil-water interfaces by which they reduce the total free area of
the oil-water interface. However, the total interfacial tension will at best be reduced by
the adsorption, but never become zero. An emulsion of oil droplets covered by colloidal
particles, forced at the interface, will therefore at most be metastable [47].

We showed that adsorption and reactions can lead to large surface charges on the oil
droplets that add up to a low net surface charge. The breakup of oil droplets can thereby
be favoured, lowering the grand potential. We noticed that at least one of the reacting
components should not be buffered by a reservoir to prevent complete dissolution of oil
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and find thermodynamic equilibrium at a finite droplet radius. Colloidal particles were
concluded to be an ideal finite component: under delicate conditions, salt ions, oil and
colloidal particles together act like a good surfactant, where the optimal droplet size
can be tuned by the highly controllable parameters x, ac, and ηc, being respectively
the volume fraction of oil, the radius and the packing fraction of the colloidal particles.
Although we were not able to calculate the full phase behaviour or dynamical process,
we expect a major advantage over conventional surfactants: complete dissolution of oil
is prevented by the size of the colloidal particles. The reduction of the droplet charge
requires a subtle cooperation between the oil interface and the colloidal particles, where
the ratio of colloid surface in contact with water over free oil interface has an optimal
value. This feature could make nanometer-sized colloidal particles the ideal ’surfactant’
for the synthesis of a meso-emulsion.

We found two remarkable alternatives, as an addition to the traditional methods of
emulsion stabilization. A fundamentally new mechanism was formulated in chapter 3
depending on the presence and preferential partitioning of salt ions. The mechanisms
presented in this chapter lead to spontaneous emulsification, into metastable and thermo-
dynamically stable emulsions by wetting of colloidal particles and a combined action of
charge stabilized colloidal particles, amphiphilic salt ions and a reactive oil, respectively.
The conditions should be carefully chosen, but offer a high control over droplet size of
the emulsion. The insights hopefully contribute to a better understanding of recent ex-
periments [2], and could be meaningful for particle synthesis (by polymerization of oil
droplets), self-assembly, and emulsion science in general.
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Chapter 9

Suppression of interfacial
fluctuations by shear flow

Summary The present chapter can be seen as an excursion from the previous chapters.
In stead of focussing on the equilibrium distribution of ions and charged colloidal particles
near the oil-water interface, this chapter will highlight the dynamical aspects of thermally
excited waves on a gas-liquid interface under shear flow. Thanks to the extreme softness
of colloidal gas-liquid interfaces, the amplitudes of these waves can be measured directly
by confocal microscopy, and were observed to become smaller when a shear flow was
applied [76]. The phenomenology will be described based on capillary wave theory [67, 68]
and hydrodynamic arguments [77], and an expression will be derived for the effective
interfacial tension. Figure 9.1, showing the height-height correlation function, reveals
that the typical magnitude of the interfacial waves decreases at increasing shear rate.

9.1 Introduction

From Van der Waals theory it can be predicted that different phases of a one component
fluid can coexist in thermodynamic equilibrium, as long as the temperature is below
a critical value Tc, and the overall density is within the coexistence region. A similar
coexistence can be found in many other systems. Here we will consider systems containing
colloidal particles with a radius of 71 nm, and polymers of a similar radius of gyration
in an oily solvent [75]. In a range of colloid densities, these separate into a colloid-
rich region (liquid) and a colloid-poor region (gas). The cohesion, required to induce
a phase separation, is attributed to effective attractions between the colloidal particles,
due to a decrease of osmotic pressure in the region between two particles, caused by an
entropic depletion of polymers from this region, as described by Asakura and Oosawa
[60, 61] and Vrij [62]. From an experimental viewpoint phase separated colloid-polymer
systems have several attractive features that are absent in simple liquids. Experimental
techniques used to probe the interfacial properties of simple liquids range from x-ray
photon correlation spectroscopy [73] to ellipsometry and reflectivity measurements [74],
since the interfacial width and particle velocities are of the order of nm resp. m/s. In
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Figure 9.1: Summary picture. Height-height correlation function, and roughness as a function
of the shear rate (inset). The lower lines are found at higher shear rates, corresponding to the
experimental values in the inset denoted by the dots. The lines are calculated by the theory of
section 9.2.3, by fitting τk = 0.22.

contrast colloid-polymer systems can be directly observed [75] by confocal microscopy,
since the interfacial width and particle velocities can be chosen in the range of µm resp.
µm/s. By doing so, Aarts et. al. [75] provided a new method to test capillary wave
theory [67, 68], and laid the basis for a series of experiments involving shear flow on
colloidal interfaces [76]. Furthermore, surface tensions σ of colloidal liquids are of the
order of 10−9 − 10−6 N/m, which is extremely low compared to σ ≈ 10−2 N/m for
simple liquids, well below Tc. Therefore, colloidal interfaces are expected to be more
strongly influenced by shear flow. The experiments show an unmistakable decrease of
the interfacial roughness [76], but formulating the theory in a transparent way is not
straightforward.

The understanding and description of interfaces between two fluids is a subject in-
volving ambiguities, despite a long history of research. The local free energy approach
developed by Van der Waals [63], and extended by Cahn-Hilliard [64] and Widom et. al.
[65] predicts a smoothly interpolating density profile ρ(z) between two coexisting phases
over a typical width of the bulk correlation length (where the coordinate z is chosen in
the direction normal to the interface), at least near the critical temperature Tc. This
width diverges for T → Tc, related to a vanishing surface tension σ. The width of the
density profile follows to be independent of system size and external gravity field (of the
Earth). Therefore, this treatment defines an intrinsic interfacial width, and intrinsic sur-
face tension σ. Another approach, originating from Smoluchovski [66] and Mandelstam
[67], resulting in the capillary wave theory of Buff, Lovett and Stillinger [68], assumes a
sharp boundary between the coexisting phases, while the interfacial width is determined
by the mean square height 〈|h|2〉 of thermally excited capillary waves. In contrast to
the Van der Waals, Cahn-Hilliard approach, this theory predicts a (slow) divergence of
the interfacial width for an infinite system size as the external gravity field goes to zero,
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at all temperatures. Analyses have been made in which both the approaches appear
by arguing that the models apply on different scales [69, 70], the intrinsic density pro-
file approach on the length scale of the bulk correlation length l0 at high temperatures
(close to Tc), the capillary wave theory on scales larger than l0 at low temperatures (low
wave amplitudes). Still, the precise crossover, where the first approach merges with the
second, is very difficult to define unambiguously. Some recent approaches succeeded in
describing capillary waves on the basis of the microscopic details of the system [71, 72].

In this chapter we use the capillary wave theory of Buff, Lovett, and Stillinger [68],
as well as the linearised Navier-Stokes equation, following Jeng et. al. [77]. We will
introduce two theories to explain the flattening of the interface under shear at least
in a qualitative way. In section 9.2 we quickly review the equilibrium statistics of the
interface, and we recalculate expressions for the interfacial roughness 〈|h|2〉 and height-
height correlation function gh. Then, by looking at the decay time of the waves in
an unsheared system, we modify the expressions for 〈|h|2〉 and gh(x) by neglecting the
contributions of the waves that are considered slow compared to the shear rate γ̇(h). Once
the unknown parameters are taken from the equilibrium roughness, we obtain shear rate
dependent expressions for the roughness and correlation function without fit parameters.
A second and different approach avoids the dynamics of the system by making use of
an effective energy, where the surface dependent term is corrected for the shear rate. A
comparison of the predictions from the models with recent direct observations is made
in section 9.3. The roughness and height-height correlation function of a colloidal gas-
liquid interface are considered in two situations, (A) close to, and (B) well below the
critical point. In section 9.4 we look at the relation between capillary wave theory and
the macroscopic surface tension σM , being responsible for the macroscopic shape of the
interface, and the effect of shear flow. Finally we discuss the limits of the models, as well
as the conceptual problems that arise when we try to improve the theory.

9.2 Theory

9.2.1 Capillary Wave Theory

In capillary wave theory the energy of an interface depends on the microscopic shape of
the surface and includes a gravitational term. If we parameterize the interface by the
height function h(x, y) with x, y ∈ (0, l) (Monge representation), then the microscopic
area of the interface is given by the functional

S0[h(x, y)] =

l∫

0

l∫

0

dxdy
√

1 + h2
x + h2

y, (9.1)

where hx = ∂h(x,y)
∂x and hy = ∂h(x,y)

∂y . For small amplitudes the surface energy Ws = σS0

is approximated by

Ws = σA +
σ

2

∫
dxdy (h2

x + h2
y), (9.2)
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with σ the bare surface tension, and A = l2 the macroscopic surface area. The gravita-
tional term is

Wg = g∆ρ

∫
dxdy

h(x,y)∫

0

dz z =
g∆ρ

2

∫
dxdy h(x, y)2, (9.3)

with g the gravitational acceleration, and ∆ρ the mass density difference between the
two phases. After the Fourier transformation,

h(r) =
∑

k

hk exp(−ik · r) (9.4)

with k = (kx, ky) and r = (x, y), we obtain a total energy W = Ws+Wg that is quadratic
in |hk|. We find after applying equipartition,

〈|hk|2〉 =
kBT

A σ

1
k2 + L−2

, (9.5)

with the so-called capillary length L ≡
√

σ/g∆ρ. The mean squared height, or roughness,
is now found to be, in the continuum limit of modes,

〈|h(x, y)|2〉 =
kBT

4π2σ

∫

I

dk
1

k2 + L−2
, (9.6)

with integration domain I containing all modes with |kx|, |ky| ∈ (2π/l, 2π/ξ), l =
√

A
the lateral width of the system, and ξ the smallest allowed wavelength, assumed to be of
the order of the bulk correlation length. The integral (9.6) can be worked out, and for
l À L one obtains

〈|h|2〉 =
kBT

2πσ
ln

L

ξ
. (9.7)

The height-height correlation function is defined as

gh(r) =
1
A

∫
dr′〈h(r′)h(r′ + r)〉 (9.8)

with r2 = x2 + y2, which yields in the continuum limit of modes

gh(r) =
kBT

4π2σ

∫

I

dk
exp(−ik · r)
k2 + L−2

, (9.9)

with I defined before. For r > ξ the limit kmin = 2π/l → 0 and kmax = 2π/ξ → ∞ is
taken, which yields

gh(r) =
kBT

2πσ
K0

( r

L

)
, (9.10)

for a distance r > ξ in the x, y-plane, with K0 the modified Bessel function of the second
kind.
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9.2.2 Mode selection

We will now correct (9.6) to obtain an expression for the roughness of an interface under
shear in the x-direction. This will be done by excluding some of the modes from the
integration domain in (9.6). For a detailed analysis on the dynamics of capillary waves
on liquid interfaces we refer to [77], where the solutions of the linearised Navier-Stokes
equation for a liquid-liquid interface are studied in terms of typical frequencies ωk, which
follow from boundary conditions (continuity of velocity and stress at the interface). In
the limit |ωk| ¿ η1k

2/ρ with η1 the viscosity and ρ the mass density of the liquid, the
system is called overdamped and the purely imaginary solution of ωk is found to be

ωk = −i
σ(k2L2 + 1)
2kL(η1 + η2)

≡ − i

τk
, (9.11)

such that the decay time from Ref. [77] is given by

τk = τcap
2kL

1 + k2L2
, (9.12)

with the capillary time scale τcap = (η1 + η2)L/σ and η2 the viscosity of the gas phase.
Another timescale of the system under shear is set by the shear rate γ̇ = vp/H, the
velocity difference of the plates vp divided by the plate separation H. Intuitively, we
expect the statistics of the interface to be undisturbed by the flow if the decay time of
the slowest mode is of the order of, or smaller than the inverse shear rate. For higher
shear rates, say if

γ̇ ≥ 1
τk

, (9.13)

we expect the wave with mode k to be disturbed by the flow. In our first approach we
neglect the contributions of these slow waves to the partition sum. Another argument
would be that the sheared waves can no longer be considered as interface fluctuations,
leading to the same results. The interval of slow modes is bounded by the wavenumbers
k± for which γ̇ = 1/τk± , i.e.

k±(γ̇) =
γ̇τcap ±

√
(τcapγ̇)2 − 1
L

, (9.14)

following from Eqs. (9.12) and (9.13) and shown in figure 9.2.
By removing the contribution of the slow modes from Eq. (9.6) we obtain the rough-

ness under shear,

〈|h|2〉γ̇ =
kBT

4π2σ

∫

I(γ̇)

dk
1

k2 + L−2
. (9.15)

and in a similar way, the height-height correlation function under shear,

gh(x) =
kBT

4π2σ

∫

I(γ̇)

dk
exp(−ikxx)
k2 + L−2

, (9.16)

where I(γ̇) is the modified integration domain, not containing the modes |kx| ∈ [k−, k+].
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Figure 9.2: The decay time of the modes as a function of the dimensionless wavenumber kL.
Waves with decay times τk > 1/γ̇ are excluded from the partition sum.

9.2.3 Mode weighting

Our second approach is less crude in the sense that the distinction between slow and fast
modes is less sharp. Instead of counting the fast waves and neglecting the contribution of
slow waves, we weight the contributions of all waves by including a correction term in the
expression for the surface energy, accounting for a deformation of the interface (visualized
in figure 9.3). For computational convenience we estimate this through the increase of
the length L = 4h + λ of an unsheared block wave of amplitude h and wavelength λ,
being

Lγ = L + 4(
√

h2 + γ2 − h) ≈ L + 2γ2, (9.17)

arriving at a correction of the surface energy

Ws = σA +
σA

2

∑

k

k2|hk|2 + |γk|2, (9.18)

with γk = kxτkhkγ̇, i.e. modes are displaced proportional to the decay time and ampli-
tude, for small shear rates, and the mode kx ∝ λ−1 proportional to the inverse wavelength
in the x-direction. Adding the gravitational energy Eq. (9.3)) leads to a total surface
energy

Ws + Wg = σA +
σA

2

∑

k

(k2 + L−2 + (kxτkγ̇)2)|hk|2 + |γk|2. (9.19)

This particular choice accounts for a weighting of the modes and yields a surface rough-
ness, using equipartition,

〈|h|2〉γ̇ =
kBT

(2π)2σ

∫

I

dk
1

k2 + (kxτkγ̇)2 + L−2
. (9.20)

and a shear rate dependent height-height correlation function in the x-direction

gh(x) =
kBT

4π2σ

∫

I

dk
e−ikxx

k2 + (kxτkγ̇)2 + L−2
, (9.21)

integrated over the domain I containing all modes kx, ky ∈ (−2π/ξ, 2π/ξ).
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(a) Stretching of a sinusoidal wave. (b) Stretching of a block wave.

Figure 9.3: The surface is visualized to be stretched by the shear flow.

state point A state point B
interfacial tension σ (nN/m) 2.5 36
capillary length L(µm) 2.6 8
correlation length ξ(µm) 0.9 0.3
correlation time τcap (s) 13 6

Table 9.1: Parameters from experiments by Derks et al.[76]

9.3 Comparison with experiments

Recent experiments on a phase separated colloid-polymer system in a counter-rotating
shear cell [76, 80] determined the roughness and height-height correlation function of the
interface, by a direct measurement of the fluorescent intensity of the colloidal particles.
Two different interfaces, corresponding to different coexisting states were considered:
state point A close to the critical point Tc, and state point B further away from Tc. In
B the wave amplitudes are smaller and the surface tension is higher. To compare Eqs.
(9.15) and (9.16) with the measured data we need to specify the bare surface tension σ,
the mass density difference ∆ρ, the lower cut-off length ξ, and the capillary time τcap.
The first two values are found by fitting the expression for the correlation function, Eq.
(9.16), to the experimental data of the unsheared system, where capillary wave theory
was already shown to be applicable (see e.g. Ref. [75]) The parameters found from
the equilibrium height-height correlation are summarised in table 9.1. The lower cut-
off length ξ is taken to be of the order of the bulk correlation length, or equivalently
according to Van der Waals theory, of the order of the interface width in equilibrium.
For the capillary time τcap we use the value found in the experiments from the time
correlation function g(t) = 〈h(x, t′)h(x, t′ + t)〉. After the three values σ, ∆ρ and ξ
have been determined for both state points, equations (9.15) and (9.16) are calculated
numerically, and plotted together with the experimental data in figures 9.4 and 9.5.
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(a) Parameters from table 9.1.
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(b) Modified parameters. For statepoint
A, for the mode selection approach, the
lower cut-off value is chosen to be ξ = 0.3
instead of ξ = 0.9. For statepoint B
ξ = 0.142 for both approaches.

Figure 9.4: The interfacial roughness 〈|h|2〉 as a function of shear rate γ̇ for state point A
close to critical point, and state point B (inset) further from critical point. The open symbols
represent the measurements, the thin solid lines are the results from the mode selection method
(Eq. (9.15)), the thick solid lines are the results of the mode weighting method (Eq. (9.20)).
The unknown parameters of Eq. (9.15) are found from the equilibrium height-height correlation
function.
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(a) Mode selection approach (section 9.2.2)
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(b) Mode weighting approach (section 9.2.3)

Figure 9.5: The height-height correlation function gh(x) for state point A close to critical
point, and state point B (inset) further from critical point. The open symbols represent the
measurements, where the symbols corresponds to a shear rate, the solid lines are the results
from the mode weighting method (Eq. (9.20)). The upper line corresponds to the system in
equilibrium, and is fitted to the measurements. The lower lines are the predictions for gh(x)
under increasing shear rates, based on the parameters found in equilibrium. The model strongly
overestimates the effect of shear for state point B, although less so in the weighting approach
(b) than in the selection approach (a).
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In figure 9.4 the roughness is shown as a function of shear rate γ̇ for state point A,
and B (inset). A single choice for the parameters determines the predictions for all shear
rates. The symbols represent the measured data, the thin lines are the predictions based
on the mode selection approach, the thick lines are the predictions based on the mode
weighting approach. The mode selection approach only provides a nonzero correction
at γ̇ & 0.1 s−1, because τk . 10 s. At increasing shear rates the roughness is found to
decrease, in the selection approach by excluding an increasing interval of modes, in the
weighting approach by assigning a larger statistical weight to each mode. Quantitatively,
the weighting method approaches the experimental values, the predicted phenomenology
of both methods agrees with the experimental observations. The heigh-height correlation
functions (9.16) are shown in figure 9.5 together with the experimental data (symbols) for
state point A, and B (inset). The lower lines correspond to higher shear rates that were
denoted by the dots in figure 9.4. Again the exmperimentally found phenomenology ap-
pears to be confirmed by both methods, and the weighting method almost quantitatively
for state point A. The selection method for state point B, however, seems to exclude too
many modes for the experimental parameters (yielding nonsense in figure 9.5).

9.4 Effective surface tension

The measurements provide an indirect way to determine the bare surface tension σ by
fitting the expression for the height-height correlation function gh(x) (Eq. (9.16)) to
the measurements. We referred to σ as the bare surface tension to avoid confusion with
the widely used effective surface tension σeff = ∂F/∂A, the excess free energy per
(macroscopic) area. The bare surface tension can be interpreted as the effective surface
tension without the contribution of the capillary waves, and since the capillary waves
are purely of entropic origin, the bare surface tension is an upper limit for the effective
surface tension, σeff ≤ σ. We will discuss the relation between the bare and effective
surface tension and compare the contribution of the capillary waves in colloid-polymer
systems with the contribution in simple liquids. We will consider how this contribution
depends on the choice of the lowest length scale ξ, for both state points A and B.

Using Eqs. (9.2) and (9.3) and a Fourier transform of h(x, y) we form the equilibrium
partition function

Z =
∏

k

C

∫
dhk exp

{
− βσA

2
(k2 + L−2)|hk|2

}
, (9.22)

where the constant C can be found after discretising h(x, y) [69, 70], making the inte-
gral dimensionless. The excess free energy due to capillary waves can be calculated by
evaluation of the Gaussian integral (9.22)

Fexc = −kBT ln Z = kBT
A

(2π)2

∫

I

dk ln
βσA(k2 + L−2)

πC
, (9.23)

in the continuum limit. A straightforward derivation with respect to the macroscopic
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surface area A yields the effective surface tension

σeff = σ +
kBT

π2ξ2

∫

I

dk̃ ln
(4βσA

πCξ2
(k̃2 + (ξ/2L)2)

)
(9.24)

+
4kBT

ξ2
(1− A

C

∂C

∂A
),

where we transformed to dimensionless variables k̃ = k · ξ/2; |k̃x|, |k̃y| ∈ (−π, π). The
expression C = 2Aξ2/l60 from Ref. [70], with l0 the correlation length in the liquid phase,
yields the expression for σeff (Eq. (9.24) independent of system area A and reduces it
to

σeff = σ +
kBT

π2ξ2

∫

I

dk̃ ln(k̃2 + (ξ/2L)2) (9.25)

+
4kBT

ξ2
ln

2βσl60
πξ4

.

A similar expression is mentioned in [68], that only depends on the lower cut-off value ξ,
and seems to be derived in the same manner,

σeff = σ − 3kBT

16π
k2

max (9.26)

with kmax = 2π/ξ. However, we expect Eq. (9.26) to be valid only for specific parameters,
since we cannot reproduce the expression for general systems. The two equations, (9.25)
and (9.26), are plotted as a function of the lower cut-off value ξ in figure 9.6 for the
system parameters of state point A and B, in order to get an impression of the physically
allowed magnitude of ξ.

9.5 Discussion

For state point A, especially the mode weighting approach agrees with the experiments, at
least qualitatively. Both the mode selection approach and the mode weighting approach
predict a stronger effect of shear than the experiments show for state point B. However,
both in experiments and our theory, the exact flow profile is not taken into account. If
the separate viscosities of the fluid phases would lead to a kink in the flow profile we
need to correct the coupling of the modes to the shear rate, using viscosity considerations.
This also requires a reinterpretation of the shear rate, that is assumed linear here γ̇(h) =
vsh/H, as well as in the experiments.

The effective surface tension σeff , from Eqs. (9.25) and (9.26), roughly shows that
the lower cut-off length ξ may not be chosen too small in order to have physical results
(figure 9.6). Far from the critical point this is no problem as long as the cut-off is larger
than the particle diameter ξ ≥ d. The contribution of the capillary waves to σeff is
small, so σeff/σ ≈ 1. Close to the critical point (state point A), variations of the order
of the particle diameter d in ξ can have large variations in the contribution of capillary
waves to the effective surface tension, and one can have σeff/σ ¿ 1. In fact, Eqs. (9.25)
and (9.26) may predict negative values for σeff , as well as values > σ. Both are not
physical.
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Figure 9.6: The effective surface tension σeff as a function of the lower cut-off value ξ for state
point A close to critical point(a), and state point B further from critical temperature (b). The
units in the figures are dimensionless, σeff is divided by the bare surface tension σ and ξ by the
colloidal diameter d = 0.142µm. The thin lines represent Eq. (9.26), the thick lines Eq. (9.25),
and the dashed lines were calculated using parameters of argon close to its triple point, and an
appropriate ξ = O(1) nm. The vertical dashed line represents our choice for ξ throughout the
chapter.

The precise value of ξ is for consistency chosen to be equal to the interface width in
equilibrium, ξA = 0.9µm and ξB = 0.3µm. Although this length scale remains a factor
to be discussed within capillary wave theory, this choice seems to be reasonable.

9.6 Conclusion

We considered the flattening influence of shear flow on capillary waves in a phase sep-
arated colloid-polymer mixture, and described the behaviour using two straightforward
models based on capillary wave theory, describing the phenomenology as found in exper-
iments [76]. By dynamical analysis using the linearised Navier-Stokes equation [77], the
decay time of the overdamped waves on the gas-liquid interface could be compared with
the shear rate. A shear rate dependent correction was introduced either by exclusion of
modes that have a long decay time compared to the shear rate, γτk ≥ 1, or by weighting
the modes with a weight function depending on the decay time. We found the correla-
tion function gh(x) and roughness 〈|h|2〉 as a function of shear rate, after obtaining the
unknown parameters from the equilibrium measurements of the height-height correlation
function of the interface. The approximations tend to overestimate the effect of shear
far from the critical point, possibly because the flow profile is taken to be linear, without
kinks. The lower cut-off value ξ, a crucial parameter in capillary wave theory, requires
further study, especially close to critical point, where the contribution of the capillary
waves to the effective surface tension is large and strongly dependent on the choice of ξ.
The theory presented here shows to be capable of describing the interface under shear,
but we do not expect the traditional approximations, i.e. low wave amplitudes, sharp
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density crossovers and choice of cut-offs to be accurate everywhere in the large parameter
space that colloidal interfaces provide.
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Chapter 10

Summary

Vanity of vanities, saith the Preacher, vanity of vanities; all is vanity

(Ecclesiastes 1:2)

This thesis could be read in about twenty minutes. The introduction and summary
provide the most general overview of the work, as viewed from a distance. For some more
details about the new discoveries the reader can read the summaries of chapters three
to nine, although the language may only be appreciated by a specialized audience. By
then the twenty minutes will be over. If the reader is at that moment left with a feeling
of curiosity, the chapters themselves offer a lot of background information, derivations,
inductions and deductions, pictures and puzzles that took me four years to solve, and
many have not even been solved up to now. That is, I think, what the thesis can provide
in total. Unfortunately I have not been able to transform every thought and experience
into a page of this booklet, but enthusiastic readers are very welcome to ask about these,
and I can highly recommend to let the mind wonder about this subject for an afternoon.
Or about anything else. . .

The chapters in this thesis deal with natural phenomena that can, in most cases,
directly be observed and checked by the eye, without the need of sophisticated inter-
pretation. Arbitrary human beings should be perfectly able to see them, without the
necessity of any knowledge of any science or language, in the same way as watching a
leaf falling from a tree. Only sometimes a microscope is required to reveal the exciting
underlying world at smaller length scales. The ideas that will be presented make connec-
tions with emulsions and suspensions; or basically anything that consists of water, oil,
salt, and some powder or clay or soap. From pancakes (raw) to crude oil, from cosmetics
to pharmaceutical elixirs. We were not the first to study such liquids. I have not found
any official confirmation on the name of the first researcher, but he or she must have
lived quite a while ago already. Knowledge on emulsions is ancient, where every cul-
ture had its way of describing their properties, to discern generalizing and distinguishing
features. Several examples can be given. Emulsions like paint were used on the walls
of caves, for example in Lascaux (France) and Kakadu (Australia). With some fantasy
a lot of speculations can be made about how this paint was regarded by its user and
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contemporaries.

(a) Herd near Lascaux (b) Kakadu hero

Also the Roman poet Publius Ovidius Naso, who had been the incredibly popular
writer of ’Metamorphoses’ and ’Ars Amandi’ (how to seduce human beings of opposite sex
and of equal sex, and how to get rid of them), also wrote ’Medicamina Faciei Femineae’
(cosmetics for the female face) in the year 5 A.D.:

Learn, girls, what care can improve your face
And how you can preserve your beauty
Cultivation commands the sterile earth to render the gifts
Of wheat and to bury devouring briars
Cultivation improves the bitter juice of fruits
The cleft tree accepts adopted riches
We like what is cultivated. Lofty halls are lined with gold
Black earth is hidden under layers of marble
The same fleece is often dyed in Tyrian cauldrons
India offers ivory to be carved into delighful things. . .

. . . Learn now in what manner, when sleep has let go your tender limbs,

your faces can shine bright and fair.

Strip from its covering of chaff the barley which Lybian husbandmen

have sent in ships. Let an equal measure of vetch be moistened in ten eggs,

but let the skinned barley weigh two pounds. When this has dried

in the blowing breezes, bid the slow she-ass break it on the rough millstone:

grind therewith too the first horns that fall from a nimble stag

(let the sixth part of a solid as be added). . . [149]

The reason for Ovid’s banishment to the Black Sea is still a mystery. Even more than
a millennium before Ovid another type of suspension had been reported. When Moses
saw his people dance around a golden calf, he ”took the calf which they had made, and
burnt it with fire, and ground it to powder, and strewed it upon the water, and made
the children of Israel drink of it” [150]. According to the medieval mystic Hildegard
von Bingen, grounded gold can have an incredible beneficial effect on body and spirit
when drunk. In Chinese kitchen, golden coins are cooked together with the food for a
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similar reason, and also to Ayurvedic doctors the powers of gold solution are well known.

Figure 10.1:
Michael Faraday
(1791-1867)

Only more than 3000 years after Moses, a genius of modern sci-
ence Michael Faraday reported the remarkable optical properties of
colloidal gold solutions, where ’colloidal’ is a word that is typically
used to recognize other initiates in this tradition. It was introduced
by later modern scientists. To finish a summation of ancient knowl-
edge, we can conclude that emulsions have been studied for ages,
that nothing seems really new, except maybe the word ’colloidal’.

In this thesis ’colloidal’ is used as a convenient adjective mean-
ing: ’something with a size between 0.000000001 and 0.000001 m’,
which is incredibly meaningful for many scientists. The original
word ’colloid’ referred to a solution containing a powder with grains
of that typical size. It is derived from the greek kolla, glue, and

points at the typical properties of these solutions. However, colloidal suspensions can
have many more fascinating properties. They can be opalescent (showing zillions of
colours, like an opal), liquid magnets, gel-like when stirred and liquid at rest or vice
versa. And what about the wonderful elastic properties of the skin, that are only fully
understood by the creators of cosmetic commercials. The viscosity of some colloidal
suspensions (how easily they flow) can even be manipulated with electric fields. The
question: ”Why?” can be enough for a lifetime of thinking, even in the neighbourhood
of renowned research institutes, and all possible answers seem to draw the attention to
this magical length scale.

The meaning of the theories we developed in the past four years is rather limited to
dilute emulsions of reasonably pure water and oil, with some very delicate powders of
round colloidal particles. Dense and dirty systems appeared to us too chaotic and diverse
to characterize. The more emptiness, the better. To give an elaborate account of these
dilute emulsions we employed ideas that are commonly considered to belong to Classical
Electrodynamics, Thermodynamics, Statistical Mechanics, and applied some stochastics,
solved nonlinear differential equations in 1 dimension, or applied numerical algorithms
to find a numerical answer. The length scale of the colloidal particle is physically at-
tractive in several ways: it is small enough to roam around in solution, typically over a
length of its own diameter within one second, such that their movements can be seen as
a stochastic process, and can at the same time be observed directly, only with the aid of
a microscope, and followed in time. Furthermore, the interactions between colloidal par-
ticles are unimaginably diverse, which leads to a rich phase behaviour (how they behave
in a group). The strength of these interactions are comparable to the kinetic energy of
the particles, that is, particles can bind with each other but also break free again, which
is fundamentally different at the atomic length scale. Pierre-Gilles de Gennes coined
the word ’soft condensed matter’ to collect the systems that interact so softly under one
name. Just to make other colleagues smile about the softness: typical energy scales are
of the order of the thermal energy, which is for particles at room temperature about 1/40
eV. This energy scale is inconvenient for diets: if the thermal energy is 1 point then you
may eat for about 100000000000000000000000 points a day.

Colloidal particles have even more attractive sides. Their versatile properties, the way
they can be manipulated, together with the possibility of direct observations, are ideal to
put existing theories to the test, gain more understanding of the limits of approximative
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methods, and formulate new testable theories. And in the last place, soft condensed
matter is everywhere on earth, which means that any gain of understanding changes the
view on the world forever, and not only on soft condensed matter.

Chapter two is meant for colleagues or readers who are experienced with the concepts
of modern physics. The chapter is mainly designed to call several well-known principles
to the consciousness rather than explaining them. At the end of the chapter several
explicit derivations are shown that are used throughout the thesis.

Chapter three is about the distribution of salt in water near an oil interface. In first
instance the interface is considered to be flat for simplicity and recognize the phenomenon
of ’partitioning’, the way salt distributes between water and oil. In later sections the
interfaces are more complex, being curved or charged. It will be concluded that emulsions
of water and specific oils can be stabilized by salt. That droplets cannot flow together
because of the surrounding salt. Unfortunately, normal oils like sunflower oil or olive
oil are not fit for an experiment. The specific oils must be able to contain at least
a little bit of salt, to be able to stabilize in water. The stabilization of emulsions is
traditionally thought to come from additives like clay or soap or mustard. Here we
identify a fundamentally new mechanism, where emulsions can be stabilized by salt
alone. The saying that ’oil and water do not mix’ should at least be treated with care,
since they sometimes do, in the form of emulsions that are stable for more than a year.

In chapter four we add charged colloidal particles to the systems we considered in
chapter three. We consider the particles in oil near a flat interface of salty water. In
chapter five the particles are considered under sedimentation. In both systems we again
conclude the large influence of the salt. In chapter four the particles are drawn to the
interface by the salt until it is almost completely covered, while the other particles are
pushed far away from the interface. The repulsion can be tuned by using other types
of salt, and even turned into an attraction. In chapter five, the sedimenting charged
particles are hindered by electric fields created by the salt. In equilibrium the particles
order into dilute layers of equal mass per charge. Computer simulations and experiments
agree with the theoretical conclusions, and sometimes show the limits of the theory.

In chapter six the systems discussed so far seem less soft than they initially appeared.
Stronger correlations between salt particles are considered, leading to corrections on
previous predictions. Significantly different behaviour is expected only in exceptional
cases.

In chapter seven we imagine how salt adsorbs to colloidal particles, creating a surface
charge. We calculate how the charge of colloidal particles is dependent on the concen-
tration of salt and other particles.

Chapter eight may deal with the most complex system of the thesis, since it combines
all systems discussed in previous chapters. Emulsions of oil in water are considered,
together with small colloidal particles and salt. Additionally, the adsorption of salt
to the surface of the colloidal particles and to the interface between water and oil is
considered, and the oil is assumed to be slightly reactive. The reason for this level of
sophistication was given by experimental observations [3], apart from the fact that we
were able to handle it. In the experiments it was discovered how these components can
form an emulsion out of itself, without shaking, where the droplet size is highly tunable
by the salt concentration and the presence of colloidal particles. From the theory we
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understand two possible mechanisms how these components manage to do that, and how
the droplet size and particle concentrations are related.

Chapter nine distinguishes from the other chapters by focussing on the dynamic
aspects of an interface. To be more precise, how a shear flow flattens the interfacial
fluctuations of a dense phase of colloidal particles. Chapters ten (this chapter) and
eleven conclude with a summary of the thesis, using more casual language.

So it seems, we have gained a lot of understanding of emulsions and suspensions.
Direct observations gave clues about a world that lies hidden for the eye (e.g. the
behaviour of salt in solution), and were explained by an analysis of this world. I suspect
that this procedure is ancient as well, although I am not aware of a proper name. This
thesis attempts to provide a link to the indirectly observable with directly readable words,
where vanity might be a crucial one.
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Chapter 11

Samenvatting

Onderzoek Het samenvatten van de inhoud lijkt mij onmogelijk. Eigenlijk bestaat dit
boekje al uitsluitend uit samenvatting. Het zou misschien fataal kunnen zijn voor de
overdracht, om uit die samenvatting nog meer te isoleren, ook al is deze uitgespreid over
honderd pagina’s. Vergelijkbaar met het isoleren van de werkzame stof uit een mengsel
van organische stoffen voor een medicijn; als deze stoffen gescheiden worden van elkaar
kan de werkzaamheid opeens totaal vervallen en doet geen van de gëısoleerde stoffen
nog iets heilzaams [151]. Alleen als geheel brengt het iets teweeg, op complexe wijze
samenwerkend. Dit was tevens het motto van hoofdstuk 8, maar kan ook over het werk
als geheel gezegd worden. Sterker nog, zou de inhoud samengevat kunnen worden dan had
ik niet goed mijn best gedaan. Daar lijkt de theoretische natuurkunde zich juist voor in te
spannen, het waargenomene samen te vatten. Daartoe worden begrippen geintroduceerd
die het waargenomene weliswaar geweld aandoen, maar die ook nieuwe waarnemingen
doen ontstaan. Om dit proces te ervaren kan men een glas wijn nemen en kijken naar de
zonsondergang boven zee. Men kan het glas achterover gooien, ”mooi, zeg!” tegen zon
zeggen, en weer verder kuieren. De weg van de onderzoeker biedt een alternatief. De
wijn kan via veel wegen genoten worden, en deze ervaringen kunnen een etiket gegeven
worden in de vorm van een woord, of willekeurige andere ervaring. Daarmee wordt vaak
het waargenomene vereenvoudigd. Door te zeggen: ”Ik proef hout.” refereert men niet
aan een herinnering waarin men een eik bemonsterde, maar wordt eerder een bepaalde
smaak belicht, die men ook in andere wijnen had ervaren. Nu kan het ’hout’ nog in
verband gebracht worden met houten vaten waarin de wijn verbleef, moeilijker wordt het
als er ’gemaaid gras’, ’leer’ of ’animale geuren’ worden ervaren. Met deze termen, waar ze
dan ook aan ontleend zijn, kunnen generalisaties gemaakt worden, veel ervaringen kunnen
op een hoop geveegd worden: ”Alle wijnen van dit merk smaken naar hout.”. Daarmee
wordt een rijkdom aan ervaringen misschien in één hokje gestopt, aan de andere kant
komt daarmee ruimte vrij voor nieuwe ervaringen: ”Deze wijn smaakt naar berkenhout!”.
Uiteindelijk kan men al deze termen in de zee werpen en toch verblind worden door de
veelzijdigheid van zon en wijn.

Zoals in de vergelijking het ’hout’ werd gebruikt om de wijn te ervaren, wordt hier
het ’wijn proeven’ gebruikt om het proces van onderzoek te ervaren [152]. Binnen de
natuurkunde is het glas wijn het universum, en proeft men met name met het oog en de
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geest.
Deze nogal lange metafoor doet niet onder voor die van Homerus, die bekend stond

om zijn beeldspraak. Naast zijn gebruik van uniek voorkomende woorden, kenmerkende
stijlfiguren, waren ook zijn vergelijkingen opvallend door de uitvoerigheid:

Zoals in de bergen een havik, vlugger vliegt dan al wat er vliegt, op een schichtige duif

komt gestreken deze wiekt zijdelings weg, maar de havik, telkens weer stotend, schiet en schiet

op haar af met snerpende kreten: zijn vraatzucht spoort hem tot grijpen zo snelde toen ook

Achilles naar voren, vol van begeerte. [153]

En om daar nog een vergelijking aan vast te maken: -zoals de lezer van de Ilias in alle
helderheid ervoer hoe die gespierde Achilles over de Trojaanse velden raasde.- zo ervoer
ook de fysicus door vergelijkingen in scherp detail op wat voor manier de wereld om hem
heen bewoog.

De formules en, met alle respect, nogal vreemde taal lijken niets anders dan een
enorme Homerische vergelijking, die ervoor zorgt dat ervaringen versterkt worden, of
nieuwe binnen bereik komen. Daaruit zijn veel ideeën en ontwikkelingen voortgekomen,
waarvan een zekere selectie sterk wordt erkend. Dit proefschrift zou bijvoorbeeld menig
industrieel op kunnen vrolijken, doordat emulsies en kleine nano-deeltjes nu nog beter
begrepen worden. Wat weer terug te vinden zou kunnen zijn in bijvoorbeeld dieetmar-
garine die nóg beter voor de lijn is (m.a.w. waar nóg meer water zit), zalfjes en smeersels
die nog zachter zijn voor de huid, geavanceerde geneesmiddelen en -methoden, of op
de weg met roetvrije brandstof die nóg efficiënter uit de grond gepompt kan worden.
Ik speculeer maar in het wilde weg, zoals een boer die niet precies weet wat een grote
fabriek met zijn groenten doet.

Het aantal metaforen loopt nu al de spuigaten uit, met vergelijkingen binnen vergelij-
kingen, en de Homerische vergelijking die als Homerische vergelijking wordt gebruikt.
Als dit verwarring veroorzaakt bij de lezer, moge dit dan bijdragen aan een beter begrip
voor het proces van onderzoek.

De natuurkunde als indianenverhaal Om toch iets over de inhoud van dit proef-
schrift te vertellen, wordt wederom Homerus als groot voorbeeld genomen. Lange vergelij-
kingen lenen zich uitstekend voor het doen groeien van begrip, of onbegrip indien te
lichtzinnig toegepast. Dit gaat het beste vanuit een kader waarbinnen de voorstelling
rijk is. Om meer begrip te verkrijgen gebruikt de fysicus de fysica als kader. De theoriën
blijken zeer wendbaar en toepasbaar in zeer veel situaties. De inzichten brengen veel
binnen bereik. Dat wat vroeger mystiek was, je de kop kostte als tovenaar, of wat hoog
ontwikkeld was, wordt nu als zó normaal of zelfs plat ervaren dat kinderen er zich voor
generen als ze het niet precies weten. Om iets over ’emulsies’ en ’colloidale suspensies’ te
vertellen zal ik hier niet het kader van de fysica gebruiken, maar een kader dat ik beter
bekend veronderstel: dat van de Indianen.

Neem een nomadische Indianenstam (=eentje die rondtrekt), de Pafwangs, en stelt u
zich voor dat deze bestaat uit krijgers en squaws (=indianenvrouwen). Deze slapen allen
in tenten. De krijgers trekken af en toe het veld in om te jagen, te verkennen, of gewoon
wat rond te zwerven. Dit doen zij niet massaal, en zeker niet in de open prairie. Binnen
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het tentenkamp mag alles gemoedelijk zijn, maar buiten de grenzen van de tentstokken,
in het open veld, klopt het krijgerbloed op andere wijze. Zij houden afstand van elkaar
en de spanningen kunnen hoger oplopen. De squaws zijn, net als de krijgers, het meeste
op hun gemak in het tentenkamp. Dat een squaw ver de velden in trekt gebeurt niet
snel. Als dat toch gebeurt plukt zij daar vaak bloemen, tot er, al gauw, een krijger
bovenop haar springt. Toch, als er weinig bloemen groeien hebben de squaws een lichte
voorkeur voor de buitenrand van het tentenkamp, alwaar ze vanachter de tentstokken
over de velden kunnen kijken naar rondstruinende gespannen krijgers. De krijgers zijn
niet geheel ongevoelig voor deze aandacht en struinen daarom bij voorkeur in het zicht
van de schone squaws of brengen zelfs graag een bloem, of gevilde bever.

Het omgekeerde gebeurt in bloemige weiden waar pluizige konijnen rondhoppen. Dan
trekken juist meer squaws de velden in, en blijven de krijgers aan de rand van het kamp
achter om te kijken naar de dansende en zingende squaws, temidden van de pluizige
konijnen.

In dit proefschrift wordt het tentenkamp een waterdruppel genoemd, de Pafwang-
indianen ’zout’, de krijgers ’cation’ en de squaws ’anion’, de open prairie wordt ’olie’ ge-
noemd, en weinig begroeiing heet ’lage polariteit’. De voorkeur voor de indianen voor het
kamp boven de prairie wordt aangeduid met het begrip ’partitionering’. Dat de krijgers
niet vaak de open prairie intrekken, maar wel vaker dan de squaws heet ’voorkeurspar-
titionering’. De vrouwelijke haag binnen de rand van het kamp, en de bredere band
van rondstruinende helden rond het kamp, noemen we ’dubbellaag formatie’. Hier gaat
hoofdstuk 3 over. Eerst over enorme tentenkampen, dan over kleinere. Uiteindelijk over
het feit dat meerdere rondtrekkende kampen niet samengaan als er ringen van krijgers
omheen struinen. Hiermee verklaren we dat een emulsie van olie en water stabiel kan
zijn, dankzij de verdeling van het zout. Dit was een unieke en nieuwe ontdekking.

Voor hoofdstuk 4 worden nieuwe spelers geintroduceerd. Stelt u zich voor dat in de
vlakte andere indianen verschijnen die lijken op die van de inmiddels bekende stam, doch
zij zijn groter op elk vlak. Het zijn de eenzaam rondtrekkende Rondbuiken, die zeer
mannelijk en krachtig zijn (De vrouwen bekijken we later). De weinige Pafwang-squaws
die in het veld ronddansen vergaart hij zonder problemen om zich heen, en sommige heel
dicht. Door deze haag van dames zien de sterke Rondbuikkrijgers elkaar minder goed
wat de mannelijke krachtmetingen doet afzwakken. Het wil wel eens gebeuren dat zo een
Rondbuik in de buurt van het Pafwang-kamp komt. De buitenste van de omringende
squaws maken van deze gelegenheid gebruik om naar de tenten toe te lopen, waar het
uiteindelijk veel beter verblijven is dan aan de rand van de vrouwenschare. De sterke
Rondbuik in het midden merkt deze verschuiving van aandacht en beweegt naar het kamp
toe. De aandacht die hem aan de rand ten deel valt kluistert hem. De thuisgekomen
squaws weigeren om weer met hem het veld in te trekken, en hij wil niet het kamp in,
afgestoten door de gemoedelijke geuren, het gekeuvel en de gebloemde tentdoeken. Het
gevolg: aan de rand van het kamp worden veel van deze sterke Rondbuiken vergaard.
De andere in het veld blijven op grote afstand. Zodra twee sterke Rondbuiken in het
veld elkaar naderen komt de omringende schare van squaws in contact met een andere,
en stijgt de haat en nijd, en de drift van de Rondbuikkrijgers, wat ze weer meer afstand
van elkaar doet nemen. In figuur 11.1 ziet men hoe Zware Beer gevangen wordt nabij
een tentenkamp als de omringende schare van vrouwen het kamp verkiest boven het veld.
Als er weinig bloemen en konijnen te vinden zijn verkiezen meer squaws het tentenkamp,
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in het ergste geval allemaal. De sterke Rondbuiken aan de rand zijn dan zó gericht op
de aandacht die hen vanuit het kamp ten deel valt, dat zij geen oog meer hebben voor
de krijgers achter zich, zodat deze ook kunnen naderen.

Figure 11.1: Zware Beer (groen) struint over de vlakte (geel) en heeft aandacht van squaws
(rood). Dan komt hij per ongeluk in de buurt van een kamp (blauw). De squaws verkiezen de
tentstokken, en Zware Beer, gebonden door de aandacht maar afgestoten door de huiselijkheid,
blijft voor de rest van zijn leven aan de rand wonen.

In hoofdstuk 4 worden de sterke Rondbuiken zoals Zware Beer ’colloidale deeltjes’
genoemd, en ’zeer sterk positief geladen’. De omringende squaws zijn ’licht negatief
geladen’, maar weten gezamenlijk de positieve lading ’af te schermen’. Dat de sterke
krijgers zich minder met elkaar meten wordt ’afgeschermde interacties’ genoemd. Als
de omringende schare breekt heet dit ’dubbellaag destructie’. De krijgers aan de rand
van het kamp vormen een ’monolaag’ en zijn ’sterk gebonden’ en ’kunnen zich niet
losmaken’. Het gebied tussen de krijgers aan de rand van het kamp en die zich ver weg
in het veld bevinden wordt ’depletiezone’ genoemd. Hier gaat hoofdstuk 4 over, met
de nadruk op de dubbellaag destructie. Wij voorspellen hier het fenomeen dat kleine
deeltjes in olie naar water worden getrokken en sterk aan het grensvlak blijven plakken,
en dat zout hierin een grote rol kan spelen. Bovendien kunnen deze deeltjes andere
deeltjes op een afstand houden door ze sterk af te stoten. Met de keuze van het soort
zout (keukenzout, bakkerszout, Himalayazout) kan men deze afstoting verminderen of
juist doen toenemen. Dit fenomeen kan van groot belang zijn als men een emulsie wil
maken, of juist wil scheiden, zoals bij voedselbereiding, of in de (petro-)chemische en
pharmaceutische industrie.

Hopelijk is de vergelijking nog overzichtelijk. Homerus zou misschien de wenkbrauwen
opgetrokken hebben van zo een lange, doorgevoerde vergelijking. Welnu, het kan nog veel
erger, want dit hele boekje bestaat bijna uitsluitend uit vergelijking.

In hoofdstuk 6 wordt er gekeken naar heftige reacties. Het wordt spannend als er
wordt gekeken naar squaws en krijgers die op elkaar springen, die een ’paar’ vormen in
het veld. Aanvankelijk lijken er niet zoveel paartjes te zijn, maar als beseft wordt dat zij
in staat zijn zich te ontdoen van hun kleren, zou het kunnen zijn dat er veel meer paartjes
in het veld zijn dan we denken. Vooral in de open prairie waar de spanningen het hoogst
oplopen zoeken de eenzame krijgers en squaws elkaar snel op. Trio’s, kwartetjes, en
groepen worden kort genoemd, waarna snel verder wordt gepraat. Deze paartjes noemen
wij ’Bjerrum-paren’, en ’ongeladen’, en hiermee voorspellen we dat de spanningen in de
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’dubbellaag’ rond een tentenkamp weliswaar verlaagd worden, maar dat de ’dubbellaag’
wel breder wordt. In hoofdstuk 7 kijken we naar nieuwe spelers: de Rondbuikmedicijn-
mannen. Heftige reacties kunnen plaatsvinden rond deze medicijnmannen, als deze de
prairie intrekken. Om deze kan zich een sterke cultus van Pafwangvrouwen verzamelen,
met daaromheen een ring van geinteresseerde Pafwangkrijgers. Het kan ook gebeuren
dat er zich juist een sterke mannenclub dicht om hen heen vormt, terwijl de vrouwen een
aangename afstand kiezen. De groepsvorming wordt pas echt sterk als zowel de mannen
als de vrouwen het aangenaam vinden dichtbij de medicijnman.

In hoofdstuk 8 wordt het complex als de Pafwangs en Rondbuiken in een reservaat
worden geduwd. Binnen de aangelegde hekken beslaan de tenten bijna het gehele op-
pervlak. De Pafwangs hebben hier geen problemen mee, zij voelden zich nooit op hun
gemak in de grote, open prairie. De Rondbuiken daarentegen zoeken snel de rand op
van de open plekken binnen het reservaat, alwaar zij herinnerd worden aan de vrijheid.
Wel kost het ze moeite om zich los te maken van de rand om midden op het veld te
gaan leven. Daardoor zijn de randen van de open plekken snel bezet door Rondbuiken
en blijven er andere Rondbuiken over die ontevreden tussen tenten moeten leven, zonder
uitzicht op wuivend gras. Deze onvrede kan verholpen worden door de open vlaktes op
te delen; aan de rand van tien parkjes kunnen meer Rondbuiken zitten dan aan de rand
van één groot veld. De indianen rangschikken hun tenten zodat er meerdere, kleinere
open plekken ontstaan. Zodra alle Rondbuiken een plaatsje hebben gevonden lijkt de
rust in het reservaat te zijn teruggekeerd. Worden de Rondbuiken echter met geweld los-
gemaakt van de rand en de open veldjes ingedreven, waar ze zich toch het meeste thuis
voelen, rangschikken de Pafwangs hun tenten weer. Uiteindelijk is de sfeer het beste
als de Rondbuiken de rand van één groot veld bezetten, terwijl de overige rondstruinen
in het veld. Met deze vergelijking verklaren we de spontane emulsificatie van olie in
water, onder invloed van ’hydrophobe’ (=niet van water houdende) colloidale deeltjes.
We voorspellen dat de gevormde emulsie op zijn hoogst ’metastabiel’ is; de olie kan zich
opdelen om plaats te bieden aan de deeltjes in water, maar als de deeltjes de olie ingaan,
ontmengen water en olie weer.

Het wordt een ander verhaal als er Rondbuikmedicijnmannen in het reservaat aan-
wezig zijn. Als deze medicijnmannen aan de rand van het veld gaan wonen, omringd
door hun Pafwang volgelingen, wil opeens iedereen, Pafwang en Rondbuik, aan de rand
van een veld wonen. De tenten worden gerangschikt tot er vele veldjes zijn, afhankelijk
van het aantal medicijnmannen. Met deze vergelijking denken we dat water en olie een
stabiele emulsie kunnen vormen, zonder te schudden, uit zichzelf. Daarvoor zijn col-
loidale deeltjes nodig, en zoutionen die daar aan kunnen binden. Dit is een verrassend
inzicht, dat oude inzichten nuanceert en een nieuwe methode zou bieden om water en
olie te emulgeren.

In het laatste hoofdstuk, hoofdstuk 9, steekt er een fikse wind op. De tentdoeken
flapperen. De rand van het tentenkamp ziet er gewoonlijk wat onregelmatig uit, maar
door een forse bries worden de tenten netjes op een lijn geplaatst om te zorgen dat
uitstekende stokken niet worden weggeblazen. Hiermee beschrijven we dat het grensvlak
tussen lucht en water vlakker wordt op microscopisch niveau als er een ’wind’ gaat waaien.
Dit in tegenstelling tot het macroscopisch oppervlak van de zee, dat er alleen maar ruiger
op wordt. De vergelijkingen in dit hoofdstuk hebben een beschrijvende kwaliteit, maar
bieden geen grote zekerheid om er algemene situaties kwantitatief mee te voorspellen.
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Dat geldt in het bijzonder voor de vergelijkingen in deze Nederlandse samenvatting.

Bijwerkingen De poging om een beeld te geven van het onderzoeksproces en de in-
houd van dit proefschrift zal ik proberen af te ronden. Door de introductie van de
indianen heb ik geprobeerd uit te leggen wat we in zoutige emulsies kunnen waarnemen,
vaak op directe wijze met een microscoop, soms via een meer indirecte weg. Daarbij
heb ik het kader van de natuurkunde links laten liggen. Toch zou ik graag enkele ver-
schillen willen noemen tussen indianenverhalen en natuurkundige verklaringen. In de
eerste plaats onderscheiden deze zich door hun begrijpelijkheid en vermakelijkheid. Indi-
anenverhalen bestaan vaak uit smakelijke overdrijvingen, die het voorstellingsvermogen
sterk aanspreken, maar niet uitblinken in betrouwbaarheid. Natuurkundige verklarin-
gen daarentegen schijnen aanvankelijk onbegrijpelijk, moeilijk voorstelbaar en weinig
veelzeggend. Deze ervaringen beleven een omkering als men er enige tijd aan wordt
blootgesteld. De indianenverhalen kunnen uitslijten, zodat men verzadigd raakt, en
verveling het gevolg is. Ook de begrijpelijkheid blijkt betrekkelijk. Zodra men wil weten
’waarom alles zo gebeurd, en gesteld dat opeens. . . ’, dan zal de fantasie de gaten moeten
opvullen, waarbij het meteen weer meer gaten creëert. De natuurkundige verklaringen
groeien daarentegen binnen het voorstellingsvermogen, worden uiteindelijk zo begrijpelijk
dat niet begrijpen onvoorstelbaar is, en raken in hun algemeenheid aan een universum van
waarnemingen. Zelfs fenomenen waarmee men volledig onbekend is, kunnen beschreven
worden, alsof men er zeer ervaren mee is. Met wat men vaak ’gezond verstand’ noemt,
blijkt verrassend ver gekeken te kunnen worden. Hoewel daar geweldige bevindingen met
grote gevolgen uit zijn voortgekomen, kunnen dagelijkse waarnemingen even gewoon als
onverklaarbaar lijken. In dit proefschrift worden betrekkelijk simpele composities van
moeder natuur bekeken, waar we al veel moeite voor hebben moeten doen om er begrip
van te krijgen. Toch heeft het begrijpen van deze zaken soms onverwachte bijwerkingen,
waarmee ik deze samenvatting zou willen afsluiten. Afgezien van een mogelijke technol-
ogische vooruitgang, medische ontwikkeling en verhoging van de levensstandaard, lijken
deze ideen ook bij te dragen aan een geestelijk welzijn. Namelijk, wie is er tegenwoordig
nog bang voor basilisken? Deze wezens schijnen in de middeleeuwen een levensbedreig-
ing te zijn geweest. Een toevallige ontmoeting kon fataal zijn als men per ongeluk in
de ogen van zo’n sissend dier staarde, waardoor men zou verstenen. Basilisken komen,
bij mijn weten, uit het ei van een haan, en worden uitgebroed door een slang. Ik ben
dankbaar dat de mensheid zich niet meer bedreigd hoeft te voelen door deze wezens en
zijn soortgenoten. Des te meer waardeer ik hun aanwezigheid in indianenverhalen. Het
zou zelfs te waarderen zijn als een echt exemplaar zou opduiken, dat met het weerkaat-
sen van enkele fotonen via de iris(?), ontvangen op het netvlies van een slachtoffer, een
systeem van water, fosfolipiden, DNA, en een keur aan organische verbindingen, zou
veranderen in een complexe mineraal of silicaat, wat een revolutie zou betekenen, en
een aanleiding om de bestaande traditie om te gooien. Zowel het bestaan, als het niet-
bestaan van de basilisk kan genoten worden dankzij de traditie waar dit proefschrift uit
is voortgekomen.

Tot slot Antoni van Leeuwenhoek bleek een vaardig glasblazer, en construeerde revolu-
tionaire microscopen waarmee hij een onbekende wereld blootlegde. Zo staat hij bekend
als de ontdekker van de rode bloedcel, van eencellige levensvormen, en van de structuur
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van spierweefsel, om een willekeurige greep te noemen. Hij wordt ook wel de ’vader van
de microbiologie’ genoemd. Tevens trad hij op als executeur-testamentair van de nalaten-
schap van Jan Vermeer (zie kaft). Door een aandachtige blik te werpen op de composities
van een schilder kan soms meer indirecte informatie worden verkregen (zie kaft en laatste
pagina). Op een vergelijkbare manier bestuderen wij composities van moeder natuur,
die gezien zijn dankzij de nalatenschap van Van Leeuwenhoek. De indirecte informatie
wordt daarbij verkregen en verwoord dankzij een kennis waarop wij proberen voort te
bouwen, gericht op een algemeen begrip. Zo kijken wij dieper in emulsies en suspensies.
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